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SUMMARY
This report provides the Waterford 3 Facility Changes made pursuant to
1OCFR50.59(a)(1). The report covers the period from June 1, 1998, through May 31,
1999. None of the items in the report were found to involve an unreviewed safety
question.
Section I identifies acronyms used in the Report.
Section IIof the report identifies 108 Facility Changes which consist of: 9 Design
Changes (DCs), 5 Condition Identification/Work Authorizations (CI/WAs), 3 Temporary
Alteration Requests (TARs), 12 License Document Change Requests (LDCRs), 23
Miscellaneous Evaluations, 25 Commitment Changes, and 31 Engineering Requests
(ERs).
Section III of the report identifies 21 Procedure Changes which consist of: 16 Plant
Procedures and 5 Special Test Procedures (STPs).
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I.

LIST OF ACRONYMS

ACRONYM

DEFINITION

AC
ACCW

Alternating Current
Auxiliary Component Cooling Water

ADV

Atmospheric Dump Valve

AE

Architect/Engineer

ALARA
ANO

As Low as Reasonably Achievable
Arkansas Nuclear One

ANS

American National Standard

AOO
AOV

Anticipated Operational Occurrence

ARO

All Rods Out

AS
ASI

Auxiliary Steam
Axial Shape Index

ASME

American Society of Mechanical Engineers

ATWS

Anticipated Transient Without Scram

AWS

American Welding Society

BAM
BIW

Boric Acid Makeup
Boric Acid Makeup Tank
Boston Insulated Wire

CAP
CARB

Containment Atmosphere Purge
Corrective Action Review Board

CBO

Controlled Bleedoff
Containment Cooling System

BAMT

CCS
CCEF

Air Operated Valve

CCW

Commitment Change Evaluation Form
Component Cooling Water

CEA

Control Element Assembly

CEAC

Control Element Assembly Calculator

CEAW

Control Element Assembly Withdrawal

CEDM

Control Element Drive Mechanism

CEDMCS

Control Element Drive Mechanism Control System

CEOG

Combustion Engineering Owners Group
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CFC

Containment Fan Coolers

cfm

Cubic Feet per Minute

CHW

Chilled Water

CI
CIV

Condition Identification
Containment Isolation Valve

CMS

Commitments Management System

CMU

Condensate Makeup

COLR

Core Operating Limits Report
Core Operating Limits Supervisory System

COLSS
CP
CPC

Control Panel

CR

Condition Report

CRG

Condition Review Group

CS

Containment Spray

CSP
CVAS

Condensate Storage Pool
Controlled Ventilation Area System

CVCS

Chemical and Volume Control System

CWS

Circulating Water System

DBA
DBD

Design Basis Accident
Design Basis Document

DC

Design Change

DC
DCT
DE

Direct Current
Dry Cooling Tower
Design Engineering

DNBR

Departure from Nucleate Boiling Ratio

D/P

Differential Pressure

EBA
ECCS

Emergency Breathing Air
Emergency Core Cooling System

EDG

Emergency Diesel Generator

EFAS

Emergency Feedwater Actuation Signal
Effective Full Power Day
Emergency Feedwater Pump Turbine

EFPD
EFPT

Core Protection Calculator
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EFW
EOC
EOP

Emergency Feedwater
End of Cycle

EPRI

Emergency Operating Procedure
Electric Power Research Institute

EQ

Environmental Qualification

ER

Engineering Request

ESF
ESFAS

Engineered Safeguards Features
Engineered Safeguards Features Actuation System

F

Fahrenheit

FHA

Fire Hazards Analysis

FHA

Fuel Handling Accident

FHB
FME

Fuel Handling Building
Foreign Material Exclusion

FMEA

Failure Modes and Effects Analysis

FP
FSAR

Fuel Pool
Final Safety Analysis Report

FWlV

Feedwater Isolation Valve

gpd

Gallons per day
Gallons per minute

gpm
GDC
HFP
HPSI
HRA

General Design Criteria
Hot Full Power
High Pressure Safety Injection
Hydrogen Recombiner Analyzer

HZP

Hot Zero Power

IA
ID

Instrument Air
Inside diameter

IHEA

In-House Events Analysis

ILRT

Integrated Leak Rate Testing

IST
Ksi

Inservice Testing
Kips per square inch

kW

kilowatt

LBD

Licensing Basis Document
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Ibm

Pounds mass

LBLOCA
LCO

Large Break Loss of Coolant Accident
Limiting Condition for Operation

LDCR

Licensing Document Change Request

LER

Licensee Event Report

LOCA
LOCV

Loss of Coolant Accident
Loss of Condenser Vacuum

LOFC

Loss of Forced Circulation

LOMF

Loss of Main Feedwater

LOOP

Loss of Offsite Power

LPD

Local Power Density

LPDES

Louisiana Pollution Discharge Elimination System

LPSI
LTC

Low Pressure Safety Injection
Long Term Cooling

LTOP

Low Temperature Overpressure

LWM

Liquid Waste Management

MCC
MCES
MEDP

Motor Control Center
Main Condenser Evacuation System
Maximum Expected Differential Pressure

MFIV

Main Feedwater Isolation Valve

MIG
MHS
MNSA

Motor/Generator

MOV

Motor Operated Valve

MS

Main Steam

MSIS

Main Steam Isolation Signal

MSIV
MSLB

Main Steam Isolation Valve
Main Steam Line Break

MTC

Moderator Temperature Coefficient

N/E

Normal/Emergency

NEI

Nuclear Energy Institute

NFPA

National Fire Protection Association

Maintenance Hatch Seal
Mechanical Nozzle Seal Assembly
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NPDES

National Pollution Discharge Elimination System

NPSH

Net Positive Suction Head

OD

Outside diameter

ODCM

Offsite Dose Calculation Manual

OOS

Out of Service

PASS
PCRS

Post-accident Sampling System
Paperless Condition Report System

PDP

Power Distribution Panel

PLHGR
PMC

Peak Linear Heat Generation Rate
Plant Monitoring Computer

PMU

Primary Makeup

ppm

Parts per million

PPS
psi

Plant Protection System
Pounds per Square Inch

psia

Pounds per Square Inch Absolute

psig

Pounds per Square Inch Gauge

PWR
PWSCC

Pressurized Water Reactor
Primary Water Stress Corrosion Cracking

QAPM

Quality Assurance Program Manual

QSPDS

Quality Safety Parameter Display System

RAB

Reactor Auxiliary Building

RAS
RCA
RCB

Recirculation Actuation Signal
Root Cause Analysis
Reactor Containment Building

RCD

Root Cause Determination

RCP

Reactor Coolant Pump

RCS

Reactor Coolant System

RDB

Reload Data Block

RG

Regulatory Guide

ROPM

Required Overpower Margin

rpm

Revolutions per Minute

RTD

Resistance Thermal Detector
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RTNDT

Nil-Ductility Transition Reference Temperature

RTP
RWLIS

Return to Power
Reactor Water Level Indicating System

RWSP

Refueling Water Storage Pool

SA

Station Air

SAFDL

Specified Acceptable Fuel Design Limits

SBLOCA

Small Break Loss of Coolant Accident

SBO
SBV

Station Blackout
Shield Building Ventilation

SCC

Stress Corrosion Cracking

SDC

Shutdown Cooling

SDCHX

Shut Down Cooling Heat Exchanger

SDS
SER

Satellite Display System
Safety Evaluation Report

SFP

Spent Fuel Pool

SG

Steam Generator

SGTR

Steam Generator Tube Rupture

SI
SIAS

Safety Injection
Safety Injection Actuation Signal

SLB

Steam Line Break
Setpoint Change

SPC
SPEER
SRP

Spare Part Equivalency Evaluation Report
Standard Review Plan

SSFI

Structure, System, or Component
Safety System Functional Inspection

STP

Special Test Procedure

STS

Static Transfer Switch

SUPS

Static Uninterruptible Power Supply

TAR

Temporary Alteration Request
Transmission and Distribution

SSC

T&D
TOL
TRM

Thermal Overload
Technical Requirements Manual
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TS

Technical Specifications

UHS

Ultimate Heat Sink

USQ
VOPT

Unreviewed Safety Question
Variable Overpower Trip

WA

Work Authorization

WCT
WRGM

Wet Cooling Tower
Wide Range Gas Monitor

WRSO

Worst Rod Stuck Out
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II.

FACILITY CHANGES

A.

DESIGN CHANGES

1.

DC-3268, Fire Detection System Upgrade, Revision 6

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
DC-3268 replaces the plant fire detection system. This includes the following changes:
1) removal of valve tamper switches from most control valves and controlling the valve
by locking it in the desired position; 2) changing detection systems such that multicycle
sprinkler systems will function as preaction systems; 3) changing the power supply for
the fire detection and actuation system from the 120 v DC system and providing the
power from an AC source; 4) eliminating heat sensitive thermistor wire from certain
suppression systems and adding fire detectors to these areas in a cross-zone actuation
arrangement. Also, changing some single zone actuation systems to cross-zone
detection systems; 5) removing ionization smoke detection from the FHB and adding
beam detection; 6) deleting certain local alarms in individual fire areas and replacing
them with alarms that are initiated through the plant paging system and a plant tone
system; 7) changing cooling tower thermistor detection to smoke and spot heat
detection; 8) providing fire detection in some areas where none previously existed; 9)
combining several separate fire pump alarms into a single trouble alarm to be
consistent with NFPA requirements; 10) changing surveillance procedures based on
plant changes; and 11) changing fire pump annunciation from panel CP-1 9 to the fire
alarm panel in the control room.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The fire detection system is being replaced due to age, unavailability of replacement
parts, absence of a listing/approval, and excessive surveillance costs.
50.59 EVALUATION
The changes were evaluated and determined to have no impact on the probability or
consequences of an accident or an equipment malfunction. The changes do not
introduce any new accident scenario and do not create any new kind of equipment
malfunction than previously evaluated in the FSAR. There is also no reduction in the
margin of safety and no USQ is created.
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2.

DC-3429, Instrument Air Supply to Fail Open Containment Isolation Valves,
Revisions 3, 4, 5 and 6

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed change provides a means to remotely recharge the existing air
accumulators for valves CC-641, CC-710, CC-713, CC-807A(B), CC-808A(B), CC
822A(B), CC-823A(B), and CS-125A(B). Revision 4 revises FSAR Section 9.3.1 to
reflect that each essential air station is provided with a filter to maintain system
cleanliness. Revision 5 changes the tolerance for the regulating valves from +/- 10 psi
to +/- 13 psi and changes the type of containment isolation valve for SA-9082 from a
solenoid operated globe valve to a solenoid operated gate valve. Revision 6 will spare
in-place tubing installed in previous revisions 0 through 2 and return the HRA solenoid
sample valves to the original flow direction (reversed in revision 0).
REASON FOR CHANGE
Revision 3 - During surveillance testing of valves CC-200A(B), CC-563, CC-727, CC
641, CC-713, and CC-71 0, a pressure spike causes some thermal relief valves to
momentarily open with resultant loss of a small amount of CCW inventory.
Revision 4 - Containment isolation valves CC-641, CC-710, CC-713, CC-807A(B), CC
808A(B), CC-822A(B), CC-823A(B), and CS-125A(B) are air operated, designed to fail
open, and they are required to be capable of closing and staying closed in accordance
with GDC 56 and 57. Although each of these valves is connected to safety related air
accumulators, the accumulators are not adequately sized to provide long term closure
of the valves if necessary.
Revision 5 - The acceptance criteria was revised for the regulating valves to envelop
testing results and the globe valve was replaced because testing determined it was not
capable of remaining closed when exposed to containment accident pressures of 44
psig in the reverse direction of flow.
Revision 6 - This revision will restore the HRA system sample valves to the original
design flow direction for consistency between the trains of HRA. The HRA valves to be
reworked under this revision are not containment isolation valves.
50.59 EVALUATION
Revision 3 - Neither the failure of any of the affected RCB isolation valves or failure of
the IAsystem are postulated to initiate any accidents identified in the FSAR. To
preclude an increase in the consequences of any accident identified in the FSAR, the
new piping, tubing, and associated fittings and components are designed in accordance
with appropriate ASME, regulatory, and industry standards. Appropriate administrative
controls will also be implemented to ensure equipment operates as required and
10

containment penetration integrity is maintained. Potential events with the proposed
change (e.g., cylinder or tubing rupture) have also been evaluated to ensure no new
accident or equipment malfunction not previously evaluated in the FSAR is created. TS
bases for containment systems, containment isolation valves, and containment building
penetrations were evaluated to ensure there is no reduction in any margin of safety.
Revision 4 - Neither the failure of any of the affected RCB isolation valves or failure of
the IAsystem are postulated to initiate any accidents identified in the FSAR. To
preclude an increase in the consequences of any accident identified in the FSAR, the
new piping, tubing, and associated fittings and components are designed in accordance
with appropriate ASME, regulatory, and industry standards. Appropriate administrative
controls will also be implemented to ensure equipment operates as required and
containment penetration integrity is maintained. Potential events with the proposed
change (e.g., cylinder or tubing rupture) have also been evaluated to ensure no new
accident or equipment malfunction not previously evaluated in the FSAR is created.
Clogging of the new filters is not a concern since they will only be in service during
post-accident conditions following loss of the IAsystem and flow rates will be extremely
small. A maintenance repetitive task will be implemented to service the filters each
refueling outage and flow to the filter located in containment will be isolated when
station air is placed in service each refueling outage. TS bases for containment
systems, containment isolation valves, and containment building penetrations were
evaluated to ensure there is no reduction in any margin of safety.
Revision 5 - The safety evaluation for this revision will not reduce the margin of safety
as defined in the Basis for any TS or safety analysis and no USQ is created.
Revision 6 - This revision to DC-3426 has been evaluated under 50.59 and no USQ is
created. The valves in question will be returned to their original design flow direction
for consistency between the trains of HRA. The tubing installed will be spared-in-place
with the ends capped so that it will not be connected to any process in the plant. No
accidents or equipment malfunctions will be affected by these changes. No new
system interactions or connections and no new failure modes are created by revision 6
that could create a new accident. No margins of safety are reduced as a result of this
change.
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3.

DC-3493, Stroke Time Speed Reduction of CCW Header Isolation Valves

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
During surveillance testing, the closure of certain air-operated CCW isolation valves
causes pressure transients due to the momentum change of the water in the system.
This change modifies the logic andlor pneumatic actuation system on four groups of
isolation valves, which the cumulative effects of operation have caused undesirable
pressure transients in the system. The first group of valves consists of butterfly valves
CC-200A(B), CC-727, and CC-563. The second group of valves, CC-963A(B),
provides CCW through the SDCHX. The third group of valves, CC-641, CC-713, and
CC-710, isolate the in-containment nonessential heat loads associated with RCP seal
and motor coolers and CEDMs at the primary containment boundary. The fourth group
of valves, CC-413A(B), isolates the flow of CCW through the EDG heat exchangers.
REASON FOR CHANGE
During surveillance testing of valves CC-200A(B), CC-563, CC-727, CC-641, CC-713,
and CC-710, a pressure spike causes some thermal relief valves to momentarily open
with resultant loss of a small amount of CCW inventory. DC-3493, Revision 0, was
installed to increase the closed stroke times of these valves by adding flow control
valves in the supply air lines to the actuators. The acceptance testing for this DC
revealed that the pressure transients continue to occur with peak pressures exceeding
system design pressure with valve stroke times less than 5 seconds.
50.59 EVALUATION
There are no accidents that are initiated by the failure of the CCW equipment or
equipment supplied by CCW affected by the proposed change. The modification could
potentially affect the consequences of accidents that rely on the CCW system to
provide heat removal from safety-related SSCs (LOCA and MSLB inside containment).
An STP was performed with a valve lineup which duplicates the flow lineup of this
proposed change. Review of the flow data indicates that all flows to components were
above the minimum required accident flow values with the exception of CCW flow to the
Essential Chillers and the EDGs. Since none of the above system testing or seismic
events would involve accident loads on the Chillers or EDGs, a slight deviation in flow
for the short period of time CC-963A(B) is open will have no affect on the system's
ability to perform its safety function. During other accidents (e.g., LOCA, tornado) the
cooling water to the Essential Chillers is supplied by ACCW making full flow available to
the EDGs. Thus, no accident consequences are affected by this change. The
\ probability and consequences of failure of the valves in question is not increased since
the valves are rated equal in quality level and are consistent with the system
parameters of the existing equipment. Failure modes remain as previously designed.
In addition, no new system interconnections or interactions are required that might
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create a new equipment failure mode. No protective boundaries are affected and no
margin of safety reduced as a result of this change.
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4.

DC-3504, Containment Sump Level Transmitter Replacement

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This design change will replace the ITT Barton transmitters model 764 and 350 series
seal sensor transmitters with Rosemount model 1154/1159 series seal sensor
transmitters.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The ITT Barton transmitters have experienced air accumulation in the sensing lines,
which causes an upward drift in level indication.
50.59 EVALUATION
The 50.59 evaluation has concluded that no USQ exists as a result of this change. The
containment sump level instrumentation will continue to provide the value of the level in
the containment sump to control room personnel. The FSAR states that the
containment sump level instrumentation must measure the entire range of the
containment sump. The new range of the containment sump instrumentation will
measure the entire containment sump range, -23.5 feet to -11 feet. The containment
sump level instrumentation is RG 1.97 instrumentation and the change in range will not
adversely affect this instrumentation. The transmitters will be purchased per IEEE-323
to meet separation criteria and to interface with the plant computer and other safety
related instruments.
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5.

DC-3506, Auxiliary Steam Test Connection for EFW Pump 'A/B', Revision 1

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
Revision 1 installs a new flanged branch connection on the AS system and the
associated piping, valves, and hoses to allow the AS system to be connected to the MS
system during plant outages for testing EFW Pump A/B. To reduce the amount of new
piping required to connect the two new branch connections, a portion of the existing SA
system piping previously used for containment vessel ILRT will be redesignated as AS
piping.
REASON FOR CHANGE
TS 3.7.1.2 requires that all three EFW pumps are operable in Modes 1, 2, and 3. If
only two are operable, and the third could not be returned to operable status within 72
hours, then the plant must be placed in Hot Standby within the next 6 hours. Because
of these requirements, routine maintenance and periodic overhaul of the EFW Pump
A/B occurs only during plant outages. Testing of the turbine and pump can then only
be performed during plant startup when any problems discovered could extend the
plant outage.
50.59 EVALUATION
Neither the loss of the EFW Pump ANB or the steam supply to the pump, or the
malfunction of the AS or SA systems are postulated to initiate any previously evaluated
accidents. There are also no accidents who consequences would be increased by this
loss or malfunction. Connection to the AS system will only occur during plant outages
when operability of EFW Pump A/B is not required. Overpressurization is not a concern
because the design conditions of the MS supply to the turbine are 1085 psig at 555
deg. F and the design conditions of the AS system are only 250 psig at 4900 F. Water
chemistry and steam differences were also evaluated and determined to not present
any problems. Therefore, no equipment failure probability or consequences will be
increased by this change. The new piping exposed on the RAB roof has been
evaluated as meeting design requirements so that no new accident scenario is created.
No permanent system interactions will be created and the design conditions of the AS
system are lower than those of the MS system. Therefore, no new equipment
malfunction will be created. There are no margins of safety affected by this change, no
protective boundary is affected, and no USQ is created.
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6.

DC-3542, CCW Temporary Water Piping Train Separation Boundary

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
A new normally closed manual isolation valve will be installed in line 3CC6-405A, just
upstream of check valve CC-8081A. Check valves CC-8081A and CC-8051B will
remain in place, but will be removed from the IST plan.
REASON FOR CHANGE
In the event the CFC containment isolation valves are removed from service for
maintenance or due to failure during plant operations and cannot be closed, there is no
positive way to isolate an inoperable train from an operable one. Check valves CC
8081A and CC-8051 B cannot be used as alternate containment isolation per TS 3.6.3.
50.59 EVALUATION
There are no accidents in the FSAR for which the CFC isolation valves are considered
the initiators. While the CCW system provides cooling support for other SSCs
containing radioactive or potentially radioactive fluids required in accident mitigation, no
accident will have its consequences increased by this change. The new valve will be
fabricated and installed to ASME Section III, Class 3, requirements. It will also be
normally closed as isolation from the normal flow path to maintain separation between
CCW Trains 'A' and 'B'. Due to the construction and passive function, no equipment
important-to-safety will be affected by this change. No new system interactions or
connections are required and no new failure mode will be created. No protective
boundaries are affected by this change and no margin of safety is reduced.
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7.

DC-3546, SUPS 3B-S Replacement

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This modification replaces the existing Class 1 E safety-related ELGAR SUPS 3B-S and
associated bypass constant voltage transformer located in Switchgear Room 'B'. The
rating of the SUPS unit has been increased to 20 kva from 10 kva and the rating of the
bypass transformer to 30 kva from 25 kva. The new SCI SUPS is equipped with an
automatic STS, which is an added design feature not available in the existing unit. The
STS is a zero-break, high-speed electronic, automatic, fail-safe transfer switch. It
transfers power to the bypass transformer when the inverter experiences overload,
overvoltage, or undervoltage. The physical size and weight of the SCI SUPS unit is
larger than the existing ELGAR unit combined with the bypass transformer. Four new
information circuit cables will be installed between MUX cabinet CAB RAB 2105 and
SUPS 3B-S to indicate SUPS power source status (by inverter and by alternate
source). These cables will be non-safety related in application but are qualified for
safety-related applications. Appendix 'R' lighting Battery Pack LTEEBLT32521 D will be
relocated to preclude interference with installation of the replacement SUPS.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The inverters made by ELGAR are designed to shut down, in microseconds, when the
output current reaches 165% of their rated current due to short circuit experienced.
Due to lack of adequate current, the down stream circuit breakers will not trip if a short
circuit occurs. In addition, a potential exists for a single fire to affect redundant SUPS
trains. A single fire-could induce low impedance short circuits in associated circuits.
The SUPS made by ELGAR takes I to 3 seconds, after shutting down, to slowly ramp
up its output voltage to 120 volts and clear faults. This makes it difficult to achieve
selective coordinated protection against faults. This has the potential to degrade
redundant trains.
50.59 EVALUATION
The new SUPS and associated equipment installed by this proposed design change
generally meet or exceed the same design, material, construction standards, and
specifications used for the original SUPS equipment. In a few instances where the
performance characteristic did not exceed those of the old SUPS, these were evaluated
and found to be acceptable. The instrumentation installed on the new SUPS meets or
exceeds the accuracy and response characteristics of the original installed equipment
being replaced. The replacement SUPS will not cause any SSC to be operated outside
of its design, test, or qualified limits. Although system interface is changed, in that the
new SUPS includes an automatic STS, this switch enhances the selective electrical
protective features provided for the original design and does not increase the likelihood
of any accident. The actions described or assumed in the FSAR accident analyses are
not adversely affected. All assumptions previously made in evaluating the radiological
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consequences of an accident described in the FSAR remain unchanged. The
replacement SUPS enhances vital AC reliability and does not adversely impact any
SSC considered important-to-safety. Fission product barriers are not degraded and the
new SUPS does not adversely impact any RCS pressure boundary or containment
performance. No TS is changed and margins of safety are not adversely impacted.
Thus the proposed change does not constitute a USQ or a change to the TS.
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8.

DC 3549, Boric Acid Makeup And Primary Water Makeup Flow Batch Counters.
Calibration data packages for BAMIF0210Y and PMUIF021OX.

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
ER-W3-98-0713-00-05 (DC 3549) and associated calibration data packages will
replace the mechanical predetermined counters of the primary makeup water and boric
acid makeup water system with electronic predetermined counters. These counters are
located on CP-4 and are used in reactivity control to add borated or demineralized
water to the reactor water.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The mechanical counters experience sticking problems, which can cause reactivity
management problems.
50.59 EVALUATION
The replacement of the Primary Water Makeup and Boric Acid Makeup flow batch
counters does not involve a USQ. The Primary Makeup Water and Boric Acid Makeup
Water batch counters are non-safety components that are not required for the safe
shutdown of the plant. The replacement counter is an electronic counter that will not
experience the same sticking problems as the current mechanical component. The
accident potentially affected by this change is CVCS Malfunction (Boron Dilution). The
replacement part specified by this modification is an electronic component that will
function essentially the same as the existing component. However, the component will
not experience the same mechanical sticking potential that can cause miscounts during
reactivity management evolutions. The replacement component will use the same
power source, and contains a nonvolatile EPROM memory that will retain the
configuration and current count information if the power is lost to the unit. The
component is "turned off' until the control switch is taken to the proper setting (dilution
or boration) and the counter is reset to a preset value. At this time, the appropriate
valve is opened, and the counter is allowed to receive counts. During the
boration/dilution evolution, if power is lost, the unit will maintain the current count, and
resume counting when power is restored to the unit. The current unit functions the
same as this replacement unit in fit, form and function. The replacement component
does not initiate a malfunction of the control valves (BAM-141 or PMU-144) that is
different from the current model that could cause a CVCS malfunction accident. This
ER will not increase the probability of occurrence of an accident previously evaluated in
the FSAR. There are no radiological consequences altered by this configuration
change associated with the CVCS malfunction event. The replacement component is
the same in fit, form and function as the existing component. There are no additional
accidents in the FSAR that may have radiological release consequences altered by a
malfunction of the replacement equipment. The equipment affected by this modification
is used to inject borated and primary makeup water into the core. These components
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are not required for the safe shutdown of the plant and are therefore not considered
equipment important to safety per Table 3.2-1 of the FSAR. No new system
interactions or connections have been created by this modification. This ER is a part
for part replacement that does not interact with any additional equipment than
previously designed. No new equipment failure modes that did not previously exist
have been created by this modification. This change does not affect a protective
boundary or margin of safety as defined in the TS of the plant.
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9.

PC-801 0, Atmospheric Dump Valve Testing and Maintenance Improvements

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
PC-8010 will do the following to MS-116A(B): 1) remove open limit switch which is not
electrically connected; 2) install a mechanical scale on the side of the valve yoke to
assist in determining valve position locally; 3) install permanent test connections and
an air supply isolation valve; 4) add flexible metal hose to minimize stresses and
dampen vibrations on tubing during valve operation.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The ADVs have failed numerous in-service tests. The open limit switch creates
noticeable hesitation in the valve resulting in excessive stroke time. There is no
method for operators to consistently determine the valve full open position. Current
AOV testing requires disassembling the valve actuator tubing to add test connections,
which results in excessive wear and air leaks.
50.59 EVALUATION
The proposed change will not increase either the probability or consequences of an
inadvertent opening of an ADV. All components are qualified for safety-related use.
Test connections will be seismically analyzed to ensure they hold pressure during and
after a seismic event and maintain the integrity of the ADVs. No new system
interconnections are required and no new failure modes are created. No protective
boundary will be affected and no margin of safety reduced.
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B.

CONDITION IDENTIFICATION/WORK AUTHORIZATION (CIWA)

1.

CI-285472 / WA-01 108687, Turbine Building Office and Bathroom Facility
Conversion

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This change updates the FSAR and other controlled documents containing information
regarding the bathroom and office located at Elevation +15.00 in the NW corner of the
Turbine Building. It also removes the air conditioning units and hot water heater.
REASON FOR CHANGE
These rooms were previously converted into storage areas without proper
documentation. This was documented in condition report CR-95-0016.
50.59 EVALUATION
Updating the controlled documents to reflect previous changes and removing the air
conditioning units and hot water heater do not create a USQ. No accidents or
important-to-safety equipment are affected by this change. No new system interactions
or connections are required and no new accident modes are created. The change
does not affect any margin of safety.
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2.

CI-310524 / WA 01160664 Tornado Clips for Hatch Covers HC-31

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This change installs tornado clips on the RAB roof hatch covers for hatch HC-31,
located on elevation +69 of the RAB roof. A total of six clips will be installed to restrain
two hatch covers if a design basis tornado passes over the subject hatch covers. This
evaluation also covers calculation EC-C97-010 which was prepared to support the WA
package and an FSAR change required as a result of the calculation.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The restraining clips are designed to keep hatch covers HC-31 in place as required by
GDC 2. The weight of the cover by itself is not adequate to negate the differential
negative pressure due to a design basis tornado.
50.59 EVALUATION
Installation of the tornado clips does not affect any accidents previously evaluated in
the FSAR nor does it create the possibility of a new accident than any previously
evaluated. Since no accident is affected or created, no accident consequences are
adversely affected. Installation of the clips does not affect any previously evaluated
equipment malfunction, nor does it create the possibility of a new equipment
malfunction. No new system interconnections or interactions are required to install this
change. There are no margins of safety or fission product barriers affected by this
change and there is no USQ created as a result of this change.
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3.

CI-312468 / WA-01 163092, Strainers for Condenser Inlet Water Boxes - Drain
Lines

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
Six non-safety, non-seismic strainers are to be fabricated and installed over the drain
line of each of the condenser inlet water boxes.
REASON FOR CHANGE
During the process of draining the inlet water boxes, debris that has accumulated inside
the water boxes becomes lodged inside the drain isolation valves and/or the drain
pipes. The debris prevents flow and reduces the ability to drain the water boxes in a
timely manner.
50.59 EVALUATION
Loss of condenser vacuum is the analyzed accident but failure of an inlet water box
drain line is not postulated to initiate this accident. Nor will this failure affect the
consequences of a LOCV. Neither installation of the strainers nor their failure will affect
proper operation of the condenser or the CWS. The strainer will not cause any new
accident or equipment malfunction. No protective boundary or margin of safety will be
affected by this change.
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4.

CI-313081 I WA-01 164472, Appendix R Upgrade and MCC Isolation Device
Changes

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed change will provide Appendix R emergency lighting for valves ACC
138A(B). The change also replaces the existing thermal-magnetic breaker in series
with a contactor for MCC 3A315-S and 3B315-S with two thermal-magnetic breakers in
series.
REASON FOR CHANGE
This change is required to bring the plant into conformance with the FSAR, Appendix R
for safe shutdown lighting, and RG 1.75 for electrical separation.
50.59 EVALUATION
There are no accidents whose probability or consequences are affected by this addition
of Appendix R lighting. The change is confined to existing normallemergency (N/E)
lighting circuits that are supplied from the EDGs via the Class 1 E motor control centers.
Isolation has been provided by the double breaker scheme in accordance with RG 1.75
requirements. There are negligible changes to EDG fuel oil consumption (which are
accounted for in previous conservatisms for N/E lighting) and heatload to both the 'A'
and 'B' electrical switchgear rooms (accounted for by calculation). The change to the
isolation devices corrects a nonconformance and brings it into compliance with
Waterford commitments. No new system interconnections are required, no new failure
methods are created, and no important-to-safety equipment is affected. No protective
boundaries are affected and no margin of safety reduced by this change.
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5.

CI-312893/ WA-01 164914, Refueling Water Storage Pool Vent Line Drain Valve

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The RWSP vent line requires draining to ensure an unobstructed vent path for air
displaced during pool filling. The existing drain valve is located in a radiological
restricted, congested area that is difficult to access. A new drain valve will be added
downstream of the existing valve in a more suitable area to correct this condition.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The present drain valve location has been described as an operations work around due
to radiological restrictions and congestion of the area.
50.59 EVALUATION
Addition of a new valve downstream of the present valve in the RWSP vent line drain
will not present a condition that requires changes to any systems or components that
could result in a USQ. The addition of the more accessible valve duplicates the
function of the existing valve and does not impact the ability of the RWSP or the system
to achieve their intended design function. No accidents or equipment are affected by
this change and no margin of safety is reduced.
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C.

TEMPORARY ALTERATION REQUEST (TAR)

1.

TAR-98-003, Temporary Power for Equipment in Fuel Handling Building

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
Spare compartment of 480v Motor Control Center 3B314 will be energized, temporary
cables will be routed, and the existing 480v receptacle F2B will be used.
REASON FOR CHANGE
To provide power to temporary non-safety related equipment that will be used during
the Spent Fuel Pool Rerack project.
50.59 EVALUATION
No USQ is created by implementing this temporary alteration. There are no previously
evaluated accidents associated with providing temporary power to the FHB.
Temporarily removed conduit seals will be replaced as soon as possible and all fuel
movement suspended as required by TS to ensure there is no increase in
consequences of a radiological release. Appropriate isolation and protective devices
will be in place to ensure no important-to-safety equipment is affected by this change.
Supplying power to non-safety loads will not require the 480v AC distribution system to
be operated in an abnormal manner. No protective boundary or margin of safety will be
affected by this temporary alteration.
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2.

TAR 98-006, Temporary Breathing Air Compressor

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This temporary alteration installs a 20 cfm temporary air compressor to maintain the
EBA storage tanks at an air pressure greater than or equal to 1800 psig.
REASON FOR CHANGE
This change is required because the permanent 100 cfm EBA compressor is out of
service.
50.59 EVALUATION
The FSAR states that a breathable air compressor is manually operated to maintain the
storage tanks filled but the type and capacity of the compressor is not described. In
addition, as stated in the FSAR, the EBA compressor and storage tank fill piping are not
required for successful operation of the system. The manual operation prevents the
accidental chemical contamination of the stored air. The temporary compressor control
circuitry is different from the permanent plant EBA compressor in that it has the
capability to automatically start and stop to maintain pressure. Operations will ensure
that the temporary compressor does not automatically start by placing the control
switch in the off position and opening the manual disconnect that supplies power to the
compressor after each use. This change does not cause or affect any accident
previously evaluated in the FSAR nor does it increase any accident consequences.
Since the EBA compressor and storage tank are not required for successful operation
of the system, the change does not affect the probability or consequences of an
equipment malfunction. No new accident or equipment malfunctions are created and
no margin of safety is reduced by this change.
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3.

TAR 97-018, Procedure OP-901-202, Revision 1, Deviation A, and TAR 97-005

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The non-condensable gases and vapor mixture from the condenser vacuum pumps are
monitored for radioactivity before being discharged to the atmosphere. The presence
of radioactivity would indicate a primary-to-secondary leak in the SG(s). Prior to TAR
97-018, if high activity was indicated, the vacuum pump exhaust header would
automatically be connected to RAB normal ventilation ductwork, which provides a
filtered release via the plant stack. The proposed change disables the diversion and
eliminates a problem in which, during a SIAS following a SGTR, the RAB normal
ventilation fans would be secured and the radioactive non-condensable gases and
vapor mixture from the condenser vacuum pumps would be pumped throughout the
RAB ductwork. The operations procedure which governs the divert function, OP-901
202, was revised to remove immediate operator action to go into MCES divert.
Annunciator E0303 (Vacuum Pumps Exhaust Activity Hi) is locked in while the diversion
capability is disabled. Thus, one indication from the RMS used to detect high activity
will be disabled. There are alternate indications and annunciation for high activity as
measured by the condenser WRGM. These indications are:
1. The RM-1 1 (Screen 6) on CP-6 and in the Health Physics Count Room
2. The RM-23 for PRMIRE0002 on CP-52 and its associated recorder
3. Annunciator L01 10 on CP-36
The usage of the condenser WRGM remains as expected by both the TS and the TRM,
except for the capability to divert tested by Surveillance Procedure MI-003-386 per the
Channel Functional Test of TRM Table 4.3-9. The applicable action from TS Table 3.3
6 is to provide alternate monitoring from the turbine building vent. The action statement
provides no limit on the duration for having an inoperable condenser WRGM. This TAR
will only be required in Modes 1-4.
REASON FOR CHANGE
Prior to TAR 97-018, the condenser vacuum pump exhaust header would be
automatically connected to the RAB normal ventilation in the event that high activity
was indicated. The design of the RAB normal ventilation is such that the E-22
ventilation fans will be secured upon a SIAS. Therefore, if a significant primary-to
secondary leakage were to occur, potentially high radioactive gases and vapor would
be directed throughout the RAB non-safety ductwork. By removing the divert function,
TAR 97-018 will prevent the MCES gases from being pumped throughout the RAB.
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50.59 EVALUATION
Eliminating the divert function for the condenser off-gas has no impact on design basis
accidents since SGTR does not take credit for the filtered exhaust via the RAB normal
ventilation. Normal off-site doses will remain consistent with ALARA principles and the
change will not cause the amount of activity released during normal operations to
exceed NRC expectations.
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D.

LICENSING DOCUMENT CHANGE REQUESTS (LDCR)

1.

LDCR-97-0067, FSAR Chapter 12

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed change revises FSAR Chapter 12 to reflect the current organization and
operation of the Radiation Protection area.
REASON FOR CHANGE
Terminology changes, correction of typographical errors, and addition of the Westside
Facility as an entrance to the Controlled Access Area.
50.59 EVALUATION
The proposed changes are primarily editorial with the exception of some approved
design changes. They are a reflection of the Radiation Protection organization, new
ALARA considerations, and equipment/area locations as they currently exist. The
changes made under DC-3354 and 3378 were evaluated as part of those changes.
The proposed changes do not affect any accidents or important-to-safety equipment.
They do not impact any protective boundaries or safety margins and do not constitute a
USQ.
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2.

LDCR 97-0157, FSAR Section 6.1.1.1.5

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed change revises FSAR Section 6.1.1.1.5 to require ductwork welding on
the Containment Cooling System to be performed in accordance with AWS D9.1-90.
REASON FOR CHANGE
AWS D9.1-90 is a sheet metal welding code, which did not exist until 1980. The code
used prior to this (AWS D1 .1-75) is a structural steel welding code and does not
address sheet metal welding.
50.59 EVALUATION
The proposed change has no affect on any accident or important to safety equipment.
This change will affect welding activities but will not affect the safety function of CCS
which is to remove heat from the containment atmosphere following a LOCA, MSLB, or
secondary pipe break inside containment. No new system interactions or connections
are required, no protective boundary is affected, and no margin of safety reduced.
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3.

FSAR Sections 6.2.2.2.2.1, 6.2.2.3.2.1, 6.3.2.2.2.3, and Table 6.2-22

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed change revises FSAR Sections 6.2.2.2.2.1, 6.2.2.3.2.1, 6.3.2.2.2.3, and
Table 6.2-22
REASON FOR CHANGE
These sections are required to be updated to be consistent with the latest revisions of
the calculations for 'Water Level Inside Containment", "NPSH Calculation for HPSI and
CS Pumps During Recirculation", and "Safety Injection System Sump and Screen."
50.59 EVALUATION
The change does not adversely affect the overall ESF system performance or reliability
in a manner that could lead to an accident occurring. This change does not cause the
HPSI or CS pumps to be operated outside of their design basis. The FSAR changes
cannot affect any system interface in a way that could lead to an accident. No physical
changes to the plant are required or proposed as a result of the calculation revisions or
the FSAR changes. Additionally, no plant or system operating procedures are affected
by these changes. The changes do not affect the design, operation, or failure modes of
the SI System, CS System, SIS Sump, SIS Sump Screen, or the RCB.
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4.

FSAR Tables 6.3-1 and 9.3-16

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed change revises FSAR Tables 6.3-1 and 9.3-16 to correct miscellaneous
mistakes, add clarification where needed, and eliminate any mixing and matching
between the two tables so that each includes only failures that are applicable to the
mode(s) considered. Some components are being deleted because their failure does
not impact the function of the system. These changes are administrative only and do
not alter, in any way, the function or operation of the system.
REASON FOR CHANGE
An in-house and an independent review both identified a lack of consistency between
the two tables along with some typographical errors.
50.59 EVALUATION
Revising FSAR Tables 6.3-1 and 9.3-16 does not result in a USQ. This change does
not involve any physical change to the plant, but only revises the FMEAs performed for
the SI and SDC systems to clarify the Tables. The Tables continue to show that no
single failure of the SI or SDC systems will prevent the systems from fulfilling their
safety functions.
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5.

FSAR Tables 3.9-8, 3.9-9, and 3.9-10

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
FSAR Tables 3.9-8, 3.9-9, and 3.9-10 are being revised to add pumps and valves
which have active functions, delete valves which do not have action functions, delete
non-design information, and correct miscellaneous errors.
REASON FOR CHANGE
When reviewing these Tables as corrective action for a condition report, it became
apparent that the tables did not reflect actual plant configuration.
50.59 EVALUATION
Revising FSAR Tables 3.9-8, 3.9-9, and 3.9-10 does not result in a USQ. This change
does not make any physical changes to the plant and only revises the Tables to make
them consistent with actual plant configuration.
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6.

LDCR-97-0257

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed changes are being made to the FSAR to reflect the ASME Code 1992
Edition and portions of the 1993 Addenda requirements, which were approved by the
NRC for use at Waterford 3.
REASON FOR CHANGE
These changes reflect the differences between the ASME Code Section XI 1992
Edition and the Winter 1981 Addenda.
50.59 EVALUATION
According to the 50.59 evaluation, these changes meet or exceed the requirements of
ASME Section XI and do not have any adverse affect on any accident or important-to
safety equipment. No new system interactions are required, no new failure modes are
created, and no protective boundary is affected. No USQ is created by these changes.
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7.

FSAR Sections 6.2.1.5.3.6 and 6.2.5.3.D, and Tables 6.2-7 and 6.2-37

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
FSAR Tables 6.2-7 and 6.2-37 are returned to the values used in the Design Basis
Analysis. In addition, statements are added to FSAR Sections 6.2.1.5.3.6 and
6.2.5.3.D. Several typographical errors are also corrected.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The current FSAR table does not reflect the design basis analysis values. The
proposed change will return FSAR Table 6.2-37 to these values. Section 6.2.5.3.D will
also be changed to clearly state that these are design basis analysis values and not
current plant values. Current Waterford and Ebasco calculations list the maximum zinc
surface area used for the hydrogen concentration analysis as 429,000 sq. ft. FSAR
Section 6.2.5.3.D and Figure 6.2-54 both incorrectly list this value as 419,300 sq. ft.
50.59 EVALUATION
The proposed changes do not create a USQ. No accidents or equipment are affected
by this change in FSAR values since the change maintains agreement between the
analysis performed and the FSAR description. No physical change is being made to
the plant that would create a new accident or equipment malfunction, and no margin of
safety is being reduced.
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8.

FSAR Table 3.2-1

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed change revises FSAR Table 3.2-1 to indicate that the following valves in
the CVCS and SI systems do not meet the present day design intent of ASME Section
Ill, paragraph NC-7142: CVC-192A(B)(AIB), CVC-182, CVC-185, CVC-1 15, CVC-126,
CVC-2119, and SI-408A(B). Certain valves providing an overpressure protection
function in these systems have manual stop/block valves located in series and use
administrative controls to verify their position.
REASON FOR CHANGE
ASME Interpretation 111-80-67, dated April 16, 1980, allowed operating procedures to be
the necessary part of the electrical and mechanical controls required by NC-7142.
However, the interpretation was revised on March 1, 1989, to no longer allow operating
procedures to be so used. The revised interpretation resulted in some ASME Section
III relieving devices in the above systems no longer conforming to the present day
design philosophy of the ASME Code.
50.59 EVALUATION
The previously evaluated accident that could be affected is a CVCS malfunction.
However, this is no more likely to occur by having block valves maintained locked open
in series with the relieving valves in the CVCS than any other single active failure. At
least one additional failure beyond a single incorrect manipulation or mechanical failure
of the block valve would be required to place the operability of CVCS in question. The
consequences of a failure of the block valves causing an over pressurization condition
results in the same consequences as the relieving devices failing closed (which has
been previously analyzed). Therefore, there is no increase in accident or equipment
malfunction consequences. No new accidents or equipment failures are created by the
proposed change. No protective boundaries are affected and no margin of safety is
reduced. Therefore, there is no USQ created by this change.
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9.

FSAR Section 6.3.1.3

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
FSAR Section 6.3.1.3 states that the RWSP 'Will at all times contain sufficient borated
water to provide adequate shutdown margin for the reactor in the cold condition, with all
the CEAs out." This statement is misleading and incorrect, and will be changed to state
'Will at all times contain sufficient borated water to provide subcriticality for the reactor
in the cold condition, with the Worst Rod Stuck Out (WRSO)."
REASON FOR CHANGE
To update the FSAR to reflect the current design basis of the RWSP.
50.59 EVALUATION
There is no requirement for the RWSP to provide adequate shutdown margin with all
rods out. The basis for the RWSP boron concentration is to ensure that an adequate
supply of borated water is capable for injection by the ECCS in the event of a LOCA.
As stated in the TS Bases, the RWSP is required to maintain the reactor subcritical in
the cold condition following the mixing of the RWSP and RCS water volumes during a
LOCA with the WRSO. This change updates the FSAR to be consistent with the design
basis of the RWSP. No accidents or important-to-safety equipment are affected by this
change and no USQ is created.
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10.

LDCR 98-0058

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The licensing basis containment peak pressure and temperature design basis analyses
have been revised to reflect the updated CFC delay times and CS flow rates utilized in
the analyses. The proposed change will revise FSAR Section 6.2 to reflect the revised
analyses and results. Figure 6.2-11 has been deleted from the FSAR since it provides
extraneous output information from the calculation and does not contain any
commitments or assumptions used for the analysis. The information listed in the figure
will still be available in the design basis containment analyses calculation.
REASON FOR CHANGE
A corrective action document identified discrepancies in the CFC delay times and CS
flow rates used in the design basis containment analyses and the actual CFC delay
times and CS flow rates. As corrective action, the design basis containment analyses
were reanalyzed using revised CFC delay times and CS flow characteristics. The
proposed change will update FSAR Section 6.2 to reflect revised analyses and results.
50.59 EVALUATION
According to the 50.59 evaluation, the probability of an inadvertent CS accident is not
affected by the revised delay times. There are no other accidents that are initiated by
CFCs or CS and therefore, the proposed change does not increase the probability of a
previously evaluated accident. The revised analyses determined the following results:
peak containment pressure following a LOCA with maximum safety injection is 42.9
psig, peak containment pressure following a LOCA with minimum safety injection is
43.1 psig, peak containment pressure following a MSLB with MSIV failure is 42.3 psig,
peak containment pressure following a MSLB with one containment cooling train failure
is 42.9 psig, and peak containment temperature following a MSLB is 409.1°F. These
values are all within the design and regulatory limits of 44 psig peak containment
pressure and 413.50F equipment qualification temperature. Thus, there is no increase
in consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR. Actual operation of
the CFCs and CS is not affected by this change; therefore, the probability and
consequences of an equipment malfunction are not increased. No new system
interactions are required or failure modes created that would create a new accident or
equipment malfunction. Since the new analyses have demonstrated that peak
containment pressure remains below 44 psig and the 24 hour pressure is less than half
the peak, the margin of safety is not reduced.
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11.

FSAR Sections 9.5.1 and 9.5.1.3.1 E 1(a), Table 9.5.1-1, and Figures 9.5.1-2
and 9.5.1-14

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
FSAR Section 9.5.1, Table 9.5.1-1, and Figures 9.5.1-2 and 9.5.1-14 require revision to
indicate that the wall and door 34A between the cooling towers and westside access
facility is a firewall. FSAR Section 9.5.1.3.1 E 1(a) is revised to provide descriptive
information regarding separation of initiating device circuits.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The wall was identified in the design change package as a firewall; however, the FSAR
was not identified as requiring revision. The initiating device circuits are acceptable as
evaluated per the guidelines of GL 86-10 and as such need to be described in the
FSAR.
50.59 EVALUATION
The proposed changes have no impact on any accident previously evaluated in the
FSAR, or on safe operation of the plant, or the ability to safety shut down. The
proposed changes do not introduce any concerns or questions related to a new or
unanalyzed accident or equipment malfunction, nor do they result in a potential for
release of radioactive material. No USQ is created as a result of the proposed
changes.
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12.

LDCR 97-0032, FSAR Section 2.2.3.3.4 and Table 2.2-4a

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
Change the frequency of a toxic chemical accident incapacitating the operators to 2.9E
6 per year, based on the results of the 1996 toxic chemical inventory. Add a factor of
0.1 for the probability that incapacitation of the operators would lead to a radiological
release in excess of I 0CFR100 guidelines (NUREGICR-2650). Using this 0.1 factor,
add the probability of a toxic chemical accident causing radiological releases in excess
of 1OCFR100 guidelines: 2.9E-6 per year x 0.1 = 2.9E-7, per year. Compare this
probability to the acceptance criterion of 1.OE-6 per year given in Section 2.2.3.3.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The toxic chemical analysis described in Section 2.2.3.3 of the FSAR was affected by
an increased frequency of toxic chemical shipments on the Union Pacific railroad, as
determined by the 1996 toxic chemical survey.
50.59 EVALUATION
The change is to the probability of a toxic chemical accident causing incapacitation of
the operators and the method for performing the toxic chemical analysis (FSAR Section
2.2.3.3.4). It does not affect the probability or consequences of any accidents in the
FSAR (because the toxic chemical accident is still not a design-basis accident), nor
does it affect any systems or the performance of any fission product barrier.
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E.

MISCELLANEOUS EVALUATIONS

1.

SPC-97-004-0, Emergency Feedwater Pump Turbine Mechanical Overspeed
Trip Setpoint

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
Changes the EFW Pump Turbine Mechanical Overspeed Trip mechanism setpoint from
5500 (+0, -100) rpm to 4980 (+0, -50) rpm.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The current Mechanical Overspeed Trip mechanism setpoint allows the pump
discharge to greatly exceed the system design pressure at turbine overspeed
conditions. A lower setting, while still allowing pump pressure to exceed system design
pressure, will reduce pump/system pressures and resulting stresses to within the
values allowed by ASME Code. The proposed setpoint, albeit lower, is still above the
setting for the Electrical Overspeed Trip device; therefore, the Mechanical Overspeed
Trip mechanism will continue to serve as a backup to the Electrical Trip device.
50.59 EVALUATION
According to the 50.59 evaluation, this setpoint change will not create a USQ. The
change in the EFW Pump Turbine Mechanical Overspeed Trip mechanism setpoint will
have no impact on the capability of the EFW Pump Turbine to satisfy its safety-related
functions. The EFW Pump Turbine Electrical Overspeed Trip will remain as the primary
turbine overspeed protection with the mechanical overspeed trip serving as the backup.
The change will not reduce either the operating margin of the EFW Pump Turbine or
the margin of protection offered by the overspeed trips.
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2.

SPC-97-003-0, HPSI and LPSI Bearing Cooling Water Low Flow Alarm

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This setpoint change incorporates calculation EC-M97-O01, calculated minimum CCW
flow to the HPSI and LPSI bearing and seal coolers. The minimum flow is 10 gpm at
design basis accident conditions, which is bounded by the current numbers in the
analysis and FSAR Table 9.2-3 which dictates a maximum flow of 20 gpm to the HPSI
and LPSI bearing and seal coolers. The new setpoint of 10.25 gpm +1-0.25 is within the
maximum value give in FSAR Table 9.2-3.
REASON FOR CHANGE
A SSFI identified there was no basis found to indicate 8 gpm is sufficient CCW flow to
the LPSI and HPSI pumps under accident conditions. Calculation EC-M97-001
identified required minimum CCW flow to be 10 gpm under accident conditions.
50.59 EVALUATION
There are no accidents caused or affected by this change; therefore, there is no
increase in accident probability or consequences. This change does not increase the
likelihood or consequences of an equipment failure. Rather, it ensures that the
minimum bearing and seal cooling water flow (CCW) is adequate for the HPSI and
LPSI pumps. No new system interactions are created by this change so no new
accident or equipment malfunctions are created. No protective boundaries are
affected, no margin of safety is reduced, and no USQ is created.
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3.

Calculation MN(Q)-9-46, Revision 1

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This calculation revises the NPSH available to the CCW pumps from 85 feet to 44 feet.
The new NPSH available is adequate for acceptable pump performance.
REASON FOR CHANGE
Corrective action document CR-96-1585 addressed the potential for failure of the non
safety vacuum breaker on the CCW Surge Tank and the effects of pulling a vacuum
inside of the Surge Tank. The calculation revision addressed what the NPSH available
would be if the Surge Tank was empty and under a vacuum.
50.59 EVALUATION
The CCW system is not the initiator of any accidents described in the FSAR nor are the
consequences of any accidents affected by this change. The proposed change will
have no adverse affect on the operation of the CCW pumps because the available
NPSH was found to be higher that the required NPSH. This also means there will be
no adverse affects on any accident consequences since the performance of the pumps
has not been changed. There are no new interconnections required and no new
accidents are created. No protective boundaries are affected and the margin of safety
is preserved in that 30% of NPSH above the required exists.
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4.

SPC-97-008-0, BAM Tank LoLo Level Alarm

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed change adjusts the LoLo level alarm setpoint for the BAMTs from 21
inches to 7 inches.
REASON FOR CHANGE
Ensures that, including uncertainties, the required amount of boric acid solution from
the BAMTs assumed in the safety analysis is injected into the RCS prior to Operations
securing the BAM pumps. It also ensures the LoLo level alarm will occur when
appropriate (considering instrument uncertainty) and that sufficient margin is available
to prevent the possibility of vortexing the BAM pumps.
50.59 EVALUATION
The proposed change to adjust the LoLo level setpoint alarm on the BAMTs will ensure
that sufficient borated water is injected into the RCS following the limiting event of a
LOOP with a loss of letdown (BTP 5-1). The proposed setpoint will also provide the
operators with sufficient time to secure the pumps prior to air intake (and possible
failure). The proposed change does not create any new system interactions or
connections and does not increase the probability or consequences of any previously
analyzed or unanalyzed accident scenarios. The proposed change does not result in a
reduction of any margin of safety.
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5.

SPC-97-005-0, EFW Turbine-driven Pump "Cold Start" Final Running Speed

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This change will reduce the EFW Terry Turbine (AB Pump) operating speed from 4450
+/- 25 rpm to 4410 +40/-35 rpm.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The current setpoint does not contain sufficient margin to accommodate normal (minor)
speed increases caused by EGR oil heat up, without causing the EFW AB pump
discharge pressure to exceed common discharge header design pressure (1400 psig),
when the EFW AB pump is running at minimum recirculation flow (80 gpm). Pump
Affinity Curve Laws and empirical observations confirm that EFW AB pump discharge
pressure will reach 1400 psig at approximately 4460 rpm. The minimum speed
required to maintain the EFW AB pump as a 100% capacity pump (required per FSAR)
was determined to be approximately 4290 rpm.
50.59 EVALUATION
This evaluation has concluded that the proposed setpoint change will not create a USQ.
The SPC analyses show that the EFW AB pump will continue to provide well above the
100% licensing basis-required EFW flow (575 gpm) needed during the limiting EFW
demand event (feedwater line break). This basis was established in calculation EC
S97-016 and incorporated into the Licensing basis. An EFW AB pump speed of -4290
rpm will provide 575 gpm to either or both steam generators at 1102 psig. The
minimum allowable EFW AB pump speed established by this setpoint change will be
4375 rpm (4410-35). Therefore, this change will not reduce the EFW system margin of
safety.
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6.

SPC-97-013-0, Control Room Air Intake Chlorine Detection

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed change decreases the chlorine monitor setpoint analytical value from 3
ppm to 2 ppm, the calibrated control room isolation setpoint (accounting for
uncertainties) from 1.5 ppm to 0.6 ppm, and the calibrated alarm setpoint from 1.0 ppm
to 0.4 ppm.
REASON FOR CHANGE
Reperformance of the chlorine habitability analysis has determined the 3 ppm analytical
limit for a chlorine accident does not ensure a control room isolation response time of
less than 4 seconds as required by RG 1.95. The new analysis accounts for variations
in control room airflow rates and temperature effects on chlorine monitor response time.
The revised analytical limit of 2.0 seconds ensures the control room isolation will occur
within 4 seconds.
50.59 EVALUATION
The chlorine monitors do not interface with piping systems or controls to systems
assumed to be initiators in the accident analyses. There are no radiological
consequences expected for a chemical release. The change reduces the alarm
setpoint and increases the level of protection in the control room. The setpoint change
does not affect the consequences of a monitor malfunction since the results would be
the same regardless of the setpoint - operator incapacitation and inability to reach safe
shutdown conditions. No new system interconnections are required thus no new
accidents or malfunctions are created. No protective boundaries are affected and no
USQ is created.
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7.

Programmatic Exclusion for 01-017-000, Inventory of Consumables

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This change applies programmatic exclusion criteria to 01-017-000, Inventory of
Consumables.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The majority of Operations consumables are not classified as consumables as defined
by the site procedure and those that do are controlled by that procedure.
50.59 EVALUATION
The proposed change does not involve a USQ. Operations consumables and inventory
are not required by TS and do not involve any activity, test, or experiment described in
the FSAR. They have no potential for affecting the operation or function of any SSC
described in the FSAR and have no potential for adversely affecting the environment.
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8.

TRM Change 98-006

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The TRM and FSAR are being revised to not list or otherwise indicate that charcoal
filter thermistors are part of the Fire Protection system.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The only fire protection commitment relative to charcoal filters is the requirement for
manual deluge fire suppression.
50.59 EVALUATION
No physical change to the plant is required by this change. Only the TRM and FSAR
are being revised. Therefore, no accidents or failure of equipment important-to-safety
will have either their probability or consequences increased by these changes. No new
equipment failure or accident modes are created, no protective boundary affected, and
no margin of safety reduced.
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9.

TRM Change 98-007

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This change corrects an error in Table 3.3-11 regarding the number of function 'X' and
function Y' detectors in fire areas RAB 8B and RAB 39. The total number of detectors
is unchanged and there is no physical plant change.
REASON FOR CHANGE
A previous TRM change was in error regarding the function of the detectors in the +21
RAB MG Set Room and the -35 RAB Elevator Equipment Room. The detectors were
listed as function 'Y' detectors, which actuate a suppression system. The detectors are
actually function 'X' in that they are for alarm only. The function 'X' is appropriate and
consistent with the original plant design for these areas.
50.59 EVALUATION
There are no accidents or equipment important-to-safety affected by this change. This
is a change to the TRM only to correct the designation of certain fire detectors. No
physical change to the plant is being made. No margin of safety is reduced and no
USO is created.
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10.

Long-term Cooling Analysis

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
Revise FSAR Section 6.3.3.4, Table 6.3-5A, and Figures 6.3-9 through 6.3-14 to
represent the current LTC analysis for Waterford 3.
REASON FOR CHANGE
Reanalysis of the LTC plan was prompted by a corrective action document that
described a condition that resulted in a decrease in the required HPSI flow for the
safety analyses. An engineering request had calculated the new required HPSI flow to
be used for the safety analyses and the LTC analysis is impacted by the reduction in
HPSI flow.
50.59 EVALUATION
The changes made to the LTC analysis will in no way increase the probability of the
occurrence of an accident since no physical change is being made to the plant. Since
EFW capacity is bounded by the natural circulation cooldown event, removal of the
failure of one ADV does not increase the consequences of a previously evaluated
accident. Changing SDC entry temperature from 4000F to 3500F more accurately
models actual plant conditions and does not result in an increase in accident
consequences. The analysis changes also have no affect on the probability or
consequences of an equipment malfunction since no physical changes are being made.
In addition, no new accident or equipment malfunction is created. The LTC analysis
demonstrates that acceptable post-LOCA LTC can be achieved and boron precipitation
does not occur. There is an adequate range of break sizes where either SDC or
continued safety injection recirculation is adequate to cool the core. Also, sufficient
HPSI flow is available to flush the highly concentrated boric acid from the core before
precipitation occurs. Thus, no margin of safety is reduced.
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11.

Calculation EC-$98-001, EOP Action Value Bases

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed change is a new calculation to document the bases for new or changed
parameter values used in the upgraded EOPs.
REASON FOR CHANGE
A commitment was made to upgrade the existing EOPs to follow the requirements of
the generic Emergency Procedure Guidelines, ECN-152. Concurrent with the EOP
upgrade, EOP setpoint bases were developed in accordance with the requirements of
NUREG-1 358, Supplement 1. Additional guidance on EOP parameter value (setpoint)
basis development was provided by CEOG documents CE-NPSD-925 and CE-NPSD
1009, which provided recommendations to account for instrument uncertainty in
establishing the action values.
50.59 EVALUATION
Calculation EC-$98-001 provides the bases for the new (added or changed) EOP
action values. The EOPs are used by Operations to mitigate the consequences of
accidents and establish the optimal recovery from emergency events. EOP action
values and bases do not increase the probability or consequences of any event, since
the action values and bases are consistent with, or conservative with respect to, the
licensing basis. The limits described in the TS, FSAR, and accident analyses are
unaffected by EOP action values from the calculation. Therefore, the proposed change
does not constitute a USQ and there is no reduction in the margin of safety.
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12.

Calculation EC-S98-013, Condensate Inventory Curves

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The feedwater curves for procedure OP-902-009 are taken from calculation EC-S98
013. This calculation determined the feedwater curves by calculating the feedwater
required for sensible heat removal and the available feedwater, which corresponds to a
maximum time remaining to place SDC in service. The previous revision of these
curves included the feedwater required for sensible heat removal curve and the
available feedwater versus maximum time remaining to place the SDC system in
service curve for no RCP operation. Calculation EC-S98-013 added feedwater curves
to include 4 and 2 RCP operation.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The basis for the previous feedwater curves was not readily available and those curves
did not include RCP heat input. Calculation EC-$98-013 may be used as the basis for
this information.
50.59 EVALUATION
Evaluating the effects of the calculation results on the procedure, SDC will not be put
into service until after the reactor has tripped and the plant has undergone event
recovery and stabilization. The possible variance in time of when the SDC system is
placed in service does not alter any of the required operator actions or accident results.
Thus, there are no predicted effects on accident probabilities or consequences and no
reduction in margin of safety. In addition, no plant equipment important-to-safety is
altered or affected by this change.
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13.

Calculation EC-M89-004, Water Level Inside Containment (Post-LOCA),
Revision 4

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The affected calculation determines the maximum RWSP level by determining the
maximum amount of RWSP water that could be added to the containment without
flooding level transmitter SG-ILT-1 11 5A. This is the lowest instrument in containment
that must be protected from flooding. The previous revision did not include volume
added due to SIT piping, an allowance for additions to be made below flood level, Mode
4 considerations, or single failure allowance. The current revision was also impacted
by the reduction in available free volume brought about by revisions made to
calculation MN(Q)-6-4. The previous calculated maximum RWSP level is reduced from
90% to 87% as a result of these revisions.
REASON FOR CHANGE
Revisions to calculation MN(Q)-6-4, which determines available containment free
volume, resulted in a decrease in that volume which resulted in an increase in
containment flooding level. This increase must be alleviated by a decrease in RWSP
level. Previous revisions of EC-M89-004 had not considered single failure criteria. The
worst single failure for the flood level calculation was failure of the containment sump
valves to open upon RAS. This would result in the entire contents of the RWSP
emptying into containment.
50.59 EVALUATION
The maximum RWSP level in procedure OP-903-001 is taken from calculation EC-M89
004. The new RWSP level will protect all equipment that must be protected from
flooding and maintains an acceptable operating margin to the minimum RWSP level
requirement. Surveillances that were added to monitor Safeguards Room and CSP
temperatures ensure that accident analysis assumptions are preserved. Radiation
monitoring verification options are of equal or better reliability. The added setpoint on
the KCAL surveillance helps to ensure that the excores will be able to see power
excursions and thereby preserve reactor trip functions. Thus, there are no predicted
effects on accident consequences or probabilities and no reduction in margin of safety.
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14.

Calculation EC-195-023, Main Steam Flow Venturi Differential Pressure Span,
Revision 1

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This calculation documents the differential pressure developed in the MS flow venturi
during normal operation of the plant. Revision 1 of the calculation revises the
calculation to include COLSS input information and revises the assumed steam
pressure at the venturi.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The calculation is being revised to include additional information for clarification and
revises the assumption for the steam pressure at the venturi to a value that
corresponds to the current operating conditions.
50.59 EVALUATION
No USQ is created as a result of this calculation revision. No changes to the current
plant steam flow calibrations, which were previously revised to correspond to the steam
flow conditions following implementation of SPC 93-001, T-hot Reduction) are required.
No accidents will have either their probability or consequences increased by this
calculation change or the scale changes in FSAR Table 7.5-3. There will be no affect
on the instrument loop ability to perform its intended safety function of displaying flow
information in the control room during normal and accident conditions. Therefore, no
equipment important-to-safety is affected. No new system interactions or connections
are required and no new failure methods are created due to the calculation revision.
There is no affect on COLSS uncertainty as a result of this revision; therefore, there is
no affect on low DNBR and high LPD that are monitored by COLSS during normal
operations. Therefore, no margin of safety is affected.
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15.

Calculation EC-S96-01 1, LOCA Offsite and Control Room Radiological Dose
Consequences", Revision 1, and FSAR Table 15.6-18

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
Calculation EC-S96-011 calculates the Post-LOCA design basis offsite and control
room radiological doses. The offsite and control room doses are calculated based on
the dose contributions from the following radiological source terms: 1) containment gas
releases, 2) 10 cfm unfiltered leakage of outside air to the control room through the
normal outside air intake valves, and 3) 1.0 gpm sump liquid leakage into the RAB
CVAS area during recirculation mode. It is also assumed that the accumulators on the
MHS system fail to maintain the seal inflated due to accumulator leakage and the
MHSs are assumed to fail 7 days after the accident.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The current design basis LOCA dose calculation accounts for dose contributions due to
5 gpm backleakage to the RWSP. Revision I of calculation EC-$96-011 will remove
this contribution. This contribution was originally included due to IN 91-56, which raised
concerns resulting from leakage of isolation valves in ECCS recirculation lines to the
RWSP following a LOCA. During an AE inspection, it was noted that the dose
contribution due to backleakage to the RWSP took credit for RAB normal ventilation
after 24 hours. However, RAB normal ventilation is a non-safety system and therefore
cannot be credited. Therefore, since the dose contribution due to backleakage is
considered an excess conservatism that is not required to be part of the licensing basis,
it is being removed from the LOCA offsite and control room dose calculation.
50.59 EVALUATION
The LOCA dose calculation based on the given assumptions has resulted in offsite and
control room doses that within acceptable limits. No USQ is created as a result of this
change. The proposed changes do not impact the operation or performance of any
plant system or equipment. Therefore, no accident or radiological consequences are
affected. No new interconnections are required and no new failure modes are created.
The calculation has demonstrated that revised doses are will within acceptable limits;
therefore, no margin of safety is reduced.
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16.

Calculation EC-$98-002, 'Waterford 3 Chapter 15 Non-LOCA Dose Calculation"

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed change updates FSAR Sections and Tables affected by the results of
calculation EC-$98-002. This calculation conservatively evaluates the radiological
consequences of the Excess Load with LOOP, RCP SeizedlSheared Shaft with LOOP,
Pre-Trip Steam Line Break with LOOP, and CEA Ejection with LOOP events.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The calculation change was a result of updating the dose calculation to include the
1979 ANS Decay Heat Curve with uncertainties that include long term actinides. The
previous ABB/CE steaming calculations did not account for actinides in the decay heat.
50.59 EVALUATION
Since only the results of each accident are evaluated, the probability of occurrence of
an accident is not affected. The radiological consequences for each of these events
remain within the regulatory criteria, thus the consequences are not increased and the
margin of safety defined in the basis for the TS and safety analyses is not reduced.
Therefore, there is no USQ for this change.
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17.

TRM Change 98-011, Table 3.6-1

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed change redesignates containment penetrations number 23 and 24 as
bypass leakage paths in Table 3.6-1.
REASON FOR CHANGE
Design engineering identified penetrations 23 and 24 as bypass leakage paths. A
portion of the piping downstream of CC-713 and upstream of CC-641 extends to the
+21 corridor of the CCW pump rooms and is outside the CVAS area. Isolation valves
CC-713, CC-641, and CC-710 are affected.
50.59 EVALUATION
This change has no impact on accident probability, as accidents described in the FSAR
are not affected. The change will ensure DBA release rates are satisfied by properly
including penetrations 23 and 24 in the bypass leakage total. This inclusion ensures
the consequences of DBA events remain within analyzed limits. Changing the method
by which leakage for penetrations 23 and 24 is accounted will have no impact on
equipment malfunction and will not create a new accident or equipment malfunction.
There is also no affect on margin of safety and no USQ is created.
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18.

TRM Change 98-009, Table 3.3-5

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
Calculation EC-M98-008 determines design basis requirements for the RWSP volumes
and documents available margin based on RWSP TS requirements and the existing
RAS setpoint. The proposed change conservatively revises the SIS outlet valves
response time requirement to be consistent with the calculation assumptions.
REASON FOR CHANGE
No formal mechanical process calculation previously existed for the RWSP and the
TRM needs to be revised to be consistent with the process calculation assumptions.
50.59 EVALUATION
There is no USQ associated with this change. Calculation EC-M98-008 documents
RWSP process volume and available margin based on RWSP TS requirements and the
existing RAS setpoint. A review of the applicable instrument uncertainty calculations
found the instrument loop uncertainties to be enveloped by the available margin
determined in the calculation. Therefore, the setpoints presently in service are
acceptable and there is no reduction in margin of safety. Additionally, this calculation
does not change the manner in which the RWSP or the SI system as a whole is
operated. Calculation EC-M98-008 assumes a SI sump discharge valve opening time
of 50 seconds after the RWSP level reaches the RAS point. TRM Table 3.3-5 lists
response times of 120/108.5 seconds. The TRM notes that the two response times are
related to off-site power availability. However, no analysis assumes a LOOP coincident
with a RAS, so a LOOP does not impact sump valve opening times. Therefore, the
response time is changed to a single response time of 50 seconds to reflect
assumptions in the calculation. Revising the TRM response times to 50 seconds does
not affect any safety analysis, since the time to complete switchover following RAS from
the RWSP to the SI sump is not used as an analysis input. Instead, the LOCA analysis
assumes an uninterrupted flow during the switchover process. Thus, the limiting
condition for the valve response time is ensuring that switchover occurs prior to
vortexing in the RWSP.
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19.

Outside Temporary Shelter to Support Refueling Activities

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This evaluation is being conducted to review attributes associated with erecting a
temporary enclosure located outside door #27 of the RAB. The temporary structure will
be constructed of scaffold tubing framework and plastic sheeting to create a covered
lay down area to support refueling activities.
REASON FOR CHANGE
Construct a temporary covered structure to support refueling activities.
50.59 EVALUATION
The temporary structure has no adverse seismic affects. The accidentslevents that may
be affected by the proposed activity are the design basis tornado event and accidents
that credit the EDGs and the UHS. The structure will be located adjacent to the EDG
outside air intake vents. The EDG air intake vents provide room ventilation when the
diesels are running and are protected outside by a heavy steel missile grating. Ifthe
plastic sheeting cover of the temporary structure were to come loose, there is the
potential risk that outside airflow to the EDG rooms could be diminished. This plastic
material could affect the UHS by blocking the inlet side of a DCT fan or falling into the
WCT basin and clogging the inlet line for the ACCW pump. Therefore, this evaluation
contains minimum construction requirements to ensure that the plastic sheeting
material is adequately secured and contingency measures to be taken in the event of a
tornado watch and/or hurricane warning. The reinforced plastic covering will be verified
to be properly secured to withstand severe weather (winds greater than 58 MPH). In
addition, the tarp/plastic covering material shall be removed during a tornado watch
and/or hurricane warning. After the severe weather events have diminished, the
tarp/plastic covering material will be inspected for damage/repair if necessary. The
control room shall be contacted prior to the placement of the tarp/plastic covering on
the shelter to ensure that the responsible departments and individuals are notified in
the event of severe weather. Formal correspondence will be used to communicate the
requirements and contingencies contained herein to the Control Room and Operations
Work Management Center. Therefore, there is no USQ associated with this change.
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20.

COLR Cycle 10, Section 3.1.2.9, Boron Dilution

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed change will eliminate the LCO and Action from COLR section 3.1.2.9,
boron dilution.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The proposed change will update the COLR to be consistent with the TS. Prior to the
issuance of the COLR, TS 3.1.2.9.b stated that the LCO will be met if PMU is isolated
and the plant is not operated in the configurations prohibited by TS Tables 3.1-1
through 3.1-5 (restrictions on charging pumps). Ifthese conditions were met, the LCO
was also met and no actions or surveillances were required. The intent of TS
Amendment 102 was to administratively move (with no changes in content) various
cycle-specific variables from the TS and place them into the COLR (in this case, the
monitoring frequency tables). However, during the move to the COLR, an additional
LCO and Action statement were inadvertently added to the COLR. This made the
COLR more restrictive than TS and put inappropriate constraints on Operations. These
COLR actions require operations to perform boron sampling if any boron dilution alarm
is inoperable (even with the PMU isolated in accordance with TS 3.1.2.9.b). The
proposed change will remove these excess actions from the COLR to match the intent
of the TS, to prevent boron dilution by either the performance of the boron dilution
alarms or the isolation of the dilution pathway. The SERs associated with the various
TS Amendments are silent concerning the credibility of a single failure resulting in PMU
to unisolate. Letter W3P89-2105 to the NRC states the "Specification 3.1.2.9 guards
against a boron dilution event by either requiring early warning systems, or restricting
potential means for diluting... ". The TS Bases further states that" isolating this
potential dilution path or the OPERABILITY of the startup channel high neutron flux
alarms... ensures that no loss of SHUTDOWN MARGIN and unanticipated criticality
occur." GL 85-05, Inadvertent Boron Dilution Events, states 'the consequences are not
severe enough to jeopardize the safety of the public and, therefore, do not warrant
backfitting requirements for boron dilution events at operating reactors." Therefore,
the failure resulting in PMU to unisolate is not considered credible by the licensing
basis. The SER, SRP, and all TS Amendments and Change Requests associated with
TS 3.1.2.9 were researched and found to be consistent with this change.
50.59 EVALUATION
The proposed change will update the COLR to be consistent with both the language
and the intent of the TS. As discussed in the LBDs, the isolation of PMU will, by itself,
prevent the possibility of a boron dilution event. The LBDs further document that once
potential dilution sources are isolated, a boron dilution event is not credible. Therefore,
the proposed change does not increase the probability or consequences of any
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accident, does not create the possibility of a new accident, and does not reduce the
margin of safety.
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21.

Reload Analysis for Waterford 3 Cycle 10, COLR, FSAR, and Cycle 10
Groundrules

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
Irradiated fuel assemblies are being replaced with 92 new fuel assemblies prior to
operation of Cycle 10. The Cycle 10 fuel management differs from Cycle 9 in the
following ways: (a) Longer cycle length: The Cycle 9 nominal cycle length was 510
EFPD at 10 ppm (extended to 541 EFPD to support the outage date for RF09) while
the Cycle 10 nominal cycle length is 540 EFPD at 20 ppm. However, Cycle 10's EOC
MTC places a restriction on the Cycle 10 operating length; (b) Larger feed batch size:
An increase in feed batch size from 84 assemblies in Cycle 9 to 92 assemblies in Cycle
10 was necessary to meet cycle energy and peaking requirements; (c) Increased
enrichment: The enrichment was increased from 4.42/4.07 wt. percent to 4.7514.40 wt.
percent U-235 in order to minimize the batch size; (d) Larger Number of Erbia rods per
assembly: All new assemblies contain fixed integral poison (Erbia) for neutronics
considerations. In Cycle 10, the maximum number of Erbia rods per assembly is 88
versus Cycle 9's maximum of 72 rods.
REASON FOR CHANGE
Irradiated fuel assemblies are being replaced with 92 new fuel assemblies prior to
operation of Cycle 10. Detailed changes from the existing Cycle 9 core design are as
follows:
Fuel Management and Core Neutronics
The Cycle 10 fuel management differs from Cycle 9 in the following ways:
(a) Longer cycle length: The Cycle 9 nominal cycle length was 510 EFPD at 10 ppm
(extended to 541 EFPD to support the outage date for RF09) while the Cycle 10
nominal cycle length is 540 EFPD at 20 ppm. However, Cycle 10's EOC MTC places a
restriction on the Cycle 10 operating length as discussed in detail below. (b) Larger
feed batch size: An increase in feed batch size from 84 assemblies in Cycle 9 to 92
assemblies in Cycle 10 was necessary to meet cycle energy and peaking requirements.
(c) Increased enrichment: The enrichment was increased from 4.42/4.07 wt. percent to
4.7514.40 wt. percent U-235 in order to minimize the batch size. (d) Larger Number of
Erbia rods per assembly: All new assemblies contain fixed integral poison (Erbia) for
neutronics considerations. In Cycle 10, the maximum number of Erbia rods per
assembly is 88 versus Cycle 9's maximum of 72 rods.
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Reload Fuel Assembly Design Changes
With the exceptions that are discussed below, the mechanical design of the Batch S
and Batch R reload fuel assemblies are identical. The mechanical design bases have
not changed since the initial core loading fuel design.
1. Minor component design improvements on the grid cage assemblies are:
Modification of the design for the joint between the guide tubes and lower end fitting so
as to permit the use of standardized components for all ABB 16x16 fuel assembly
designs. The lengths of bolt shaft and female threads in the guide tube plug are
reduced slightly and the overall length of the guide tube assembly is retained by
increasing the tube length to compensate for the shorter plug. Because of the margin
in the design of the Batch R connection, decreasing the length of the thread
engagement in the Batch S design has not decreased the load carrying capability of the
connection. The change to the outer guide tube's geometry results in a very small
downward shift of the dashpot and cooling hole elevations in the outer guide tubes.
The evaluations of these design changes concluded that there will be no impact on the
fit, form or function of the guide tubes or fuel assemblies.
Modification of the upper end rifting components to reduce rework on the outer and
center post heads during fabrication. The combination of the thick chrome plating
requirement and the geometric features of the Batch R-type post heads causes a wide
range of thicknesses to be deposited on the post heads during plating, leading to a high
frequency of grinding and/or repeating. The chrome plating thickness for Batch S is
now reduced and has the same thickness range that was specified in Batches A
through M. The diameter of the centerbore at the base of the center post has been
increased slightly to reduce the hand grinding in this area after the post is welded to the
flow plate. This change will also ease the remote fitup between the upper end fitting
and the center guide tube should reconstitution become necessary.
2. In some of the Batch S reload fuel assemblies, the maximum number of Erbia rods
has been increased to 88 rods from 72 rods in Batch R. The evaluations of the Erbia
rod assemblies show that all of the design criteria for the rods and fuel bundles are met.
The cut back lengths (the portions of Erbia rod that have only U02 pellets and no Erbia)
are standardized to 7 inches on both ends of the Erbia rod. In Batch R, two cut back
lengths were used (3.5" and 7.0') to meet criticality requirements for the Boraflex fuel
racks present during Cycle 9 operation.
Refueling Boron Concentration
Maintaining adequate refueling boron requirements assures that TS requirements for
required shutdown margin are met. The ARO Cycle 10 refueling boron concentration
must be at or above 2600 ppm. This configuration sets the largest required boron
concentration. This boron concentration falls within TS allowed limits for boron
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concentration in the RWSP which were increased in Cycle 9. Any rods inserted during
refueling will result in a lower required boron concentration and therefore stay within the
TS.
Most Negative MTC
Due to increasing cycle lengths and enrichment, the Cycle 10 core will have a more
negative MTC at the end of Cycle 10 than did Cycle 9.
Transient Analyses
ABB/CE has reviewed all the accident analyses to determine whether these events are
bounded by the Reference Analysis or need further evaluation and/or reanalysis. The
non-LOCA Design Basis events were evaluated with respect to four criteria: 1) Offsite
Dose; 2) RCS Pressure; 3) Fuel Performance (DNBR and Centerline Melt SAFDLs);
and, 4) Loss of Shutdown Margin. In most cases, comparison of key input parameters
between Cycle 10 and previous cycles determined that Cycle 10 inputs were bounded
and therefore reanalysis was not required. However, ABB/CE performed specific
analyses for all events for which comparison of key input parameters could not
demonstrate that the Cycle 10 results would be bounded. These events are described
below.
Uncontrolled CEA Withdrawal (CEAW) from Subcritical and HZP Critical Conditions
For the subcritical CEAW event, initial condition combinations which do not satisfy the
CPC range checking (such as a shutdown bank withdrawal) are assumed to result in
the protective action of a reactor trip when the CPC bypass is removed. Typically,
regulating bank withdrawals that meet the CPC range checks and rely on the high log
power trip bound shutdown bank withdrawals because reactor trip occurs at a higher
power level than the removal of the CPC bypass. The later reactor trip results in higher
peak powers for the smaller worth regulating bank withdrawals.
The subcritical shutdown bank CEAW was reanalyzed for Cycle 10 due to the fact that
shutdown bank worths are higher than in Cycle 9. Process and equipment uncertainties
for the CPC bypass removal setpoint were included. After removing excess
conservatism from the trip signal response time, the Cycle 10 analysis continued to
show that a regulating bank would bound a shutdown bank CEAW. Both CEAW events
yield acceptable peak power results. The HZP critical condition CEAW is bounded by
the Cycle 9 analysis.
CEA Ejection
The following changes were made for the Cycle 10 CEA Ejection analysis: 1) VOPT
offset was lowered from 12% to 8% to gain margin; 2) VOPT increase in rated power
lowered from 12% per minute to 2% per minute to gain margin; 3) MTC was varied with
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power (followed COLR Figure 2) as opposed to maintaining the most positive MTC
value constant for all power levels to gain margin; 4) utilized 120% ROPM for high
power levels (i.e., 100% and 90%); and 5) due to changes in radial peaking factors,
ROPM was decreased for lower power levels (i.e., 50% and 20%).
Excess Load with LOOP
In order to stay within a small fraction of I 0CFR1 00 dose limits, fuel failure for the
Excess Load event must remain below 3.2%. A preliminary Cycle 10 assessment
showed that at burnup points beyond ¾ of Cycle 10 length, 4.18% of the fuel pins
potentially would fail based on more adverse radial peaking factors experienced in
Cycle 10. At the beginning of Cycle 10, the maximum predicted radial peaking factor
value will be 'dialed' into CPCs for use in the SAFDL calculation. Once the peak is
reached, operators have the ability to 'dial down' the radial peak. In order to assure
that the conservatism credited in the Excess Load analysis is present, operators will not
be allowed to 'dial down' the radial peak. This restriction will be enforced via changes
to the applicable plant procedure.
Boron Dilution Incident
The Boron Dilution event was reanalyzed for Cycle 10 in order to produce a bounding
analysis for Reload Process Improvement (RPI). The Cycle 10 analysis continues to
preserve the current COLR 3.1.2.9 limits established in Cycle 9 and is therefore
acceptable. Acceptable times to criticality are achieved for Cycle 10.
Post-Trip Return to Power (RTP) Steam Line Break
The post-trip RTP SLB analysis is performed to ensure that in the event of a SLB, if the
reactor experiences a RTP it will not result in a DNBR less than 1.3. Reanalysis of the
post-trip RTP SLB event occurred in Cycle 9 due to a reduction in the amount of
available HPSI flow. To compensate for the reduction in HPSI flow, the Cycle 9
analysis took advantage of higher scram worths in the Cycle 9 core design. The Cycle
10 core design resulted in lower scram worths for both the HFP and HZP as compared
to the updated Cycle 9 values. Therefore, a Cycle 10 specific analysis was performed
which took advantage of an improvement in the 3-D reactivity feedback for the Cycle 10
design to account for the decrease in scram worth. Of the four scenarios examined
(HZP with and without LOOP, and HFP with and without LOOP), only the HFP with
LOOP experienced a RTP; however, the RTP did not result in a DNBR value less than
1.3. The Cycle 10 analysis remained bounded by Cycle 9 reanalysis.
Pre-Trip Steam Line Break (SLB) and Sheared Shaft I Seized Rotor (SSISR)
In order to assess the Cycle 10 pin census, fuel failure was computed for the two
remaining fuel failure events. The results show that Cycle 10 maintained acceptable
results.
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ECCS Performance Analysis
Three analyses fall under the ECCS performance evaluation: LBLOCA, SBLOCA, and
Post-LOCA LTC. Differences between the Cycle 10 analysis and the reference
analysis were evaluated for their potential impact on each of the ECCS performance
analyses. Significant changes affected the LBLOCA analysis and therefore computer
cases were performed to assess the impact. Minor changes affected the LTC analysis;
however, these differences were evaluated as acceptable without computer analysis.
No changes affected the SBLOCA analysis so the existing reference analysis remains
bounding. All of the analyses demonstrated compliance with IOCFR50.46.
Large Break LOCA
An ECCS performance analysis of the limiting large break size was performed for Cycle
10 to demonstrate compliance with I OCFR50.46. The analysis considered the following
differences: 1) increase in the maximum LPSI and HPSI flows used for spillage into
containment (done to support design basis consistency); 2) decrease in the minimum
LPSI and HPSI flows used for RCS injection; 3) decrease in the initial containment
pressure (done to support containment purge problems); 4) increase in the CFC heat
removal performance; 5) increase in the containment passive heat sinks; 6) changes in
fuel design (enrichment, Erbia vs. U02 , number of fuel rods); 7) increase in the
integrated radial peaking factor (RPI); and 8) more limiting radiation enclosure. The
analysis demonstrated that the Cycle 10 results are bounded by the Reference
Analysis, and meet the NRC acceptance criteria.
Post-LOCA Long Term Cooling Analysis
The boron precipitation portion of the LTC analysis was impacted by Groundrules
changes that occurred between Cycle 9 and Cycle 10. These changes were not a result
of the Cycle 10 core design. The SIT and RWSP boron concentrations increased from
2300 ppm to 3000 ppm in order to support a TS change. These changes were
incorporated in the reference analysis that produced acceptable results. Differences
also existed between the RWSP maximum volume, RAS volume, and the uncertainty
associated with RAS. As a result, the maximum RWSP volume added in the LTC
analysis increased from 4,997,000 Ibm to 5,217,683 Ibm. This resulted in the
maximum core boric acid concentration increasing from 24.75 wt% to 24.82 wt%. The
allowable limit given in the reference analysis is 25%; therefore, the increase remains
bounded by the FSAR analysis and is acceptable since boron precipitation does not
occur.
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COLSSICPC Margin Events
Certain events, primarily AQOs (e.g., CEA drops, CEA deviations within deadband) are
analyzed to obtain the required overpower margin that needs to be set aside in
COLSS/CPC to prevent fuel failure for AQOs. Margin and setpoint requirements
resulting from the transient analyses are incorporated into COLSS/CPC setpoints.
Database and/or addressable constants are modified as needed prior to cycle startup
to ensure acceptable results. A separate 50.59 Evaluation will be performed to cover
the COLSS/CPC setpoint analysis.
Several editorial changes were made to clarify sections of the COLR and the FSAR.
50.59 EVALUATION
The 50.59 evaluation performed for the Cycle 10 reload determined that all Cycle 10
design basis events were found to be either bounded by the Reference Analyses or to
be within the appropriate NRC acceptance criteria. Therefore, there is no USQ
associated with the Cycle 10 reload. Cycle 10 core reload fuel design differs only
slightly from Cycle 9 core reload due to changes in fuel management and minor
modifications in Batch S fuel design compared to Batch R. However, no impact to any
accident initiator occurs due to the Cycle 10 fuel. The characteristics of the Cycle 10
fuel are bounded by the assumptions used in the spent fuel pool rack, temporary fuel
storage rack, and fuel carrier criticality analyses. These criteria were not exceeded for
the Cycle 10 core so these existing criticality analyses bound Cycle 10. Criteria have
been established for MTC at various power levels to ensure that the consequences of
various accidents are acceptable. The Cycle 10 MTC values have been evaluated and
have been determined to meet the COLR criteria only until the HFP critical boron
concentration reaches 200 ppm at nominal conditions (5450 F, 2250 psia) near the end
of cycle. At that time, appropriate action (end Cycle 10 operation, or restrict cold leg
temperature, or perform revised analyses) is required to ensure that the consequences
of certain accidents do not increase. The Batch S fuel assemblies, with minor
mechanical design changes, have the same envelope, materials, dimensions and
structural cage as those previously used. Adequate shoulder gap is predicted for all of
the Batches of fuel in Cycle 10. The chemical and metallurgical performance of the
Batch S fuel will be similar to the Batch R fuel. As such, no change will occur in the
radiological release rate/duration, no new release mechanisms can be postulated, and
no impact will occur to any radiation release barriers. All equipment important to safety
will function in the same manner with the reload core as with the previous core.
Therefore, the consequences of equipment malfunctions are not increased. No
changes in the failure modes of the equipment important to safety were assumed in the
Cycle 10 core design or fuel mechanical analyses. Fuel rod internal gas pressure
remains less than RCS pressure. Therefore, the possibility of a malfunction of
equipment important to safety of a different type than any previously evaluated will not
be created. All accidents have been shown to have results within the appropriate NRC
acceptance limits for a Cycle 10 length up to a HFP critical boron concentration of 200
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ppm at nominal conditions (5450 F, 2250 psia). There is no degradation or change in
the barrier to radiological release of the Cycle 10 fuel. There is no reduction in any
margin of safety as defined in the bases of any TS. The Cycle 10 core was evaluated
using NRC approved computer codes and methodologies. All design criteria were
confirmed to be met. The core loading pattern utilizing Erbium integral poison rods was
shown to maintain acceptable power peaking throughout the cycle with no degradation
in margin of safety. Therefore, the margin to safety will not be reduced for the Cycle 10
core due to fuel management or reload fuel assembly design changes.
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22.

Cycle 10 COLR

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
COLR Figures 8 and 9 are updated to reflect the revised initial margin requirements for
Cycle 10 when COLSS is out-of-service (OOS).
REASON FOR CHANGE
Accident analyses assume a certain amount of required overpower margin (ROPM)
exists at the start of an event. This margin is needed to ensure that several design
basis events do not exceed their allowed consequences. When COLSS is operable, an
alarm is sounded when RCS conditions are such that this amount of margin is not
preserved. However, when COLSS is OOS, the operator will rely on the CPC
calculated DNBR to monitor the ROPM. As a requirement of TS 3.2.4, the CPC
calculated DNBR must be larger than a predetermined CPC margin operating limit line.
COLR Figures 8 and 9 reflect these limit lines. COLR Figure 8 depicts the allowable
DNBR with any CEAC operable with COLSS OOS and Figure 9 depicts the allowable
DNBR with no CEAC(s) operable and COLSS OOS. These figures give the minimum
CPC DNBR as a function of core average ASI. The change described herein updates
these curves to protect the ROPM needed for Cycle 10. For COLSS OOS and CEAC
operable, COLR Figure 8 has three limit lines based on power for operation. This is a
change from the previous cycle, which only had two. This was done to maximize
operating space. For powers ranging from 90-100%, the ROPM requirement is 120%
due to the Inadvertent Opening of an Atmospheric Dump Valve (IOADV) and CEA
Ejection events. The maximum ROPM required for power levels between 80-100% is
126% due to the CEA Withdrawal within Deadband event. The maximum ROPM
required for all power levels (0-100%) is 139% due to the CEA Withdrawal within
Deadband event. For COLSS OOS and CEAC inoperable, the maximum ROPM
required for power levels ranging from 90-100% is 129% due to the Single CEA
Withdrawal of 22.5 Inches. The maximum ROPM required for all power levels (0-100%)
is 139% due to the same event.
50.59 EVALUATION
The 50.59 evaluation has demonstrated that there are no USQs associated with the
proposed COLR changes. COLR Figures 8 and 9 are not the initiator of any design
basis events. The purpose of these figures is to preserve margin when COLSS is OSS.
This margin is there to limit the consequences of an event only. Therefore, the
proposed change can not increase the probability of occurrence of an accident. The
proposed change ensures that the initial margin needed for several accidents and
anticipated occurrences is preserved when COLSS is OSS. COLR Figures 8 and 9
assure initial DNBR conditions at the start of any transient are sufficient to limit the
consequences of any design basis event. Therefore, the proposed change preserves
acceptable consequences and does not increase the consequences of any event. The
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proposed change sets acceptable operating limits for operators to use in the event that
COLSS is OSS. The COLR figures will not affect the operation of the CPCs or any
other equipment important to safety. Nor is the manner in which the operators use
these COLR figures changed. The proposed change ensures that the initial margin
needed to minimize the consequences of design basis events is preserved when
COLSS is OOS. The intent of the proposed change is to ensure that the consequence
of a malfunction of COLSS does not lead to an increase in consequences of any event.
The proposed change can not initiate any accidents. The COLR figures just represent
the initial margin that must be preserved in the event that COLSS is OOS. The figures
simply act to minimize the consequences of several events. Therefore, the proposed
change can not create an accident of a different type. The proposed change revises
COLR Figures 8 and 9. This change has no impact on operation or function of the
CPCs and does not create any new system interaction. Since there are no changes to
the way the plant systems or equipment operate and no changes to the manner in
which the operators use these COLR figures, there are no new failure modes.
Therefore, this change will not impact the possibility of a malfunction of equipment
important to safety. The proposed change is made to ensure that the margin of safety
in the event that COLSS is OOS is maintained. COLR Figures 8 and 9 will reflect the
requirements for initial margin needed for Cycle 10. Installation of this change will not
reduce the margin of safety for any design basis events.
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23.

Cycle 10 COLSS, CEFAST, and CPC Constants

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The COLSS, CEFAST, and CPC computer code input parameter values are provided
by ABB/CE for each core reload. Some values are affected by the Cycle 10 core
design and have been changed as described below.
Core Operating Limit Supervisory System (COLSS)
The following cycle independent COLSS database constants were changed for Cycle
10:
COLSS Constant
FLIMO
FLIM1
"T42

DN1
BIASP(J,2) J =1-.5

Previous Value
12.9
13.2
0.984
1.260
0.18

Revised Value
12.7
13.0
1.0
1.265
0.20

FLIMO and FLIM1 are the constants in COLSS that set the upper and lower limits
(based on temperature) for the allowable peak linear heat generation rate (PLHGR) and
T42 can be used as a penalty factor for PLHGR. During Cycle 9 an error was found in
the energy redistribution factors used for the ECCS performance analysis. As a result
of this error, the allowable PLHGR had to be reduced by 0.2 kW/ft. This was done by
entering a penalty in COLSS, which reduced T42 from 1.0 to 0.984. For Cycle 10,
FLIMO and FLIM1 will be changed so that they will reflect the current COLR limits on
PLHGR. With the changes in FLIMO and FLIM1, T42 can be returned to unity.
DNI transmits the SAFDL limit to COLSS. The convergence tolerance for the DNBR
calculation is 0.005. In the past, it was determined that enough margin existed in the
thermal hydraulic analysis to not include this tolerance so the limit was set to the
SAFDL of 1.26. The Cycle 10 value for DN1 will include the 0.005 convergence criteria
and will be set to 1.265. This is being done so that a cycle independent value can be
used instead of one that is dependent on the thermal hydraulic analysis for each cycle.
Several safety analyses assume that a certain amount of margin is present before the
initiation of an event. This margin is referred to as the Required Over Power Margin
(ROPM). The Cycle 9 requirement for ROPM was 118%. This had to be increased for
Cycle 10 to 120%. BIASP(J,2) J = 1 -o 5 adjusts the ROPM from 118% to 120%.
There are a number of cycle specific COLSS constants that are based on the Cycle 10
core design, the core behavior throughout its time-in-life, and changes in the incore
detector ages. The Cycle 10 specific COLSS constants can be found in the TS. In
order for these constants to be accurate, a set of validation requirements must be met
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COLSS UNCERT and EPOL214
In Cycle 10, the COLSS uncertainty factor for Linear Heat Rate Power Operating Limit
(UNCERT - PID K24514) will be based on a time-in-life analysis. Previous cycles have
used a single limiting value that bounds the entire cycle. For Cycle 10, values of the
parameter were calculated for several exposure ranges. The cycle exposure
dependent values will be implemented in COLSS. Use of the time-in-life UNCERT
factor increases the available LHR margin throughout the cycle relative to the margin
available when a single limiting value that bounds the entire cycle is used.
Any necessary uncertainties discussed in TS Bases 3/4.2.1 and FSAR Section
7.7.1.5.4 are considered by each UNCERT value over each exposure range. The
Time-in-Life analysis appropriately determined UNCERT values which 1) provide
bounding values for the specific core exposure ranges, and 2) ensure the COLSS
monitored values bound the design method results.
The process provided in Procedure OP-004-005 will be used to update the UNCERT
COLSS parameter when required during Cycle 10. This procedure documents the
process required to install a revised value of a COLSS addressable constant such as
UNCERT. It is noted that a step change in LHR operating margin will occur when a
new UNCERT value is installed in COLSS during the cycle. The magnitude of this
instantaneous change will be a function of the current operating margin and the
difference between the currently installed and newly installed UNCERT value. Ifso
desired, one bounding value can be installed that will cover the entire cycle.
It should be noted that EPOL2/4, the COLSS multiplicative uncertainty factor for DNBR,
was also determined based on a time-in-life analysis. Whereas the use of time-in-life
UNCERT results in a significant margin increase, EPOL2/4 only produces a small
increase. Therefore, one bounding value will be used for the entire cycle. However
different values can be installed for different exposure ranges if it is decided that this
small gain in margin in needed.
CEFAST Database
No changes were necessary to the Cycle Independent CEFAST Database.
Core Protection Calculator (CPC)
Two cycle independent CPC addressable constants will be changed for Cycle 10. The
parameter DELSPV will be reduced from 12.0 to 8.0 to capture the reduction in the
VOPT offset from 12% to 8% due to the CEA Ejection analysis. (The VOPT rate has
been changed as well, see discussion below.) The second change is that the CEAC
penalty factor multiplier, PFMLT, will be returned to unity. This parameter is used to
adjust both DNBR and LPD CEA deviation penalty factors if necessary. For Cycle 10
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the RDB will be updated and therefore PFMLT can be returned to unity (see discussion
on PFPRD that follows).
The BERRi terms given in meet all of the Cycle 10 transient requirements.
Several assumptions were made in order for the CPC addressable constants to be
valid. They are 1) CISAM is validated, 2) Linear Subchannel Calibration is performed,
and 3) ARO Fxy measurement is performed. These validation requirements will be
performed during startup testing. As with the COLSS constants, all validation
requirements for the accuracy of the core modeling were met. The following changes
were made to the RDB for Cycle 10:
RDB Constant
AA
BB
P1B4
PFPRD
SUPMAX

Previous Value
0.990
0.960
5.0
0.05
0.02

Revised Value
0.985
0.950
7.0
0.07
0.00333

The DNBR and power density update program (UPDATE) calculates DNBR value every
0.1 seconds. This DNBR value is then compared to the DNBR value that is calculated
by STATIC (a program that determines DNBR every 2 seconds. If the UPDATE value
differs from the STATIC value, a penalty multiplier, either AA or BB dependent on the
magnitude of the difference, is applied to the UPDATE DNBR value. These constants
were changed in the RDB for Cycle 10 in order to create more bounding, cycle
independent values. In the past, an adjustment was made to the BERR constants
instead. Now, due to the RDB change, the BERR adjustment to compensate for higher
values of AA and BB will not be needed.
P1 B4 sets the allowable range limit for the CPC trip on radial peaking factor (Fr). The
analysis for this parameter supports the value of 7.0; however, in the past the RDB
software used by ABB/CE to generate the RDB constants was unable to handle this
value resulting in a more limiting value of 5.0. Due to software improvements at
ABBICE, the P1 B4 value can now be set at 7.0. This will help to minimize the chance of
an inadvertent trip. When CEAC is inoperable, PFPRD is used to penalize CPCs for
certain rodded configurations that CPCs cannot see. In the past, this penalty was too
small so the CPC addressable constant PFMLT was used to handle this condition so
that a revision to the RDB was not required. The value is being updated via the RDB
from 0.05 to 0.07 so that PFMLT can be returned to unity.
In order to meet the safety analysis requirements for CEA Ejection, the VOPT rate was
decreased from 12%/min to 2%/min. This rate is captured in the RDB via SUPMAX.
SUPMAX is changed from 0.020%/UPDATE execution to 0.0033%/UPDATE execution
or 2%/m in.
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Use of a Bounding Radial Peaking Factor for Excess Load
In order to stay within a small fraction of I OCFR1 00 dose limits, fuel failure for the
Excess Load event must remain below 3.2%. A preliminary Cycle 10 assessment
showed that at burnup points beyond % of Cycle 10 length, 4.18% of the fuel pins
potentially would fail based on the most adverse radial peaking factors experienced
over the entire cycle.
A crucial input to determining the amount of fuel failure is the assumed radial peaking
factor. The Excess Load analysis assumes the maximum radial peaking factor value
for all bumup points in the cycle. The Cycle 10 core is predicted to exhibit a maximum
radial peaking factor near the midpoint of the cycle. After this time, the radial peak
decreases. For those bumup points which were initially projected to exceed the
allowed 3.2% fuel failure, the radial peak has dropped to less than 98.5% of the cycle
maximum. Therefore, when this conservatism is credited in the calculation of fuel
failure for the burnup intervals in question, the fuel failure falls below the 3.2% limit. At
the beginning of Cycle 10, the maximum predicted radial peaking factor value will be
'dialed' into CPCs for use in the SAFDL calculation. Once the peak is reached,
operators have the ability to 'dial down' the radial peak. In order to assure that the
conservatism credited in the Excess Load analysis is present, operators will not be
allowed to 'dial down' the radial peak. Furthermore, after 14,000 MWD/MT bumup (380
EFPD), the monthly surveillance of the ARO radial peaking factor must assure that the
product of the CPC installed value of FPR and the addressable multiplier ARMI exceed
the measured Fxy by at least 1.5%.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The changes made to the COLSS and CPC constants are necessary in order to
validate the Cycle 10 safety analyses. Installation of these constants will provide the
needed trips and alarms in order to achieve acceptable results in the safety analyses.
50.59 EVALUATION
COLSS and CPC are not the initiator of any AOO or postulated event. The purpose of
COLSS is to monitor the core and provide alarms to signal that the plant is outside of
the allowed operating range. The purpose of CPC is to monitor the core and provide
needed trips in the event of an accident. The systems work to limit the consequences
of several transient analyses but are not the cause of any events. Therefore, the
probability of occurrence cannot be increased. The proposed changes made to
COLSS are done to ensure that the reactor core conditions during operation are no
more severe than the initial conditions assumed in the safety analyses. The proposed
changes made to CPC are done to ensure that the core monitoring and CPC generated
trips needed to mitigate the consequences of several safety analyses will be met. The
changes made to the VOPT setpoints will limit the fuel failure in the CEA Ejection event
to meet the NRC dose requirements. Preventing a reduction in the CPC input radial
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peaking factor will preserve enough margin that fuel failure for the Excess Load event
will be acceptable. The changes made to COLSS and CPC will capture Cycle 10
specific requirements that are set by the safety analyses. Therefore, no increase in the
consequences of a previously evaluated accident will occur. The proposed changes to
COLSS and CPC are only to the constants that are entered into the systems. COLSS
and CPC functionality is unchanged. Therefore, the probability of a malfunction of will
not increase. The changes made to COLSS and CPC will capture Cycle 10 specific
requirements that are set by the safety analyses in the event of equipment malfunction.
The proposed changes made to the COLSS and CPC constants are done to ensure
that the consequences of a malfunction of equipment do not increase. Changes to
COLSS and CPC addressable constants are controlled by existing procedures. The
implementation of new constants does not create any new system interactions since no
functional hardware or software changes are required to COLSS and CPC. Therefore,
this change does not create the possibility of an accident of a different type. There is
no change in the function or use of any of the new COLSS or CPC constants. The
function and operation of COLSS or CPC is not being modified. Therefore, no new
possibility of a malfunction of equipment is created. The proposed changes to the
COLSS and CPC constants will ensure that the consequences of all applicable safety
analyses events are met. Installation of the new constants will maintain the current
margin of safety in the safety analyses. No change will occur in the way COLSS
monitors the core power operating limits. No change will occur in the way CPC
monitors the core or in how reactor trips are generated. Therefore, the implementation
of the new COLSS and CPC constants does not reduce the margin of safety.
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F.

COMMITMENT CHANGES

1.

Additional Radwaste Safety Evaluation Checklist

SUMMARY
Waterford 3 committed to implement information from IEC 80-18 regarding safety
evaluations to support changes which might affect the design or operation of
radioactive waste treatment systems. This was in the form of an additional evaluation
originally intended to be included in the plant changelmodification procedures and
eventually included in the 50.59 process procedure. Due to planned changes to the
Waterford 3 50.59 program, it is no longer considered necessary to maintain this
separate checklist. The current Waterford 3 program implements the requirements of
50.59 and continues to provide a means to determine whether or not a USQ is created
by a change. These requirements are applied equally to radiological and non
radiological changes.
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2.

Licensed Operator Requalification Program Requirements

SUMMARY
10CFR55.59.c.3.1 contains requirements for on-the-job training so that each licensed
operator performs certain manipulations and licensed senior operator performs or
directs certain manipulations as part of the requalification program. Because the
Waterford 3 operator requalification program is based on a systematic approach, the
specific topics listed in 1 OCFR55.59 (c)(2), (3), or (4) are not required to be included.
Waterford 3 remains in compliance with the regulation through its systematic approach
and there is no adverse affect on the operator requalification program.
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3.

Licensed Operator Requalification Program Requirements

SUMMARY
1OCFR55.59.c.4.1 contains requirements for comprehensive requalification written
examinations and annual operating tests to be used to determine areas in which
retraining is needed to upgrade licensed operator and senior operator knowledge as
part of the requalification program. Because the Waterford 3 operator requalification
program is based on a systematic approach, the specific topics listed in 1OCFR55.59
(c)(2), (3), or (4) are not required to be included. Waterford 3 remains in compliance
with the regulation through its systematic approach and there is no adverse affect on
the operator requalification program.
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4.

Licensed Operator Requalification Program Requirements

SUMMARY
1OCFR55.59.c.3.1 contains requirements for on-the-job training so that each licensed
operator performs certain manipulations and licensed senior operator performs or
directs certain manipulations as part of the requalification program. Because the
Waterford 3 operator requalification program is based on a systematic approach, the
specific topics listed in 1OCFR55.59 (c)(2), (3), or (4) are not required to be included.
Waterford 3 remains in compliance with the regulation through its systematic approach
and there is no adverse affect on the operator requalification program.
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5.

Licensed Operator Requalification Program Requirements

SUMMARY
IOCFR55.59.c.4.2 contains requirements for written examinations which determine the
licensed operator's and senior operator's knowledge of subjects covered in the
requalification program and provide a basis for evaluating their knowledge of abnormal
and emergency procedures. Because the Waterford 3 operator requalification program
is based on a systematic approach, the specific topics listed in IOCFR55.59 (c)(2), (3),
or (4) are not required to be included. Waterford 3 remains in compliance with the
regulation through its systematic approach and there is no adverse affect on the
operator requalification program.
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6.

Licensed Operator Requalification Program Requirements

SUMMARY
1OCFR55.59.c.4.4 contains requirements for simulation of emergency or abnormal
conditions that may be accomplished using the control panel or a simulator as part of
the requalification program. Because the Waterford 3 operator requalification program
is based on a systematic approach, the specific topics listed in 1OCFR55.59 (c)(2), (3),
or (4) are not required to be included. Waterford 3 remains in compliance with the
regulation through its systematic approach and there is no adverse affect on the
operator requalification program.
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7.

Licensed Operator Requalification Program Requirements

SUMMARY
IOCFR55.59.c.2 contains requirements for including preplanned lectures on a regular
and continuing basis throughout the licensing period as part of the requalification
program. These lectures must cover those areas where operator and senior operator
examinations and operating experience indicate emphasis is needed. Because the
Waterford 3 operator requalification program is based on a systematic approach, the
specific topics listed in 1OCFR55.59 (c)(2), (3), or (4) are not required to be included.
Waterford 3 remains in compliance with the regulation through its systematic approach
and there is no adverse affect on the operator requalification program.
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8.

Licensed Operator Requalification Program Requirements

SUMMARY
10CFR55.59.c.3.1 contains requirements for each individual to perform or participate in
a combination of reactivity control manipulations as part of the requalification program.
Those control manipulations not performed in the plant may be performed on the
simulator. Because the Waterford 3 operator requalification program is based on a
systematic approach, the specific topics listed in 1OCFR55.59 (c)(2), (3), or (4) are not
required to be included. Waterford 3 remains in compliance with the regulation through
its systematic approach and there is no adverse affect on the operator requalification
program.
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9.

Licensed Operator Requalification Program Requirements

SUMMARY
1OCFR55.59.c.3.2 contains requirements for on-the-job training so that each licensed
operator and senior operator demonstrates understanding of the apparatus and
mechanisms and knows the operating procedures in each area they are licensed for
the requalification program. Because the Waterford 3 operator requalification program
is based on a systematic approach, the specific topics listed in 1OCFR55.59 (c)(2), (3),
or (4) are not required to be included. Waterford 3 remains in compliance with the
regulation through its systematic approach and there is no adverse affect on the
operator requalification program.
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10.

Licensed Operator Requalification Program Requirements

SUMMARY
1 OCFR55.59.c.3.3 contains requirements for on-the-job training so that each licensed
operator and senior operator is cognizant of facility design changes, procedure
changes, and facility license changes for the requalification program. Because the
Waterford 3 operator requalification program is based on a systematic approach, the
specific topics listed in IOCFR55.59 (c)(2), (3), or (4) are not required to be included.
Waterford 3 remains in compliance with the regulation through its systematic approach
and there is no adverse affect on the operator requalification program.
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11.

Licensed Operator Requalification Program Requirements

SUMMARY
1 OCFR55.59.c.3.4 contains requirements for on-the-job training so that each licensed
operator and senior operator reviews the contents of all abnormal and emergency
procedures on a regularly scheduled basis for the requalification program. Because the
Waterford 3 operator requalification program is based on a systematic approach, the
specific topics listed in IOCFR55.59 (c)(2), (3), or (4) are not required to be included.
Waterford 3 remains in compliance with the regulation through its systematic approach
and there is no adverse affect on the operator requalification program.
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12.

CARB Review of RCAs and RCDs

SUMMARY
The change adds RCDs to items to be presented to CARB. It also allows CRG
designation of which RCAs or RCDs require CARB review and for CRG appointment of
the CARB membership. This change has no impact on any SSC or the function of any
SSC.
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13.

Effectiveness Review of Significant Corrective Actions

SUMMARY
The change assigns the function for verifying the effectiveness of significant corrective
actions and completeness of corrective actions as designated by the Corrective Action
Procedure. It no longer limits those reviews to the IHEA organization. Having the
option to involve the responsible department in effectiveness reviews should enhance
the process and improve the Corrective Action Program.
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14.

Correcting Inadequate Procedures

SUMMARY
The proposed change requires that inadequate procedures will be identified and
corrected using the Condition Report process when the procedure inadequacy
represents a condition adverse to quality. This strengthens the requirement for dealing
with procedure inadequacies that only states they would be promptly changed or
revised.
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15.

Review of Other TS Revisions

SUMMARY
This is a change in the due date from August 27, 1998, to October 31, 1998. The
commitment involves a review of other TS changes made in accordance with GL 91-08
to ensure no scope change was inadvertently introduced or overlooked.
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16.

Follow-up Audits of Commitments

SUMMARY
The proposed change deletes the requirement to perform two (2) follow-up audits for
certain commitments. This requirement concerned the fact that there was no definitive
mechanism detailing the methods for tracking and verifying constructive corrective
action commitments for non-compliances. There was also no method for ensuring
continued compliance. The current CR and CMS programs do ensure completion of,
verification of, and continued compliance with commitments. Reviews of previous
audits indicate there have been no major areas of concern.
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17.

Field Verification of CI/WA Closure Process

SUMMARY
The proposed change revises the requirement to perform a field verification of the
Cl/WA closure process. The original concern involved a lack of a routine process for
verifying resolution of deficiencies to assess the adequacy of dispositions and
corrective actions. The current Condition Report process includes review of
dispositions and verification of corrective actions prior to closure. The new commitment
will require that the Corrective Action audit include a field verification of the closure
process for nonconforming conditions once per 24 months.
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18.

Semi-annual Corrective Action Audit

SUMMARY
The proposed change deletes the requirement for the Corrective Action Audit to be
performed twice annually to include items previously identified to the NRC between the
two preceding audits. This requirement concerned the fact that there was no definitive
mechanism detailing the methods for tracking and verifying constructive corrective
action commitments for non-compliances. There was also no method for ensuring
continued compliance. The current CR and CMS programs do ensure completion of,
verification of, and continued compliance with commitments. Reviews of previous
audits indicate there have been no major areas of concern.
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19.

Field Verification of Cl/WA Closure Process

SUMMARY
The proposed change revises the requirement to perform a field verification of the
Cl/WA closure process. The original concern involved a lack of a routine process for
verifying resolution of deficiencies to assess the adequacy of dispositions and
corrective actions. The current Condition Report process includes review of
dispositions and verification of corrective actions prior to closure. The new commitment
will require that the Corrective Action audit include a field verification of the closure
process for nonconforming conditions once per 24 months.
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20.

Safeguards Information

SUMMARY
Commitment text includes safeguards information. Text and justification are available
from Plant Security.
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21.

Performance Improvement Plan

SUMMARY
This is an extension of the due date for commitment A-24169 from 12131/98 until
6/30/99 and for commitment A-24170 from RF09 until RF1 0 (October 2000).
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22.

Revise Surveillance Testing Procedure

SUMMARY
This is an extension of the due date for the commitment to revise the Surveillance
Testing procedure from January 15, 1999, until February 19, 1999. The new date is
required due to the shift in the scheduled start date of Refuel Outage 9 until February
19,1999.
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23.

Classroom Training for Operating PASS

SUMMARY
This is a change in the commitment for formal classroom training for chemistry
personnel in the operation of PASS. Retraining previously required each operator to
participate at least once per year in biannual PASS testing. The commitment is revised
to make PASS training consistent with the Chemistry Technician Continuing Training
program, which requires requalification every two years on selected chemistry tasks.
This change will not adversely impact operator capability to operate PASS.
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24.

M/G Set Voltage Regulators

SUMMARY
This change deletes the two actions to replace the MIG set voltage regulators with an
enhanced mode for high operating temperature and to implement a design change to
improve the annunciation system for the M/G sets and improve system reliability for
high voltage conditions. The design change will not be implemented because the
vendor could not identify and support a method to improve system reliability. The
temperature inside the local control panel is less than the design temperature for the
voltage regulator. Therefore, reduction of the operating temperature is an
enhancement and not a requirement. Improving the annunciation is also considered an
enhancement and not an action required to address the root cause of the LER. The
voltage regulators for both M/G sets were replaced with a new design that has standoff
resistors. The standoff resistor eliminates burns on the board that resolves the original
cause of the voltage regulator failure. Actions have been taken to ensure any new
voltage regulator installed in the plant will have standoff resistors. In addition, a
repetitive task has been initiated to replace the voltage regulators every six years.
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25.

Manual Valves Operated with Reach Rods

SUMMARY
The response to the LER indicated that Waterford 3 would include the list of manual
valves operated by reach rods in appropriate Operations procedures along with a
statement of caution in 01-010-000, 'Waterford 3 Operations Department Good
Operating Practices." This change deletes the list of valves from this commitment, as
the list of the valves in the commitment text did not derive from the response to LER
85-055. Controls in the site procedure W2.109 require that preparers and reviewers
ensure that commitments are addressed whenever revisions to procedures are made.
In addition, this change replaces the term 'reach rod' with the term "extended operator."
The term '"each rod" is indicative of only one specific type of remote operator for
manual valves. The implicit intent of the commitment was to encompass all manual
valves that are operated by some remote means.
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G.

ENGINEERING REQUESTS (ER)

1.

ER-W3-97-0302-00-01, CAP-102 and CAP-205 Opening Position

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
ER-W3-97-0302-00-01 has determined that purge valves CAP-102 and CAP-205 are
not required to satisfy containment isolation requirements, have no active safety
function, and can be deleted from FSAR Table 6.2-32, Table 3.9-9, and TRM Table 3.6
2.
REASON FOR CHANGE
Containment purge valves CAP-1 02 and CAP-205 are not required to satisfy
containment isolation requirements and have no active safety function. Inclusion of
these valves in these Tables has caused confusion regarding operational and testing
requirements for these components.
50.59 EVALUATION
CAP-1 02 and CAP-205 are the third in a series of valves located in the CAP supply and
exhaust piping and are located outside of the shield building. The remaining purge
valves (CAP-1 03, 104, 203, and 204) are located inside and outside the primary
containment and provide containment isolation. CAP-103,104, 203, and 204 are leak
tested and have TS related to specific purge and containment isolation requirements.
CAP-1 02 and CAP-205 are not leak tested and have no applicable TS and are not
required to satisfy applicable GDC requirements for containment isolation. Although
CAP-102 and CAP-205 receive the same closure signals as the valves required for
containment isolation, engineering evaluation has concluded that ifthese valves were
to remain open during an accident, there would be no impact on the ability of the SBV
system to maintain 1OCFR100 dose limits during a DBA or FHA. Leakage past the
CAP containment isolation valves would continue to be drawn into the annulus. The
results of the 50.59 evaluation conclude that since these valves are not required for
containment isolation and they do not have any safety-related function, and their
position during normal operation or and accident does not impact any design bases or
accident analyses, no USQ is created.
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2.

ER-W3-97-0547-00-01, Safety Function of Target Rock Solenoid Valves and
Pressure Regulating Valves in the Safety Class 3 Portion of the NG System

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
ER-W3-97-0547-00-01 assigns a closed safety function to both the solenoid operated
nitrogen accumulator outlet isolation valves (NG-609, -610, -709, -710, -809, -810,
909, -910) and the nitrogen accumulator outlet pressure regulating valves (NG-61 1,
612, -711, -712, -811, -812, 911, -912). Excessive leakage through these valves (i.e.,
leakage that is more than the header leakage) subsequent to a loss of IA, may cause
the IA header to pressurize, lifting the downstream relief valve. This would cause
nitrogen accumulator inventory loss, which is not accounted for in the nitrogen
accumulator leakage rate analyses. Therefore, a closed safety function, with a limited
allowed leakage, is being assigned to these valves.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The change is being made based on a corrective action to revise ER-W3-97-0547-00
00 to assign the function of limiting leakage from the nitrogen accumulators to the
combination of the solenoid valves and the pressure regulating valves. Both valves
should have a closed safety function to ensure that the safety related nitrogen
accumulator inventory would not be lost through the relief valve.
50.59 EVALUATION
Revising DBD-014 and the FSAR to add closed safety functions to the valves does not
result in a USQ. The change does not involve a physical change to the plant, but rather
assigns a safety function to the valves since they must ensure that the safety-related
nitrogen accumulator inventory will not be lost through the downstream relief valve.
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3.

ER-W3-97-0612-00-00, Evaluate the Effects of Throttling Valve CMU-538A(B)

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed change determines that a minimum makeup flow of 20 gpm is required to
the CCW Surge Tank.
REASON FOR CHANGE
Upon loss of IA,continuous full flow makeup to the CCW Surge Tank would occur if
one or both of the CCW makeup pumps were in operation and no operator action was
taken to secure the pumps. Continuous full flow makeup could result in overflow of the
Surge Tank and flooding in the RAB. Since the CCW makeup pumps take suction from
the CSP, continuous makeup could also result in a loss of inventory that is credited for
EFW usage in response to DBAs.
50.59 EVALUATION
The 50.59 evaluation concludes that allowing a minimum makeup flow rate of 20 gpm
to the CCW Surge Tank does not result in a USQ. There are no accidents caused or
affected by allowing the proposed makeup rate. The consequences of neither a LOCA
nor MSLB are adversely affected by this change. Equipment that could be potentially
affected includes the CCW system, EDG jacket water standpipes, and CHW expansion
tanks. The evaluation demonstrates that this equipment is not adversely affected;
therefore, the probability or consequences of an equipment malfunction are not
increased. No new system interactions are required and no new failure modes are
created. No protective boundaries are adversely affected and no margin of safety
reduced.
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4.

ER-W3-98-0034-00-00, Install Test Thermowells in EDG A(B) Lube Oil Piping

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed change adds test thermowells to Lube Oil Pre- and After-cooler inlet and
outlet piping for GL 89-13 performance testing of the Lube Oil Coolers.
REASON FOR CHANGE
Profile thermowells are needed in the inlet and outlet Lube Oil piping in order to provide
the precision necessary to obtain valid test data to comply with GL 89-13 requirements.
50.59 EVALUATION
There are no accidents previously evaluated in the FSAR which will have their
probability or consequences increased by this change. The thermowells are physically
independent of each other and have been evaluated as having no adverse affect on
existing piping and supports. Therefore, no equipment important-to-safety is affected
by this change. A failure of the added thermowells could result in a loss of lube oil to
the affected EDG; however, the consequences of this failure would be assessed as a
loss of the associated EDG. Loss of an EDG would not create an accident or
equipment malfunction of a different type than previously evaluated in the FSAR. No
protective boundary is affected and no margin of safety reduced by this change.
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5.

ER-W3-98-0066-00-00, Test Connection for CMU-21312A(B), CCW Makeup
Pump Alternate Supply Check Valve

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This change will install a test connection and a new isolation valve on the non-safety
side of the CCW Makeup Pump Alternate Supply Check Valve, CMU-21312A(B).
REASON FOR CHANGE
Check valves CMU-21312A(B) provide the NNS/Safety Class 3 boundary between the
non-safety and safety-related CCW makeup portion of the CMU system. These valves
must be tested quarterly to demonstrate their safety-related closure function. The
current piping system design requires that a CCW Makeup Pump be taken out of
service to perform the required test on the check valve in the opposite train. As a
result, the plant must enter cascading TS for the CCW and associated systems.
Should the CMU-21312A(B) test fail, the plant must comply with the shutdown
requirements of TS, Section 3.0.3. This change will eliminate the need to enter
cascading TS for the CCW system and should the test fail, entry in TS 3.0.3 will not be
required.
50.59 EVALUATION
The CMU system will continue to supply a non-safety source of makeup to the CCW,
CHW, and EDG Jacket Water Cooling systems as presently designed. The safety
related makeup sources to these systems are not affected by this modification.
Therefore, it is concluded that this modification will not affect the safety or
environmental aspects of the FSAR, will not reduce the margin of safety as defined in
the Basis for any TS, and no USQ is created.
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6.

ER-W3-98-0217-00-00, CVAS Isolation Valve Preventive Maintenance

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The power supply circuit breakers serving all eight CVAS isolation valves will be
opened with one CVAS filter unit in operation. This will fail all isolation valves in the
closed position and ensure the CVAS envelope is isolated.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The above actions isolate the penetrations to the CVAS envelope and are similar to the
CIV TS Action 3.6.3.b, which states 'With one or more of the isolation valves
inoperable, maintain at least one isolation valve operable in each affected penetration
that is open and isolate each affected penetration within 4 hours by use of at least one
deactivated automatic valve secured in the isolation position." With the power supply
circuit breakers open, the CVAS isolation valves are deactivated and secured in the
isolation position. This will allow maintenance in Modes 1 through 4 to be performed on
one isolation valve with the corresponding isolation valve in series failed closed.
50.59 EVALUATION
According to the 50.59 evaluation, placing the valves in this configuration will not cause
or affect any accidents previously evaluated in the FSAR. With the power supply circuit
breakers open, the CVAS isolation valves are deactivated and secured in the isolation
position. Consequently, the system will be operating in accordance with its design and
the probability or consequences of an accident will not be affected. No important-to
safety equipment will be affected by this change. No new system interconnections are
required that might cause a new accident or equipment malfunction. No protective
boundaries are affected and no margin of safety is reduced.
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7.

ER-W3-98-0237-01-00, Replacement of Target Rock Pressure Regulating
Valves in the Essential Air System

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The four pressure regulating valves (IA-966, IA-976, IA-986, IA-996) are being replaced
with Valcor Engineering valves.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The existing Target Rock regulating valves have a relatively high design seat leakage
rate that can cause maintenance and downtime to ensure system adequacy. The
Valcor valves have an improved design that will result in less seat leakage. The new
valves achieve tight shutoff with relatively low maintenance, thereby, improving the
operation of the Essential Air system.
50.59 EVALUATION
The proposed change does not affect the intended safety function, method of
performing the intended safety function, or the required design and operating conditions
of the existing valves or the Essential IA system. The replacement valves meet the
requirements of ASME for Section III, Class 3, Seismic 1, valves. There is no change
in required operating pressure or temperature, regulating pressure, or maximum flow
through the valves. The replacement valve design temperature and pressure exceed
those of the existing valves, thus introducing no reduction in margin. No accidents or
equipment important-to-safety are affected by this change and no USQ is introduced.
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8.

ER-W3-98-0262-01-00, LWM Pumps

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed change authorizes replacement of the Liquid Waste, Waste Condensate,
and Laundry pumps. The existing pumps and motors will be replaced with Chesterton
System One Frame S pumps with motors supplied by Reliance. The new pumps have
the same overall dimensions as the existing pumps so no piping modifications are
required.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The LWM system pumps replaced by this change have frequently experienced
mechanical seal, bearing seal, and bearing failures due to alignment problems.
50.59 EVALUATION
This change authorizes replacement of the LWM pumps and motors. The function of
these pumps and the LWM system are not affected by this change. The only difference
between the existing and replacement pumps is that the replacement pumps are
capable of producing a TDH of 147.9 ft. of water at 50 gpm as opposed to 145 ft. of
water at 50 gpm for the existing pumps. This slight increase has no affect on pump or
system function. The amount of liquid waste processed is not affected. Therefore, this
modification will not affect the safety or environmental aspects of the FSAR, will not
reduce the margin of safety as defined in the Basis for any TS, and no USQ is created.
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9.

ER-W3-98-0417-00-00, Revision to the B288 Notes and Details

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed change supports existing separation criteria information in the B288
Notes and Details, adds information to re-define the separation criteria for redundant
safety-related and non-safety related conduits and cables, and re-defines the minimum
separation criteria so that adjacent cables and conduits may exist within 1" of a safety
related conduit.
REASON FOR CHANGE
To clarify the minimum conduit separation criteria.
50.59 EVALUATION
There are no accidents previously evaluated in the FSAR that would be affected by the
proposed change to conduit separation criteria. Cable failures are not listed in the
FSAR. A cable failure would be characterized as a fault, but this change does not
increase the probability or consequences of this failure. The analyzed tests and
experiments indicated that the separation criteria would prevent a faulted cable (safety
related or non-safety) from affecting an adjacent safety-related cable. No new
accidents or failure modes are created by implementing the new separation criteria. No
protective boundaries are affected or margin of safety reduced by this change.
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10.

ER-W3-98-0483-00-00, Update FSAR and Flow Diagram

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed change revises FSAR Sections 2.4.1.1 and 3.4.1 to include information
on valves FS-201 and FS-202. These valves are flood barriers for the SFP cask
decontamination pit area of the FHB and should be noted as flood barriers in the FSAR
for clarification. A note will be added to FSAR Figure 9.1-4 explaining that these valves
function as flood barriers for the FHB in the event a design basis flood will reach to the
cask decontamination pit through FHB train bay door D68 and cask decontamination pit
area gate G4.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The purpose for the change is to add information to the FSAR to clarify the function of
valves FS-201 and FS-202 in maintaining the design basis of the plant.
50.59 EVALUATION
Revision of the FSAR Sections and Figure does not create any USQ or a change to the
approved design basis function of the valves. The change only elaborates on the
details of the design basis flooding conditions and how the plant maintains these
conditions for continued operation. The clarification to keep the valves closed during
specified river level conditions will provide administrative control for the flood barrier as
required by licensing documents.
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11.

ER-W3-98-0598-00-00, Revise FSAR Appendix 2.5-C, Specification LOU
1564.482, and Related Drawings to Include LA-610 Mix as Acceptable Backfill

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
Revise the FSAR, Specification, and drawings to include Louisiana Department of
Transportation 610 Mix (LA 610 Mix (Aggregate)) as an acceptable Class A or Class B
backfill material. The LA 610 mix meets the requirements of Class A and Class B
backfill material.
REASON FOR CHANGE
Presently, Class A backfill may only be a sand/sand-shell mixture or a clay/clay-shell
mixture containing no more than twelve percent fines. Class B material can only be
sand or a sand/shell mixture. These materials were chosen because of their
plentifulness, economics, and properties. The LA 610 mix is economical and features
the same characteristics as required by the backfill specification, LOU 1564.482 to be
classified as Class A or Class B material.
50.59 EVALUATION
Revising FSAR Appendix 2.5C does not create a USQ or change the approved design
basis function. The only change is to add to the specification a backfill material that
features the appropriate characteristics to be qualified as Class A or Class B material.
No accidents or equipment important-to-safety will have either their probability or
consequences affected by this change. No new accident or equipment malfunction will
be created and no margin of safety reduced.
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12.

ER-W3-98-0665-00-00, Installation of Safety Class 2 Relief Valve on High
Pressure Nitrogen Gas System

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This design change will install a new safety-related pressure relief valve to protect the
safety-related nitrogen accumulators and RCB penetration 14 from overpressurization
should the non-safety pressure reducing valves and non-safety relief valves fail to
function properly. An exception will be taken to Subsection NC-7153 of the ASME
Code in that the locked open isolation valve is located upstream of the new pressure
relief valve.
REASON FOR CHANGE
Safety-related portions of the Nitrogen Gas system are not presently protected from
overpressurization by a pressure relief valve designed and manufactured in accordance
with ASME Section III.
50.59 EVALUATION
The evaluation has determined that the proposed design change does not create a
USQ in that no margin of safety as defined in the Basis for any TS is reduced. Failure
of either the Nitrogen Gas or connected Instrument Air systems is not postulated to
initiate any accident previously evaluated in the FSAR. The valve will effectively serve
as a backup to the existing non-safety relief valve so no accident or equipment
malfunction consequences will be increased. No new system interactions are required
and no new failure modes are created.
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13.

ER-W3-98-0700-O0-00, Procurement Evaluation Equivalency For Fuse,
Semiconductor, 250 V, 60A

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The ER authorizes an alternate, evaluated equivalent power distribution fuse for the
CEDMCS power distribution system. The fuses are used in the CEDMCS control
panels. These fuses are special fast acting fuses to protect the CEA containment
penetrations and power switch assembly circuitry from short-term high current
transients. The TRM gives the specific fuse model number in Table 3.8-1 page 13.
The model number will be deleted since there are no required tests or calibrations for
the fuse and the Technical Manual calls for a fast acting fuse. This additional
information does not add any value to the TRM.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The original fuse is obsolete.
50.59 EVALUATION
The result of the evaluation is that this replacement with an equivalent fuse in the
CEDMCS power distribution system does not create a USQ. This is a change in the
manufacturer of the fuses for the CEDMCS system, which is not safety related. Since
this change replaces an obsolete fuse with another of the same form, fit, and function in
this system, there is no change in the way the CEDMCS and other systems interacting
with CEDMCS perform from the description in the FSAR. The protection for the
containment penetrations remains the same. This is not a test or experiment since this
change does not require any of the systems to be operated in an unusual manner.
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14.

ER-W3-98-0714-O0-00, DC-3560 Upgrade of RCS Temperature Transmitters
and RTD Elements

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
RCS Temperature Transmitters and RTDs will be replaced for CPC Channel A and B.
These loops also supply signals f6r RG 1.97 control room indication on CP-8
(Engineered Safeguards Panel), CP-7 (Reactor Protection Panel), and LCP-43
(Remote Shutdown Panel), as well as the PMC point input and QSPDS. BIW seals
from the nearest conduit tee connection for the replaced RTDs will be removed. The
RTD employs an EQ quick disconnect that is a replacement for the BIW EQ seal. The
length of cable from the tee connection to the quick disconnects will be replaced with
two separate shielded twisted pairs of cable. The installed cable is suspected of
causing channel cross talk during channel testing on CPC A and B. This replacement
may eliminate the cross talk during testing.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The RCS temperature transmitters are obsolete and are no longer being manufactured
and must be replaced prior to failure. Due to replacement of the transmitter, the RTD
requires replacement. The new transmitter cannot support the current RTD wiring
configuration. The BIW seal will be replaced to affect the installation of the RTD. A
reduction in ALARA will be realized in the future due to this replacement. Channels A
and B were chosen to limit the scope of the modification and to create spare
transmitters for Channels C and D. Ample spares are available for channels C and D
for future outages and replacements following the implementation of this modification.
Channels C and D will be replaced via the configuration change process at a future
date.
50.59 EVALUATION
The replacement transmitter has been manufactured seismic 1 E per IEEE Standards
for Nuclear Service. The transmitter uncertainty and response time are equal to the
currently installed model, and do not affect the accuracy of the CPCs. There is no
affect on the accident analyses of the plant due to this replacement. The margin of
safety of the plant with respect to the licensing basis is not reduced and this change is
not a USQ. The replacement RTD has been manufactured seismic 1 E per IEEE
Standards for Nuclear Service and purchased to a design specification with EQ quick
disconnects. The design specification ensures that the purchased component
accuracy, response time, and materials are similar to the original and do not affect the
accuracy or availability of the CPCs. There is no affect on the accident analyses and
no reduction in margin of safety due to this replacement and no USQ is created.
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15.

ER-W3-98-0758-01 -00, EFW Turbine Oil Equalization Line Modification

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The lube oil system of the EFW Terry Turbine is designed to provide oil to both the
coupling end bearing and the governor end bearing. The oil drains from the bearings
through 1-1/2" drain lines that terminate at different ends of a 3" diameter equalizing
line that serves as a sump for the suction of the lube oil pump. The proposed change
will: 1) slope the 3" equalizing header and remove the change in pipe sizes between
the header and the governor end drain by installing 3" diameter piping in place of the
existing 1-1/2" diameter, 2) connect the new 3" pipe to the existing 1-1/2" diameter
drain nozzle and extend vertically upward above the oil level (a vent will be installed on
this "standpipe" to allow air to escape), and 3) install an oil gauge on the governor end
bearing housing per the technical manual instructions.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The EFW Terry Turbine is experiencing oil level variations associated with trapped and
entrained air in the lube oil system. The 3" diameter oil equalizing line is not completely
self-venting and there is no level indication on the outboard bearing housing to allow
monitoring of the oil level. The oil level fluctuations have the potential for damaging the
oiler ring and turbine shaft and can affect the control oil system's ability to control
turbine speed. During turbine operation the air bubble burps air back up the drain line
thereby increasing backpressure and possibly back flow which causes the outboard oil
level to increase. The increased level causes the trip disk to contact the oil surface and
causes rapid aeration of the oil. Entrained air in the turbine control oil has caused
numerous speed control problems up to and including overspeed trips at many nuclear
sites.
50.59 EVALUATION
The EFW Terry Turbine is used to mitigate the consequences of an accident but is not
considered to be an accident initiator. The proposed modification will not affect the
operation or function of the EFW Terry Turbine; therefore, no accident consequences
will be affected, nor are the probability and consequences of an equipment malfunction
affected. No new system interconnections are required, no new failure modes are
created, and no margin of safety is reduced.
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16.

ER-W3-98-0789-02-00, MS-401A(B) Actuator Upgrade

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
MS-401A and B are required to open to admit steam to the EFPT on EFAS. Upon
receipt of an EFAS, MS-401A(B) begins opening and travels to the 17% open position
where it stops or delays for approximately 8-9 seconds to allow a small volume of
steam to "sweep" through the line prior to the valve opening fully. Following the time
delay, the valve continues opening and travels to the full open position. Under near
design basis pressure and flow conditions, the current total stroke time including the
delay is approximately 18 seconds (9 second stroke time and 9 second time delay)
based on the most recent VOTES diagnostic trace data. When the valve reaches 20%
open which takes approximately 12 seconds (3 second stroke time and 9 second time
delay), the governor valve begins to ramp up the turbine which requires approximately
30 seconds.
This design change will:
1) replace the motor gearing in the MS-401A and B Limitorque SMB actuator to
increase the overall actuator ratio (OAR) from 34.1:1 to 52.2:1. This change will result
in approximately a 50% increase in output torque capability of the actuator.
Additionally, the nominal valve stroke time (not including the time delay) will increase
from a calculated time of approximately 9 seconds to 15 seconds.
2) decrease the existing 8-9 second time delay associated with opening MS-401A and
B to 5 seconds in order to compensate for the increased stroke time. This will preserve
the safety analysis time requirement for EFW flow to the SG (i.e., 42 seconds).
3) enlarge the inside diameter of the gland and gland flange by 0.025" ± 0.005" in order
to eliminate the interference between the gland/gland flange and the stem. The valve
vendor, Anchor Darling, concurred that increasing the inside diameter of the gland and
gland flange by 0.025"± 0.005" will not adversely affect the function of these
components. Therefore, this change will not be discussed any further in this 50.59
Evaluation.
4) replace the existing (blue current adjustment knob) TOL with a new black current
adjustment knob TOL. Condition report 98-772 was written to address numerous
thermal overload concerns including the type of thermal overload used to protect the
MS 401A and B motors. The CR identified inconsistencies in the selection process for
thermal overloads and that calculation EC-E95-001, which sizes thermal overloads for
motor operated valves, uses the thermal characteristic curve for the black current
adjustment knob. This change has been evaluated by CR 98-722, ER-W3-97-0265,
and ER-W3-97-1030 and provides conformance with thermal overload calculation EC
E95-001. The difference between the blue and black knob TOLs is insignificant.
Therefore, this change will not be discussed any further in this 50.59 Evaluation.
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REASON FOR CHANGE
The motor operators for MS-401A and B are marginally sized and are limited by the
design output torque capability of the DC motors under reduced voltage conditions.
NUREG/CR 6478 issued in July 1997 states that the method for predicting torque loss
due to the operation of DC motors at reduced voltage underestimates actual torque
losses. Also due to their existing low design margin, these valves cannot tolerate high
packing loads (valves have a history of developing packing leaks at power), moderate
valve degradation (galling and wear of the disc and seat have occurred), or moderate
increases in stem friction (stem to stem nut interface).
Accounting for the uncertainty associated with the MOV diagnostic equipment and other
factors such as stem lubrication degradation, spring pack relaxation, and rate of loading
which impact output thrust, the setup windows for MS 401A and B are relatively small
and are difficult to achieve. Large increases in stem friction and/or valve factor may
result in the valves being unable to meet their setpoints.
Additionally, scratches have been observed in the stem, which appear to be due to
contact between the packing gland/gland flange and the stem. The contact is being
caused by the combination of tight clearances and the horizontal orientation of the
valve that leads to stem deflection in the vertical plane. The scratches act to
tear/disturb the packing rings during valve stroking which results in packing leaks.
50.59 EVALUATION
There is no USQ -orconcern with this change. This design change will increase the
output torque capability of the MS-401 A and B actuators by 50% thus providing
increased margin above the minimum design basis requirements and additional
assurance that the valves are capable of performing their safety functions. Although
the open stroke time for MS-401 A and B will increase, decreasing the time delay will
more than offset the increase in stroke time thus allowing the EFW A/B pump to
continue to meet the time required by the safety analyses to establish flow to the SG.
The nominal close stroke time for MS-401 A and B which does not include a time delay,
will increase from a calculated time of approximately 9 seconds to 15 seconds.
Although there is no specific closure time requirement for MS-401 A and B per FSAR
Table 6.2-32 and W3-DBD-026 since the primary safety function is to open to admit
steam to the EFPT upon an EFAS, the 15 second close stroke time meets the 30
second maximum stroke time as calculated per ANSI N271 "Containment Isolation
Provisions for Fluid Systems" ([nominal valve diameter in inches/1 2] * 60 sec).
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17.

ER-W3-98-0852-00-00, Polyolefin Foam Insulation for Essential Chilled Water
System

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
SPEER 9301138 approved the substitution of polyolefin foam insulation in place of the
current fiberglass insulation on non-safety related, non-seismic piping and equipment
where the maximum operating temperatures are below 2100 F. This change evaluated
the use of polyolefin foam insulation on safety-related, seismic CHW piping and found it
to be an acceptable application in place of existing fiberglass insulation.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The existing insulation on the CHW system is made of fiberglass, which allows
condensation to form on the CHW piping. The insulation becomes soaked and looses
its thermal efficiency, as well as causing corrosion of the piping. The insulation is
crushed or compressed easily which also lessens the effectiveness of the insulation.
50.59 EVALUATION
This change does not affect the safety or environmental aspects of the FSAR and there
is no USQ associated with the change. Changing the insulation from fiberglass to
polyolefin foam insulation will maintain the temperature rise into the CHW system
through the insulation below 10 F, as required per calculation. No accidents are
affected and no important-to-safety equipment will be adversely affected or have its
function adversely affected by this change.
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18.

ER-W3-98-0899-01 -00, Design Change to Install RAS Bypass for Valves SI
602A and B

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This modification will provide key-locked switches on the auxiliary control panels to
allow operators to override the RAS to close SI-602A(B) from the control handswitch at
panel CP-8. This action could be necessary in the unlikely event of a system
malfunction as described in FSAR sections 6.2.4.1.2 and 6.3.3.8. This modification
adds annunciators in CP-8 to alarm whenever the key-switch is placed in RAS
OVERRIDE.
REASON FOR CHANGE
A discrepancy was identified between the licensing basis for the SI sump valves SI
602A(B) and actual system configuration. These valves serve a dual purpose as
containment isolation valves and SI sump isolation valves, and are normally closed
MOVs that receive confirmatory close signals on receipt of a SIAS. These MOVs open
on RAS and remain open to allow recirculation of fluid form the SI sump for long-term
post-accident cooling.
50.59 EVALUATION
According to the 50.59 evaluation, there are no previously evaluated accidents that
could be caused by the proposed change. These components serve to mitigate
accidents, but are not initiators. These valves receive a confirmatory close signal from
SIAS and an open signal from RAS. In the event of a system failure outside
containment, the FSAR currently credits the capability to close either valve. Providing a
means to override the RAS and re-close these valves brings them into conformance
with the FSAR. No accident consequences are increased by this change. The function
of these valves is not affected, the MEDP is unchanged, the minimum torque for valve
operation is unchanged, and the FMEA is unchanged. Therefore, the probability or
consequences of a failure of the valves is not increased. No new system interactions
are required, thus no new accident possibilities are created. The key-locked switches
will be individually keyed to prevent inadvertent operation of the incorrect valve after the
operator has selected the desired key. This will prevent a single operator inadvertently
re-positioning the incorrect valve and thus prevent an error such as isolation of the
intact train and interruption of ECCS injection. Two annunciators will be added to alarm
if either key-locked switch is placed in RAS OVERRIDE. Thus, no new failure method
will be created. The functions of SI-602A(B), and operation of the ECCS and CS are
unaffected by this change, thus no margin of safety or protective boundary are affected
by the change.
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19.

ER-W3-98-0934-00-00, Revise DBD-20 and DBD-6 to Clarify MFIV and MSIV
Actuator Heaters

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
W3-DBD-006 and W3-DBD-020 and FSAR Sections 10.3.1 and 10.4.7.2 are being
revised to clarify that the heaters on the actuators for the MSIVs and MFIVs (or FWIVs)
are powered from non-safety related power sources.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The change is being made based on a request made by DE-Procurement/Programs to
clarify the heaters' safety function in W3-DBD-006 and W3-DBD-020, respectively. The
MSIVs and MFIVs have a safety-related function to close on receipt of a MSIS. The
heaters provided for the MSIV and MFIV actuators are powered from non-safety related
power sources because the heaters do not have a safety function.
50.59 EVALUATION
Revising the subject DBDs and FSAR to clarify that the MSIV and MFIV hydraulic
pneumatic actuator heaters are powered from non-safety related power sources does
not result in a USQ. The change does not involve a physical change to the plant, but
rather clarifies the description of the heaters. This change will insure there will be no
misinterpretation in the MSIV and MFIV actuator heaters safety classification. The
heaters are non-safety related and the MSIV and MFIV valves should not be declared
inoperable if the heaters fail to function.
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20.

ER-W3-98-0983-00-00, FSAR Section 15.7.3.4.5.2, Table 15.7-6, and Table
15.7-7

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed change deletes the realistic FHA analysis from the FSAR.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The realistic FHA (16 failed rods) is not required by the SER, SRP, or other regulatory
guidance and merely adds information to the FSAR design basis FHA analysis. During
the SFP rerack project, the design basis FHA (60 failed rods) was evaluated as the
basis for approval of TS Amendment 144. The SER did not contain any reference to
the realistic FHA. Therefore, the proposed change will delete the realistic FHA since no
regulations, past or present, require the analysis, since the FHA remains analyzed in
FSAR Chapter 15, and since the design basis FHA has been explicitly approved by the
NRC as the design basis FHA in the SER for TS Amendment 144.
50.59 EVALUATION
Though the realistic FHA is being removed from the FSAR, the design basis FHA will
remain in Chapter 15 as the design basis accident analysis. The SER, SRP, and other
regulatory guidance do not require a realistic evaluation of the FHA and the NRC, via
the SER for TS Amendment 144, has previously approved the design basis FHA as the
design basis accident analysis for Waterford 3. The safety evaluation concludes that
since the results of the design basis FHA remain in the FSAR and are more
conservative than the realistic FHA, the proposed change does not increase the
probability or consequences of any accident previously evaluated in the FSAR, does
create the possibility of an unanalyzed event, and does not reduce the margin of safety.
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21.

ER-W3-98-1011-01-00, PMC Year 2000 Upgrade

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This is an upgrade of the PMC main processors and SDS computers for year 2000
compliance.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The existing system processors and software will not operate properly due to the
limitation of the 2-digit year code in the existing system.
50.59 EVALUATION
The proposed change will maintain the same form, fit, and function as the existing
system. The FSAR will be revised to delete the specific model numbers for the main
processors and the SDS computers. The PMC is not credited for any design basis
accidents. It will not cause the malfunction of any equipment. Any interfaces with
safety-related systems have qualified isolation so that a failure of the PMC will not
affect any safety-related SSC. No new accidents or failure modes are created, no
margin of safety is reduced, and no USQ created by this change.
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22.

ER-W3-98-1082-00-00, Removal of Main Transformer 'B' from Service

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed change disconnects and isolates Main Transformer '3B' from the Main
Generator isophase bus and 230kv transmission line, including associated protective
relay circuitry. Plant operation will be restricted to a reduced power level to maintain
electrical output within the ratings for Main Transformer '3A'.
REASON FOR CHANGE
Main Transformer '3B' has degraded and must be removed from service to allow for
repair or replacement of the transformer.
50.59 EVALUATION
The 50.59 evaluation has concluded that operation of the plant on one Main
Transformer at reduced reactor power and with Main Transformer '3B' isolated from the
Main Generator isophase bus and the 230 kV transmission line, including associated
protective relay circuitry, does constitute a USQ or a change the TS. Plant operation
will be restricted to a reduced power level to maintain electrical output within the ratings
for Main Transformer '3A'. The safe shutdown capability of the plant is not adversely
impacted and operation on a single Main Transformer is bounded by the current
licensing basis analysis. There is no change in the probability or consequences of an
accident either by the proposed configuration or operation.
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23.

ER-W3-98-1217-00-00, Revise DBD-26 to Clarify the Design Basis for CS-129A
and B

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
W3-DBD-026, Revision 0, is being revised to clarify the design basis for CS-129A(B)
and to correct miscellaneous errors.
REASON FOR CHANGE
A corrective action document was written to question whether the CS-1 29 A and B
valves met the containment isolation valve design criteria. DBD-026 was not clear on
why these valves did not have to meet all the requirements of GDC 56. The DBD is
being revised to indicate the exceptions allowed by the SRP and the existing design
basis documents.
50.59 EVALUATION
IOCFR50, Appendix A, GDC 56, "Primary Containment Isolation", requires that the
containment isolation valves on lines that penetrate primary reactor containment and
connect directly to the containment atmosphere be either locked closed or automatic
isolation valves. The design of valves CS-129 A and B is adequate and meets all
design basis requirements. The exceptions to the GDC 56 are allowed by the SRP and
existing design documents agree with the present design. The valve design does not
meet the requirements of ANS 56.2 (ANSI N271-1976), but these standards are used
as a guide at Waterford 3. DBD-026 documents the exceptions to the ANS and ANSI
standards. This change is a document change only and does not affect any system
functions or operations. The document change only clarifies the existing design and
licensing basis and requirements. There is no USQ as a result of this change.
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24.

ER-W3-98-1232-01-00, Solenoid Replacement for CVC-401, RC-606, and IA
909

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed change replaces the ASCO solenoid valve for valves CVC-401, RC-606,
and IA-909 CIVs with a more reliable model.
REASON FOR CHANGE
A corrective action document identified that CIVs CVC-401, RC-606, and IA-909 failed
to stroke on demand. Further investigation identified that the ASCO 206 series, failed
close solenoid valve will stick in the open position when the solenoid has been
energized for long periods and the solenoid valve is infrequently stroked. The affected
valves are only stroked at cold shutdown.
50.59 EVALUATION
The replacement valve has been evaluated as a suitable replacement to be used for
CIVs CVC-401, RC-606, and IA-909. The replacement solenoid valve does not affect
the ability of the CIVs to function, nor does the replacement solenoid valve affect the
closure time of the CIVs. No accident probability or consequences are increased by
this change. The replacement solenoid has a flow coefficient of 0.5 as opposed to 0.45
for the existing solenoids. However, this change has been evaluated as having a
negligible effect on valve closure time. The replacement valve is not subject to the
same failure mode as the existing valve and does not create any new failure modes.
No margin of safety is reduced by this change and no USQ is created.
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25.

ER-W3-98-1263-00-00, DC-3533 Provide Containment Isolation for PASS From
SIS Sump

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The proposed change will install an ASME Class 2 blind coupling (pipe coupling without
a through-hole bore) in line 2SI1-306 upstream of SI-6011 and SI-6012. The
installation of the blind coupling will provide a containment isolation barrier at
penetration 33 in lieu of valves SI-6011 and SI-6012 and will comply with the
requirements of NUREG-0800, Section 6.2.4. With the blind coupling installed, the
equipment downstream will be functionally abandoned.
REASON FOR CHANGE
A previous design change cut and capped the SIS sample pump discharge line
downstream of valve PAS-0101. This previous change effectively removed the function
of the penetration from a PASS capability. Therefore, compliance with GDC 56 is in
question due to the fact that the containment isolation valves remain fail open valves.
GDC 56 requires that each line that connects directly to the containment and
penetrates the primary reactor containment be provided with containment isolation
valves designed to take the position of greater safety for both the active safety function
and upon loss of power.
50.59 EVALUATION
The new blind coupling will be of the same quality and will be installed to the same
construction standards as the existing piping. This will ensure that the seismic integrity
of the piping is maintained and that the proposed modification does not affect the safety
or environmental aspects of the FSAR. The proposed change does not create a USQ.
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26.

ER-W3-98-1293-00-00, Transmission Line "A' Relaying

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
Entergy T&D will upgrade the protective relays on transmission line "A". Instead of
primary and backup systems, the new protection scheme will consist of two redundant
systems. In addition, each system is used to implement Permissive Overreaching
Transfer Trip and Direct Transfer Trip. Relay #2 for each system is a current
differential relay with Direct Transfer Trip. A trip can only occur if both relays agree that
there is a fault in the protective zone.
REASON FOR CHANGE
This upgraded protection scheme on line "A" will match that of line "B", which was
upgraded to this protection scheme in 1997.
50.59 EVALUATION
The changes associated with this ER will not impact the operation, function, or
performance of any safety related SSC or SSCs important to safety. The worst case
scenario associated with this change is a loss of a transmission line, which cannot
cause an accident. A line loss could, however, result in a LOOP. In such a case, the
plant may rely on onsite power to supply the safety busses. Waterford 3 is analyzed for
a LOOP concurrent with numerous accidents in chapter 15 of the FSAR. This
conversion to a redundant protection scheme will reduce the probability of nuisance
losses of the transmission line "A" as it requires two permissives to trip. This increase
in line reliability decreases the probability of a LOOP. The changes associated with this
ER will not reduce the margin of safety as defined by TS or Safety Analysis.
Accordingly, neither the actions required by this ER nor any associated actions will
result in adverse plant conditions or a USQ.
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27.

ER-W3-98-1316-00-00 Temporary Power for PDP 391-SB During SUPS 3B-S
Replacement (DC-3546)

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
DC-3546 will replace the existing SUPS 3B-S with a unit manufactured by Solidstate
Controls, Inc. During this replacement, normal supply power from SUPS 3B-S and
bypass supply power from the existing transformer to PDP 391-SB will not be available.
In order to ensure the availability of plant equipment supplied by PDP 391 -SB, a
temporary alteration will be installed to provide an alternate source of supply power to
PDP 391-SB. The alternate source of power will be from spare circuit breaker MCC
3B312-S compartment 1OBL that is located on the associated circuit side of MCC
3B312-S.
REASON FOR CHANGE
A temporary alternate source of power to PDP 391-SB will maintain the loads normally
supplied by the PDP available for use during SDC operations.
50.59 EVALUATION
This activity does not have an adverse effect on plant safety and no USQ exists. This
temporary alteration will provide an alternate source of power for PDP 391-SB during
SUPS 3B-S replacement in Refuel 9 Modes 5 and 6 with the plant on SDC. The
concern in Modes 5 and 6 is a loss of SDC capability. During modes 5 and 6, TS
3.8.3.2 requires only one 120-volt AC SUPS bus (3A-S or 3B-S) energized from its
associated inverter connected to its respective bus. During SUPS 3B-S replacement,
Train A will be the protected Train. All requirements of TS 3.8.3.2 will be met by having
the A Train components operable and in service. Waterford 3 is able to obtain and
maintain SDC conditions with only one train in operation. Additionally, providing an
alternate source of power for PDP 391-SB, ensures the availability of the B Train
components for SDC requirements, if required. This ensures that the facility can be
maintained in the shutdown or refueling condition for extended time periods and that
sufficient instrument and control capability is available for monitoring and maintaining
the unit status. There are no accidents evaluated in the FSAR for radiological
consequences as a result of the failure of SUPS 3B-S or PDP 391-SB.
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28.

ER-W3-99-0174-00-00, EDG Overcurrent Relay Model 121 GCV51A5A, Out of
Tolerance Dropout Setpoint

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The setpoint value for the dropout voltage of Type IGCV51A relays for the EDG will be
revised from 104v AC to 95v AC. This value corresponds to 3640v (87.5%) and 3325v
(80%) respectively on the 4160v busses.
REASON FOR CHANGE
While performing calibration on relay EG EREL4766-FI under WA01 170191, it was
discovered that the dropout voltage could not be adjusted to the setpoint value. The
vendor publication references a voltage setting within the range of 70-100v AC. The
existing setpoint calls for a setting of 104 volts.
50.59 EVALUATION
According to the 50.59 evaluation, a change to the voltage dropout setpoint of the EDG
time overcurrent relays does not constitute a USQ. There are no accidents in the SAR
that may be caused or affected by the proposed change. This change is associated
with relays that provide equipment protection for the EDGs, which are required to
mitigate the consequences of an accident. The EDGs are a source of backup power
for shutdown systems whenever an accident occurs and the preferred power source is
unavailable. They also furnish power to the control and shutdown systems during an
accident concurrent with a LOOP in either or both divisions. The proposed change does
not increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important to
safety previously evaluated in the FSAR, since the relay affected by this change is
bypassed during emergency operation of the EDG. No new system interactions or
connections are required; therefore, this change to the voltage dropout setpoint for the
EDG time overcurrent protection relays will not create a different type of accident. The
proposed relay setpoint change cannot create the possibility of a malfunction of
equipment important to safety of a different type. The primary function of this relay is to
provide short-circuit protection for EDGs when operating in the test mode. The new
setpoint is within the dropout voltage adjustment range of this type of relay (70-100v
AC) as provided in GE technical manual. This setpoint will continue to allow the
primary protection, the Class 1E bus undervoltage voltage relays, to clear any fault
currents before the operation of IGCV 51A relays occurs. There are no new failure
methods associated with this change. The purpose of the relay is to provide back up
protection subsequent to a fault condition at a safety bus during test conditions. This
function is not altered. This change does not impact any margin of safety or protective
boundary associated with Class 1E equipment, i.e., the EDGs or the Class 1E 4.16kV
safety busses.
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29.

ER-W3-99-0184-00-00 and ER-W3-99-0184-00-01, Pressurizer Top Instrument
Nozzle Repair

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The pressurizer is a low alloy steel vessel with the shell and top head internally clad
with 304 austenetic stainless steel and the bottom head clad with a Ni-Cr-Fe alloy. The
pressurizer is furnished with six 3/4" nozzles. Four nozzles are located in the upper
head and two in the lower head. The lower head nozzles provide only level indication.
The upper head nozzles provide pressure indication with two also providing level
indication. There is also a 1" diameter temperature nozzle in the lower shell in the
heater area.
REASON FOR CHANGE
CR-99-0204 was written on 2-25-99 to document that evidence of RCS leakage was
found on two instrumentation nozzles on top of the pressurizer head. This leakage has
been experienced at other nuclear plants including Entergy's ANO Unit I and 2. The
leakage is attributed to PWSCC initiating at or near the nozzle weld and propagating
axially through the nozzle wall. Revision 1 of the ER reflects that only two (A and C) of
the four upper head pressurizer nozzles are being repaired during Refuel 9. The two
identified leaking nozzles have been repaired by this ER.
50.59 EVALUATION
MPLEMENTATION:
This modification will be implemented during a refueling outage while the RCS is
depressurized. The repair process requires the pressurizer shell to be heat treated
several times up to approximately 550°F These elevated temperatures will not affect
the Low Temperature Overpressurization Analysis because the pressurizer manway will
be opened during the repair process, and the manway provides a larger opening than
the pressurizer safety relief valves which are credited for preventing an
overpressurization event. Therefore overpressurization of the RCS will not occur.
Setting up for and implementation of the repair may require rigging in order to lift the
necessary equipment. All rigging will be evaluated to ensure proper safety practices
are followed to protect personnel and essential plant equipment.
The RWLIS is designed to monitor the water level in the RCS and the refueling pool
during refueling operations. This system is also used to monitor the water level in the
RCS hot leg during maintenance operations that require the RCS to be drained down to
the vicinity of the hot leg. The reference leg for this level indicating system is attached
to one of the pressurizer upper head nozzles. During the implementation of this
modification the reference leg for RWLIS will be disconnected from the pressurizer.
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This is acceptable because typically when RWLIS is in service during a refueling
outage the pressurizer manway is open to atmosphere, and after the reference leg is
disconnected from the pressurizer, it will still see atmospheric pressure. Therefore
disconnecting the reference leg from the pressurizer will not affect the operability of the
RWLIS. During implementation of this change the disconnected RWLIS reference leg
will be tagged to ensure that the instrumentation remains functional.
FINAL DESIGN:
Pressure Boundary Integrity
Design of the nozzles meets ASME Section III, Class I requirements, which is
consistent with the pressurizer design. The fabrication and installation of the new
nozzles are in accordance with ASME XI requirements, consistent with Waterford 3
ASME XI program per 10CFR50.55a. The weld buildup pads and partial penetration J
welds will be controlled by vendor (Welding Services Inc.) welding procedures which
have been reviewed and approved by qualified Waterford 3 personnel. Non-destructive
testing will be performed to verify acceptability of the welds.
The two repaired nozzles are a one-piece design with the stem with socket fitting
machined from Inconel 690 bar stock. The welding of the piping to the pressurizer
nozzles will be performed by Waterford 3 personnel in accordance with ASME Section
XI via approved Waterford 3 procedures. The installation of the one-piece designed
nozzle will require a bimetallic weld to be performed which is acceptable by ASME
Code and Waterford 3 welding procedures.
A 1116-inch gap between the portion of the old nozzle left in place and the new nozzle
will allow for thermal expansion of the material. Since a portion of the old Inconel 600
nozzle will remain in place, a crack could occur in this Inconel 600 section of the nozzle.
However, the pressure boundary of the weld for the new nozzle will be outside the
pressurizer wall. Low alloy steel is not susceptible to PWSCC. However, once PWSCC
propagates to the base metal the crack can continue to grow into the vessel. Several
utilities, including ANO Unit 1, have evaluated potential crack propagation into the base
metal per ASME Section XI. The evaluations concluded that vessel structural integrity
is not jeopardized and will perform its safety-related function. Entergy will perform the
same evaluation prior to plant heat-up.
The pressurizer nozzle stress calculation has been revised to analyze the new nozzle
configuration and its affects on the connected piping. This stress calculation justifies
that the integrity of the RCS pressure boundary has been maintained.
Corrosion
The nozzle replacement design allows for thermal expansion of the materials by leaving
a 1/16" gap between the portion of the old nozzle and the new nozzle. Consequently,
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some portion of the pressurizer low alloy steel shell will be constantly exposed to the
RCS boric acid environment. The following provides a discussion on the expected
corrosion of the low alloy steel from the repair.
One of the common carbon steel / boric acid corrosion mechanisms involves
evaporation of a relatively dilute and non-corrosive boric acid solution into a
concentrated and corrosive acid with a pH of less than 3. However, normal RCS pH is
maintained from 4.5 up to 11, where the corrosion rate is substantially reduced.
Concentrated acid can cause high general dissolution corrosion (wastage) of localized
regions of hot carbon steel surfaces. The corrosion rate for this form of corrosion is
maximum in the range of 350 °F to 400°F and it diminishes on either side of this band.
The normal operating temperature for the RCS is above 400°F and normal shutdown
temperature is less than 150OF and since the duration of heating up and cooling down
is not significant, no significant corrosion is expected.
Also, the conditions required to concentrate boric acid to a corrosive pH level are not
present in this location of the RCS piping. Specifically, it is under conditions of wetting
and drying that boric acid will concentrate and eventually form a saturated solution.
Saturated boric acid at 200°F has a pH of less than 3. Boric acid concentration in the
nozzle to pipe bore gap areas will be limited below saturation.
Erosion
Experimentation has shown very high corrosion and erosion rates are attainable when
borated water impinges on low alloy steels such as the pressurizer shell material. The
erosion is due to the high velocity fluids flowing through the crack and flashing upon
exit. Corrosion results from the concentration of the remaining boric acid as discussed
above. Boric acid crystals cause some pitting, but the pitting is minor compared to the
erosion/corrosion caused by flashing of the solution (CEOG Task 637, Corrosion and
Corrosion/Erosion Testing of Pressurizer Shell Material exposed to Borated Water).
The nozzle and its respective piping and tubing have no process flow because it is a
static system, and the proposed modification will not change the function of this system.
Therefore, there will be no erosional effects created by this modification.
Stress Corrosion Cracking
Stress corrosion cracking of low alloy steels takes the form of fine cracks possibly
without the appearance of any general surface attack that is typical of boric acid
corrosion. Stress corrosion cracking of low alloy steels is addressed in EPRI NP-3784,
"A Survey of the Literature on Low-Alloy Steel Fastener Corrosion in PWR Power
Plants." In this report stress corrosion cracking is defined as environmentally induced
stable crack growth under a static tensile stress. The EPRI report states that "SCC
failures that have occurred in support applications (component supports at PWR'S)
have all involved materials with yield strengths exceeding 160 Ksi and high applied
stresses". For materials with yield strength greater than 160 Ksi, water alone with no
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other contaminates may initiate SCC. For materials with yield strength less than 160
Ksi, water or steam and some other contaminate is necessary to initiate SCC. However
the contaminates are generally decomposition products from lubricants and leachants
from sealant compounds injected into leaking enclosures. The most widely known
contaminate causing SCC is molybdenum disulfide which can decompose to hydrogen
sulfide. However, boric acid has not been shown to be a SCC causing contaminate.
The pressurizer material is SA-533 Grade B, which is considered to be a low alloy steel
(carbon steel with small per cent of molybdenum and nickel). The yield strength of SA
533 Grade B is approximately 50 Ksi, which is far below levels typical of SCC attacked
materials referenced in the EPRI NP-3784. The pressurizer shell material has high
fracture toughness resulting in high resistance to PWSCC. Also, the grain boundary
embrittlement mechanism that makes Alloy 600 highly susceptible to PWSCC is not
present in the low alloy steel material. Therefore, stress corrosion cracking which
initiates in Alloy 600 components will self arrest when it reaches the low alloy steel of
the pressurizer shell. The only mechanism available for further crack propagation in
the low alloy steel material is fatigue, and the cyclic stresses in the pressurizer are well
below the fatigue limit of the material. Therefore, stress corrosion cracking of the
pressurizer shell exposed to primary water will not occur.
Hydrogen Embrittlement
The susceptibility of a material to hydrogen embrittlement generally depends on the
strength level of the steel, and resistance to embrittlement decreases with increasing
strength (Metal Handbook). In addition, hydrogen embrittlement decreases with
increasing temperature. The pressurizer shell is fabricated from SA-533 Grade B
material with yield strength of approximately 50 Ksi, which although has high toughness
is not considered a high strength steel. In addition, the internal stainless steel cladding
of the shell, while providing a barrier to boric acid provides no barrier to hydrogen
migration into the base metal. Hydrogen can permeate throughout the cladding and
saturate the base metal. This modification has no effect on the susceptibility of the
base metal to hydrogen embriftlement because the base metal has always been
exposed to hydrogen through the stainless steel cladding.
Conclusion
Therefore, this repair will not impact the RCS pressure boundary integrity, hence the
proposed repair activity will not increase the probability of occurrence of an accident
evaluated previously in the safety analysis report. There is no change to the nozzle
that can impact consequences of any accident. A failure of the instrument nozzle or
downstream tubing inside containment is bounded by the current SBLOCA analysis
presented in FSAR sections 15.6.3.3.3.2 and 6.3.3.3. The physical dimensions of the
nozzle have not been changed. The maximum break size due to the failure of the
nozzle is approximately 0.002 ft2, which is bounded by the analyzed small break size
spectrum. The reactor core is not expected to uncover for this small break size. The
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worst small break (highest peak clad temperature) is a 0.04 ft2 break in the cold leg.
Thus, this change does not increase the consequences of any accident.
Also, since the original nozzle physical dimensions are being maintained, there is no
change to the response time or the ability of the instrumentation connected to the
nozzle to perform its function. Therefore, since there is no change to the
instrumentation performance, there is no change to any protective system functions
and no change to any accident consequences. During implementation of this
modification the pressurizer manway will remain open. A mesh screen or similar device
will be placed over the manway opening for FME concerns. Also prior to any grinding
or welding activity a removable plug will be installed inside the nozzle for FME
concerns. Therefore the necessary precautions will be in place to ensure no foreign
material which could jeopardize equipment operation will be introduced into the RCS.
The majority of the affected instrumentation is used for plant operations during Modes
1-4. A review of TS 3.3.1 and 3.3.2 indicate the Reactor Protection Instrumentation
and the ESF Instrumentation is only required in Modes 1,2 and 1-4 respectively, as
long as the Reactor Trip Breakers are open. This would also apply, though not TS
required, to the ATWS instrumentation. A review of TS 3.3.3.5, Remote Shutdown
Panel Instrumentation indicates these instruments are only required in Modes 1-3. A
review of TS 3.3.3.6, Accident Monitoring Instrumentation, requires the RG 1.97
Accident Monitoring Instrumentation for Modes 1-3.
The RWLIS indication loops are used for SDC Monitoring during RCS fill or drain
evolutions and midloop operations. The RWLIS instrumentation will not be affected by
this change. RWLIS should operate properly with the reference leg disconnected from
the Pressurizer because the reference leg will still be at atmospheric pressure. The
RWLIS instrumentation will provide the most accurate indication during this work
evolution for monitoring RCS level.
Upon completion of the work activities, routine channel checks and functional testing
will verify instrument loops attached to the nozzles are functional. This will assure the
instrumentation can be returned to service and available to Operations. The equipment
important to safety modified by this design change is the pressurizer and the process
to-sensor/instrumentation coupling. The safety related functions of the identified
equipment are 1) provide RCS pressure boundary integrity and 2) provide timely and
accurate pressure and level indication. As previously discussed, the new nozzle
installation will not impact the RCS pressure boundary or the connected piping integrity.
Also the new nozzles will not change the function, separation, or redundancy of the
process instrumentation.
The potential for the remaining portion of the original nozzle to fall into the pressurizer
vessel is not probable. In order for this to occur the cracking would have to form
completely around the circumference of the nozzle. Industry experience and stress
analyses have proven that the cracks propagate and grow axially. Multiple axial cracks
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will relieve the stresses in the nozzle and arrest further cracking initiation. Therefore
substantial weld and nozzle ligament will remain and prevent the nozzle stub piece from
failing into the pressurizer vessel. Additionally this is not a safety concern because
there is a screen filter over the pressurizer surge line, which will prevent the nozzle
piece from migrating into the RCS flow path even if it did fall into the pressurizer.
Therefore this modification will not increase the probability of occurrence of a
malfunction of equipment important to safety.
Any leakage from a pressurizer instrument line break will remain the same because the
replacement nozzle will maintain the original nozzle internal dimensions. Therefore this
design change does not impact the Reactor Coolant Makeup capability as specified in
FSAR 3.1.29 "Criterion 33" (Ref. I OCFR50, Appendix A, GDC 33). Therefore the
proposed change will not increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of
equipment important to safety previously evaluated in the SAR.
The RCS pressure boundary is modified by this design change and as previously
discussed, this change will not affect the integrity of the RCS pressure boundary. The
new pressurizer nozzles will maintain the form, fit, and function of the original nozzle
design. Therefore the consequences of a nozzle failure are not changed. Also this
modification will not change the function, separation or redundancy of the process
instrumentation. Therefore the consequences of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety previously evaluated in the FSAR are not affected. This change provides a
functionally equivalent design. The integrity of the RCS is not impacted as discussed
previously. The internal dimensions of the original pressurizer nozzles are unchanged,
and there are no new system interfaces created by this modification. FSAR Table 3.54
lists missiles generated inside containment. The pressurizer nozzles are not included
within this table. The pressurizer instrument nozzle repairs are in accordance with
ASME Section XI and the internal dimensions of the original nozzle design are
maintained (i.e. fit, form, function unchanged). Therefore this modification does not
create the possibility of a new missile within containment and the proposed change will
not create the possibility of an accident of a different type than previously evaluated in
the FSAR. The potential for the remaining portion of the original nozzle to fall into the
pressurizer vessel is not probable. In order for this to occur the cracking would have to
form completely around the circumference of the nozzle. Industry experience and
stress analyses have proven that the cracks propagate and grow axially. Multiple axial
cracks will relieve the stresses in the nozzle and arrest further cracking initiation.
Therefore substantial weld and nozzle ligament will remain and prevent the nozzle stub
piece from falling into the pressurizer vessel. Additionally this is not a safety concern
because there is a screen filter over the pressurizer surge line that will prevent the
nozzle piece from migrating into the RCS flow path even if it did fall into the pressurizer.
Therefore this modification will not increase the probability of occurrence of a
malfunction of equipment important to safety of a different type than previously
evaluated. There is no reduction in margin of safety as a result of this change. The
repair process requires the pressurizer shell to be heat treated several times up to
approximately 5500 F. These elevated temperatures will not affect the LTOP Analysis
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because the pressurizer manway will be opened during the repair process, and the
manway provides a larger opening than the pressurizer safety relief valves which are
credited for preventing an overpressurization event. Therefore overpressurization of
the RCS will not occur. The RWLIS indication loops are used for SDC Monitoring
during RCS fill or drain evolutions and mid-loop operations and RWLIS should operate
property with the reference legs and the Pressurizer at atmospheric pressure reference.
The integrity of the RCS pressure boundary will not be impacted by this change. Also
the original nozzle internal dimensions are being maintained therefore there is no
change to the functional capability of the instrumentation for the PPS. The affect on
containment net free volume is negligible. Therefore the CCS is not affected.
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30.

ER-W3-99-0198-00-00, Hot Leg Mechanical Nozzle Seal Assemblies

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This ER will authorize installation of an alternate repair to restore the RCS pressure
boundary at temperature nozzle RC ITE01 12HC1 on Loop 1 Hot Leg, sample nozzle
RC MVAAA1 04 on Loop 1 Hot Leg, and differential pressure instrument nozzle RC
IDPT9126 SMA on Loop 2 Hot Leg. This 50.59 Evaluation addresses 1) the installation
of the MNSA clamps and operation with the MNSA clamps installed to the limits of TS
3.4.9, and 2) the impact on instrumentation and system interface piping for all modes of
operation with the MNSA clamps installed. This 50.59 Evaluation does not authorize
approval of the MNSA clamps to restore RCS integrity. Final approval of the MNSA
alternate repair to restore the RCS integrity is pending NRC approval. The repair will
consist of a stainless steel mechanical restraining device installed externally over the
instrument nozzle including a grafoil seal arrangement for the gap between the nozzle
and pipe/vessel penetration, similar to the concept of a valve stem packing
arrangement. This restraining device is called the RCS mechanical nozzle seal
assembly, which replaces the function of the "J" weld between an Inconel 600
instrument nozzle and the RCS pipe, to prevent leakage from cracks caused by
PWSCC. It also acts to restrain the instrument nozzle from ejecting if the "J" weld
completely fails (360-degree circumferential crack). The MNSA meets all applicable
design requirements of the RCS and can be installed on the nozzles without offloading
the core and with little outage critical path impact.
REASON FOR CHANGE
PWSCC cracks of Inconel (Alloy 600) penetrations in the RCS has become a significant
problem in PWRs over the last ten years. These penetrations involve nozzles that are
inserted through an opening in the vessel wall and are welded to the inside of the
vessel wall by a J-groove weld. PWSCC has been found in pressurizer heater sleeves,
pressurizer instrument nozzles, hot leg nozzles and CEDM nozzles. Several utilities
have experienced this type of failure. CR-99-0204 was written on 2-25-99 to document
that evidence of RCS leakage was found on two instrument nozzles on top of the
pressurizer head. Evidence was also found that three hot leg nozzles were leaking
(CR-99-232 and CR-99-0234). Leakage has been experienced at other nuclear plants
including Entergy's ANO Unit I and Unit 2. The leakage is attributed to PWSCC
initiating at the IDof nozzle near the weld and propagating radially to the OD of the
nozzle. Reactor Coolant leaks though the crack and out through the annulus region
between the nozzle and vessel/pipe.
The leaking hot leg nozzles because of their location are more difficult to repair. Since
the sampling line is located at midloop and the D/P instrument line and thermowell are
located 450 from the bottom and top, respectively, weld repair of these nozzles would
require core off load with an outage critical path impact of at least 6 days. Therefore,
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MNSAs will be used to affect this repair and their use will be approved by the NRC and
Entergy prior to operation above TS limits.
50.59 EVALUATION
This 50.59 evaluation concludes that the proposed installation of the MNSAs during the
refueling outage will not degrade the integrity of the RCS pressure boundary or the
system interfaces to the MNSAS. There will be no impact on instrumentation and
system interface piping for all modes of operation with the MNSA clamps installed. All
changes are within the RCB, and there are no new system interactions created. There
are no USQs and this change does not require any TS changes. The only accident
affected by this modification is the SBLOCA and loss of SDC. The MNSAs will be
installed in mode 5 or 6 while on shutdown cooling. The MNSA installation process is
non-intrusive on the existing nozzle integrity. There are no activities during installation
that require manipulation of the nozzle to the extent that would challenge the nozzle's
position in the RCS piping. Nozzle ejection during installation (mode 5 or 6) is not a
concern recognizing that the only stresses that exist during this evolution are those
created by maintaining approximately 40 feet of reactor coolant head pressure, the
dead weight of the nozzle and attached pipe, thermal loads, and potential seismic
loads. The MNSAs are attached to the RCS hot leg with SA-453 Grade 660 bolts. To
accommodate the bolts, a series of holes are drilled into the RCS in a circular pattern
around the nozzle. The addition of the holes in the RCS has been analyzed and
documented in Stress Report A-WATERFD-9449-1213 RO. A calculation has been
received that analyzes the boltholes in the hot leg piping. A change to EC-M94-012
has been performed to document Entergy review of this calculation. The analysis was
performed to the requirements of ASME Section III, 1971 Edition through and including
the Winter 1971 Addenda. The analysis has addressed fatigue to demonstrate that the
Code prescribed cumulative usage factor of 1.0 is not exceeded (NB-3222.4), that there
is adequate reinforcement in the wall of the RCS piping for the bolt holes (NB-3643.3),
and that the stresses do not exceed the allowables as stated in the Code.
The design, materials, fabrication, examination and testing of the RCS MNSAs meet
ASME III Class I requirements, consistent with the RCS design. Installation of the
MNSAs will meet ASME XI requirements, consistent with Waterford 3 ASME XI
program per 1OCFR50.55a. The design of the MNSA joints is in accordance with NB
3671.7 and the rules of NB-3200. Prototype testing was performed to seismically
qualify the MNSA design. Additional testing (hydrostatic to 3175 psig + 50 psig and
thermal cycle) was performed to validate the design of the MNSA joint. Drilling into the
hot leg piping is controlled by installation procedures and a stop is provided on the
drilling apparatus to assure the bolt hole depths are within allowables. Should it
become necessary to remove the stuffing nuts on RC-2042 to allow for installation of
the MNSA, RC-2042 will be back seated to prevent loss of inventory ifthe packing
should be lost. Torquing of the MNSA bolts into the RCS piping will be performed at
temperatures above RTNDT (5800 F) to ensure that the bolting stress does not create a
potential for brittle failure.
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The MNSA is manufactured without welding and is bolted in place. Disassembly is a
mechanical evolution that requires the detensioning of the installation bolting. NB
3671.7 requirements for maintenance, removal, and replacement after service are
satisfied by the MNSA design.
Installation dimensional clearances between the RCS hot leg nozzle assembly and
RCS mechanical nozzle seal assembly top plate are provided to allow for differential
thermal expansion, which will not create significant thermal stresses on the existing
nozzle, thermowell or associated system piping. The MNSA clamps fit around the
outside of the nozzles and the RCS hot leg nozzle configuration, instrumentation and
circuits are unaffected by this repair. As such, this repair will not impact obtaining of
RCS temperatures, steam generator differential pressures, RCS samples or RCS
performance. The change in insulation around the MNSAs and RTD authorized by ER
W3-99-0198-02-00 will not affect the accuracy or qualification of the RTD. Installation
of the MNSAs will place minimal additional loads on associated system piping that will
be within the structural capability of the piping. Therefore, the proposed activity will not
increase the probability of occurrence of an accident evaluated previously in the FSAR.
Installation of the RCS mechanical nozzle seal assemblies will restrain the nozzles in
place. As such, RCS instrumentation and circuits would not be affected by this repair
method. In addition, in the unlikely event that the seal (packing material) fails and
causes RCS pressure boundary leakage, FSAR Chapter 15, SBLOCA Accident
Analysis, would bound the event. Therefore, the proposed change will not adversely
impact the radiological consequences of an accident previously evaluated in the FSAR
or increase the consequences of an accident evaluated previously in the FSAR.
Equipment important to safety that could be affected by this modification are the reactor
coolant pressure boundary, hot leg temperature instrumentation, steam generator
differential pressure instrumentation (RCP sheared shaft trip), RCS sampling, and
shutdown cooling. A review of Technical Specifications 3.3.1, 3.3.3.5, and 3.3.3.6,
shows that the RCS Hot Leg temperature loop and steam generator differential
pressure are not required in these modes. There are alternate methods of obtaining an
RCS sample while on shutdown cooling. As previously discussed, analysis shows that
there is adequate reinforcement in the wall of the RCS piping for the boltholes.
Therefore, inventory will not be lost which could result in loss of shutdown cooling as a
result of this modification. This repair has no affect on system protection features, or
the support systems for its equipment. Also, this repair will not increase the frequency
of operation of system equipment or impose more severe testing requirements on
systems or equipment. Therefore, the proposed activity will not increase the probability
or consequences of a malfunction of equipment important to safety evaluated
previously in the safety analysis report.
The drilled holes in the hot legs have the potential for reducing the structural integrity of
the hot leg piping. However, a calculation has been received that analyzes the
boltholes in the hot leg piping. A change to EC-M94-012 has been performed to
document Entergy review of this calculation. The hot leg piping configuration is not
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changed as a result of the addition of the MNSA clamp, therefore, there will not be any
impact due to flood, missile and wind. Since the MNSAs are designed and installed as
a threaded/bolted fixture, it is considered a multiple bolt attachment similar to a valve
bolted bonnet. Calculated stresses have been reviewed and compared to the ultimate
strength of the material. The stresses resulting from failure of a single bolt or tie rod will
not be greater than the ultimate strength of the remaining bolts/tie rods. Therefore, a
single failure of a bolt or tie rod will not create a new missile hazard. Therefore, the
proposed activity will not create the possibility of a malfunction of equipment important
to safety of a different type than any evaluated previously in the safety analysis report.
Drilling into the hot leg piping is controlled by installation procedures and a stop is
provided on the drilling apparatus to assure the bolt hole depths are within allowables.
Should it become necessary to remove the stuffing nuts on RC-2042 to allow for
Installation of the MNSA, RC-2042 will be back seated to prevent loss of inventory if the
packing should be lost. Torquing of the MNSA bolts into the RCS piping will be
performed at temperatures above RTNDT (5800 F) to ensure that the bolting stress does
not create a potential for brittle failure. The margin of safety for the reactor coolant
pressure boundary is not reduced because 1) the hot leg analysis shows that there is
adequate reinforcement in the hot leg piping wall for the bolt holes and that the stresses
do not exceed the allowables as stated in the Code, 2) there is no impact to the
instrumentation or the ability to take a RCS sample, and 3) the loads on the existing
associated system piping will change negligibly and will be within the structural
capability of the piping. Therefore, the proposed activity does not reduce the margin of
safety as defined in the basis for any TS.
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31.

ER-W3-99-0234-00-00, Containment Sump Temporary Alteration

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This temporary alteration adds a drum with sump pump in the containment sump. This
will prevent water from getting to the bottom of the sump where work is being
performed.
REASON FOR CHANGE
This is needed to permit work to be done in the bottom of the sump. The work includes
installation of DC-3405, containment sump level transmitters, and removal of sludge
from the sump.
50.59 EVALUATION
There are no accidents listed in the FSAR affected by this temporary alteration. This
TA will only be in effect during mode 6 and will allow the drainage system in
containment to function normally, except the water will not reach the bottom of the
containment sump. Since no accidents listed in the FSAR are affected, there is no
increase in consequences of any accident. The only equipment important to safety
affected is the containment isolation valves, SP-105 and SP-106. These valves are
opened to install this change and closed to restore it. This is normal operation for these
valves. The water in the pipe and hose will form a minimum 29 foot water seal to
prevent direct contact between containment and outside air. There are no core
alteration events that could force out this seal. Ifthe containment isolation valves
malfunction, the containment penetration would not be sealed by valves. Since the
penetration is being sealed by water there is no increase in consequences of a
malfunction of these containment isolation valves. The existing plant equipment and
equipment installed by this change will operate within it design parameters. As a result,
the probability of a non-mechanistic failure of any equipment affected by this TA is not
changed. Therefore no new accident possibility is created. The only difference
between normal operation and this change for the containment isolation valves is
pressure. The shut-off head of the containment sump pumps is 140 feet (61 psi), which
is about twice the pressure created by the temporary sump pump (76 feet or 31 psi)).
Therefore, no possibility of a different malfunction of these valves is created. No
margin of safety is affected by this TA.
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Ill.

PROCEDURES

A.

PLANT PROCEDURES

1.

CE-002-002, Maintaining Condensate and Feedwater Chemistry, Revision 9,
Change 0

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This proposed change is a procedure revision to CE-002-002, Maintaining Condensate
and Feedwater Chemistry. The technical changes in this procedure are associated
with updating the procedure to the recommendations contained in Revision 4 to the
PWR Secondary Water Chemistry Guidelines (EPRI TR-102134, R4). Other changes
in this revision involve format, editorial, and clarification type changes.
REASON FOR CHANGE
Update CE-002-002 in accordance with the recommendations in EPRIs PWR
Secondary Water Chemistry Guidelines, Revision 4.
50.59 EVALUATION
There are no accidents that may be caused by or affected by the proposed change.
This proposed change is a procedure revision to a procedure that establishes the
administrative requirements for maintaining proper chemistry control in the Condensate
and Feedwater Systems. The changes made by this proposed revision will provide
stricter controls to the secondary cycle chemistry that will enhance the integrity of the
Steam Generators and thus minimize the likelihood of Steam Generator tube leak or
rupture. The changes made in CE-002-002 will enhance system performance such that
it will decrease the probability of a radiological release. The proposed change does not
negatively affect any safety related equipment or equipment important to safety. The
proposed changes will enhance the chemistry control of the secondary cycle. The
lower iron and copper limits will provide stricter controls on the amount of impurities that
are transported to the Steam Generators which when concentrated can lead to
corrosion mechanisms such as pitting, intergranular attack, and stress corrosion
cracking. The new limit restricts the amount of iron and copper transported to the
Steam Generators. The increased hydrazine concentrations will help to ensure
reducing environments are maintained in the secondary cycle, which has the effect of
minimizing iron and copper transport to the Steam Generators. The proposed change
will not require any new system interactions or connections. The proposed change is
Revision 9 to CE-002-002. CE-002-002 is a Chemistry procedure, which establishes
the chemistry control program for the Condensate and Feedwater Systems. CE-002
002 does not provide instructions for the operation of any plant system or component.
There are no new methods of failure that this proposed change could create. The
proposed change does not involve the operation of any plant system or component.
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CE-002-002 is a procedure that establishes the program for chemistry control of the
Condensate and Feedwater Systems. The new limits established by this proposed
change will enhance system performance. There are no protective boundaries that are
affected by this proposed change.
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2.

OP-902-000, Standard Post Trip Actions, Revision 8

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The procedure is being revised to incorporate deviations from CEN-152, "Combustion
Engineering Emergency Procedure Guidelines."
REASON FOR CHANGE
The NRC has approved revision 3 of CEN-152 and, while the final SER has not been
issued, the NRC has given approval to use the strategies contained in CEN-1 52.
50.59 EVALUATION
The performance of this 50.59 evaluation is the result of a revision to OP-902-000. The
strategies in the procedure are based on the recommendations of CEN-1 52. FSAR
Section 13.5 describes the intent of the procedure as an entry procedure that is
executed after reactor trip to take the necessary immediate actions and select the
optimal recovery procedure. Although the procedure title has changed to meet the
guidelines of CEN-1 52, the intent of the procedure remains unchanged. The 50.59
evaluation concludes that since the actions taken in this procedure are in response to
events, there is no increase in probability of event occurrence and the changes do not
increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important-to
safety. Instead, the changes add conservatism to the safety function response. There
are no modifications to the systems being used for the mitigative strategies of the
Standard Post Trip Actions procedure within this revision. No new interconnections or
interactions of systems are required; therefore, no new accident or equipment
malfunction is introduced. In addition, no margin of safety is reduced.
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3.

OP-902-001, Reactor Trip Recovery, Revision 8

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The procedure is being revised to incorporate deviations from CEN-152, "Combustion
Engineering Emergency Procedure Guidelines."
REASON FOR CHANGE
The NRC has approved revision 3 of CEN-152 and, while the final SER has not been
issued, the NRC has given approval to use the strategies contained in CEN-152.
50.59 EVALUATION
The performance of this 50.59 evaluation is the result of a revision to OP-902-001. The
strategies in the procedure are based on the recommendations of CEN-1 52. FSAR
Section 13.5 describes the procedure as a procedure provided for an uncomplicated
reactor trip. Although the procedure title has changed to meet the guidelines of CEN
152, the intent of the procedure remains unchanged. The 50.59 evaluation concludes
that since the actions taken in this procedure are in response to events, there is no
increase in probability of event occurrence and the changes do not increase the
probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important-to-safety. Instead,
the changes add conservatism to the safety function response. No new
interconnections or interactions of systems are required; therefore, no new accident or
equipment malfunction is introduced. In addition, no margin of safety is reduced.
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4.

OP-902-002, Loss of Coolant Accident Recovery, Revision 8

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The procedure is being revised to incorporate deviations from CEN-152, "Combustion
Engineering Emergency Procedure Guidelines."
REASON FOR CHANGE
The NRC has approved revision 3 of CEN-152 and, while the final SER has not been
issued, the NRC has given approval to use the strategies contained in CEN-152.
50.59 EVALUATION
The performance of this 50.59 evaluation is the result of a revision to OP-902-002. The
strategies in the procedure are based on the recommendations of CEN-152. Although
the procedure itself is not explicitly described in the FSAR, both automatic system
response and operator actions are described to mitigate the consequence of a LOCA.
The 50.59 evaluation concludes that since the actions taken in this procedure are in
response to events, there is no increase in probability of event occurrence and the
changes do not increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important-to-safety. Instead, the changes add conservatism to the safety function
response. No new interconnections or interactions of systems are required; therefore,
no new accident or equipment malfunction is introduced. In addition, no margin of
safety is reduced.
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5.

OP-902-003, Loss of Offsite Power/Loss of Forced Circulation Recovery,
Revision 3

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The procedure is being revised to incorporate deviations from CEN-1 52, "Combustion
Engineering Emergency Procedure Guidelines."
REASON FOR CHANGE
The NRC has approved revision 3 of CEN-152 and, while the final SER has not been
issued, the NRC has given approval to use the strategies contained in CEN-152.
50.59 EVALUATION
The performance of this 50.59 evaluation is the result of a revision to OP-902-003. The
strategies in the procedure are based on the recommendations of CEN-152. Although
the procedure itself is not explicitly described in the FSAR, both automatic system
response and operator actions are described to mitigate the consequence of a
LOOP/LOFC. The 50.59 evaluation concludes that since the actions taken in this
procedure are in response to events, there is no increase in probability of event
occurrence and the changes do not increase the probability of occurrence of a
malfunction of equipment important-to-safety. Instead, the changes made to the
LOOP/LOFC Recovery procedure add conservatism to the safety function response.
No new interconnections or interactions of systems are required; therefore, no new
accident or equipment malfunction is introduced. In addition, no margin of safety is
reduced.
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6.

OP-902-004, Excess Steam Demand Recovery, Revision 8

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The procedure is being revised to incorporate deviations from CEN-1 52, "Combustion
Engineering Emergency Procedure Guidelines."
REASON FOR CHANGE
The NRC has approved revision 3 of CEN-152 and, while the final SER has not been
issued, the NRC has given approval to use the strategies contained in CEN-1 52.
50.59 EVALUATION
The performance of this 50.59 evaluation is the result of a revision to OP-902-004. The
strategies in the procedure are based on the recommendations of CEN-1 52. Although
the procedure itself is not explicitly described in the FSAR, both automatic system
response and operator actions are described to mitigate the consequence of an excess
steam demand. The 50.59 evaluation concludes that since the actions taken in this
procedure are in response to events, there is no increase in probability of event
occurrence and the changes do not increase the probability of occurrence of a
malfunction of equipment important-to-safety. Instead, the changes made to the
procedure add conservatism to the safety function response. No new interconnections
or interactions of systems are required; therefore, no new accident or equipment
malfunction is introduced. In addition, no margin of safety is reduced.
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7.

OP-902-005, Station Blackout Recovery, Revision 10

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The procedure is being revised to incorporate deviations from CEN-152, "Combustion
Engineering Emergency Procedure Guidelines."
REASON FOR CHANGE
The NRC has approved revision 3 of CEN-1 52 and, while the final SER has not been
issued, the NRC has given approval to use the strategies contained in CEN-152.
50.59 EVALUATION
The performance of this 50.59 evaluation is the result of a revision to OP-902-005. The
strategies in the procedure are based on the recommendations of CEN-1 52. Although
the procedure itself is not explicitly described in the FSAR, both automatic system
response and operator actions are described to mitigate the consequence of an SBO.
The 50.59 evaluation concludes that since the actions taken in this procedure are in
response to events, there is no increase in probability of event occurrence and the
changes do not increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important-to-safety. Instead, the changes made to the SBO Recovery procedure add
conservatism to the safety function response. No new interconnections or interactions
of systems are required; therefore, no new accident or equipment malfunction is
introduced. In addition, no margin of safety is reduced.
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8.

OP-902-006, Loss of Main Feedwater Recovery, Revision 8

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The procedure is being revised to incorporate deviations from CEN-1 52, "Combustion
Engineering Emergency Procedure Guidelines."
REASON FOR CHANGE
The NRC has approved revision 3 of CEN-152 and, while the final SER has not been
issued, the NRC has given approval to use the strategies contained in CEN-1 52.
50.59 EVALUATION
The performance of this 50.59 evaluation is the result of a revision to OP-902-006. The
strategies in the procedure are based on the recommendations of CEN-152. Although
the procedure itself is not explicitly described in the FSAR, both automatic system
response and operator actions are described to mitigate the consequence of a LOMF.
The 50.59 evaluation concludes that since the actions taken in this procedure are in
response to events, there is no increase in probability of event occurrence and the
changes do not increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important-to-safety. Instead, the changes made to the LOMF Recovery procedure add
conservatism to the safety function response. No new interconnections or interactions
of systems are required; therefore, no new accident or equipment malfunction is
introduced. In addition, no margin of safety is reduced.
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9.

OP-902-007, Steam Generator Tube Rupture Recovery, Revision 9

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The procedure is being revised to incorporate deviations from CEN-152, "Combustion
Engineering Emergency Procedure Guidelines."
REASON FOR CHANGE
The NRC has approved revision 3 of CEN-152 and, while the final SER has not been
issued, the NRC has given approval to use the strategies contained in CEN-152.
50.59 EVALUATION
The performance of this 50.59 evaluation is the result of a revision to OP-902-007. The
strategies in the procedure are based on the recommendations of CEN-1 52. Although
the procedure itself is not explicitly described in the FSAR, both automatic system
response and operator actions are described to mitigate the consequence of a SGTR.
The 50.59 evaluation concludes that since the actions taken in this procedure are in
response to events, there is no increase in probability of event occurrence and the
changes do not increase the probability of occurrence of a malfunction of equipment
important-to-safety. Instead, the changes made to the SGTR Recovery procedure add
conservatism to the safety function response. No new interconnections or interactions
of systems are required; therefore, no new accident or equipment malfunction is
introduced. In addition, no margin of safety is reduced.
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10.

OP-902-008, Functional Recovery, Revision 11

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The procedure is being revised to incorporate deviations from CEN-1 52, "Combustion
Engineering Emergency Procedure Guidelines."
REASON FOR CHANGE
The NRC has approved revision 3 of CEN-1 52 and, while the final SER has not been
issued, the NRC has given approval to use the strategies contained in CEN-1 52.
50.59 EVALUATION
The performance of this 50.59 evaluation is the result of a revision to OP-902-008. The
strategies in the procedure are based on the recommendations of CEN-152. Although
the procedure itself is not explicitly described in the FSAR, both automatic system
response and operator actions are described to mitigate the consequence of accidents
described in the FSAR. The Functional Recovery procedure described in FSAR
Section 13.5.2.1 is provided to ensure safety functions are maintained within
acceptable limits. This procedure is used when an event diagnosis cannot be made,
when the selected optimal recovery procedure is not adequately mitigating the event, or
if multiple failures occur. The 50.59 evaluation concludes that since the actions taken
in this procedure are in response to events, there is no increase in probability of event
occurrence and the changes do not increase the probability of occurrence of a
malfunction of equipment important-to-safety. Instead, the changes made to the
Functional Recovery procedure add conservatism to the safety function response. No
new interconnections or interactions of systems are required; therefore, no new
accident or equipment malfunction is introduced. In addition, no margin of safety is
reduced.
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11.

OP-902-009, Standard Appendices, Revision 0

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
Developed a new procedure for the EOP set to contain support procedures and
documents that are referenced in the EOPs.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The EOP upgrade project is intended to update the EOPs to correspond to the latest
revision of CEN-1 52. The Standard Appendices were developed from lengthy steps
extracted from the body of the procedure, steps extracted from support procedures,
and attachments to the EOPs. This allows the EOPs to be clear and easy to follow.
50.59 EVALUATION
The performance of this 50.59 evaluation is the result of the creation of procedure OP
902-009. The strategies in the procedure are based on the recommendations of CEN
152. Although the procedure itself is not explicitly described in the FSAR, both
automatic system response and operator actions are described to mitigate the
consequence of accidents described in the FSAR. The 50.59 evaluation concludes that
since the actions taken in this procedure are in response to events, there is no increase
in probability of event occurrence and the changes do not increase the probability of
occurrence of a malfunction of equipment important-to-safety. Instead, the changes
made to the standard appendix procedure add conservatism to the safety function
response. No new interconnections or interactions of systems are required; therefore,
no new accident or equipment malfunction is introduced. In addition, no margin of
safety is reduced.
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12.

RF-001-001, Refueling Administration, Revision 7

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
Incorporates administrative changes and adds steps to verify SFP boron concentration
consistent with refuel boron concentration prior to opening transfer tube gate valve and
to determine the SFP heat load prior to partial core off-load.
REASON FOR CHANGE
Make RF-001-001 consistent with other operations department procedures, ensure
opening of the transfer tube gate valve does not result in dilution of RCS, and verify
SFP heat load is within the capacity of the FP cooling system in the event of a loss of a
divisional electrical bus.
50.59 EVALUATION
This revision to RF-001-001 may be implemented with no USQ. The margin of safety
with respect to the licensing basis and safety analysis is not reduced. The probability
and consequences of any accident remain unchanged. During a fuel handling accident,
cooling of the water is provided by spent fuel pool cooling system. The fuel rod clad
temperature is assumed to be at the corresponding SFP conditions. This change does
not affect the temperature limit on the SP cooling system. This procedure is a refueling
administrative procedure. No equipment is operated or affected; therefore, the
likelihood of a fuel handling accident is not increased. This revision implements the
administrative controls to verify the anticipated heat load is less than or equal to 29
million Btulhr and to stage electrical connections to provide temporary power to the
spent fuel pool pump if required. This increases the margin of safety since the SFP
cooling system would not exceed 140°F in the event of a loss of divisional bus.
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13.

STA-001 -005 Revision 3, Change 1, Leakage Testing of Air and Nitrogen
Accumulators for Safety Related Valves

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This change implements test changes required as a result of DC-3529 which adds
CVC-209 as a load on essential air station 3.
REASON FOR CHANGE
This is a permanent procedure change that will enable applicable portions of STA-001
005 to be utilized as an acceptance test for DC-3529. Essential air station 3 pressure
decay test must now include the CVC-209 actuator as part of the test boundary. CVC
209 will be stroke tested using only the valve actuator air accumulators for CC-808A
and CC-822A with IA isolated.
50.59 EVALUATION
This testing will be performed in modes 5 or 6 when the RCPs, containment heat
removal and CS systems are not required to be operable. Containment isolation/barrier
provisions, which are required in mode 6 during core alterations/irradiated fuel
movement, will be satisfied by safety class 2 or 3 piping or a containment isolation
valve. This test will not operate any equipment outside its design parameters. This test
change will not reduce the margin of safety as defined in the basis of any TS or safety
analysis and no USQs are created.
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14.

UNT-005-013, Fire Protection Program, Revision 7

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
Incorporation of applicable portions of the Fire Protection requirements formerly
contained in the QAPM (Special Scope).
REASON FOR CHANGE
Supports elimination of QAPM (Special Scope) sections as part of the EOI Corporate
Quality Assurance Manual project.
50.59 EVALUATION
No nuclear safety impact is noted as this is an addition of information previously
contained in other facility documentation. The level of fire protection has been
maintained as previously approved. The Fire Protection program is intended to
address the controls necessary to ensure the plant's capability to achieve and maintain
safe shutdown following a fire event as described in FSAR section 9.5.1. This revision
incorporates additional information regarding the applicable portions of the QA program
as applied to Fire Protection. Since this is an addition of previous information no impact
or change to the accidents or equipment important-to-safety or the likelihood thereof is
created.
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15.

UNT-005-032, Steam Generator Primary-to-Secondary Leakage, Revision 2

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This change incorporates EPRI TR-104788 Primary-to-Secondary Leak Guidelines and
Action Levels into the procedure. It removes the reference and action requirements for
the implementation of TAR 97-018. It also reformats the procedure for easier
interpretation and compliance with W2.110. References to NPDES changed to LPDES.
REASON FOR CHANGE
Waterford 3 has committed to implementing Nuclear Energy Institute's Steam
Generator Program Guidelines, NEI 97-06. Section 3.5 of NEI 97-06 requires licensees
to establish primary-to-secondary leakage monitoring procedures in accordance with
EPRI Primary-to-Secondary Guidelines (TR-104788-RI). The proposed change to
UNT-005-032 incorporates the recommendations of EPRI TR-104788-RI. Basis for
operating limitation of 34 gpd leakrate was in error. Misunderstanding of the licensing
basis led to this restriction, which needs to be removed.
50.59 EVALUATION
The proposed change to UNT-005-032 does not initiate an event previously analyzed in
the FSAR nor change the performance, function or design of a safety SSC. The
proposed change decreases the probability of an accident such as SGTR. The
proposed change incorporates the EPRI recommended action level guidelines that are
more restrictive than that found in TS 3.4.5.2.c of 720 gpd per steam generator or 1
gpm on all steam generators. The EPRI PWR primary-to-secondary guidelines provide
defense-in-depth necessary to ensure that operation with primary-to-secondary leakage
does not escalate to a tube rupture.
The two areas of concern for nuclear safety that are potentially impacted are SGTR and
calculated off-site dose during normal operation. The proposed change does not
increase the consequences of an accident such as SGTR. The proposed change only
incorporates the EPRI recommended action level guidelines, which are more restrictive
than that found in TS 3.4.5.2.c of I gpm per steam generator or 720 gpd on all steam
generators. Because the recommended action level leak rates are more restrictive
than those stated in the TS, the radiological release consequences are designed to be
much less. Plant operation with an existing primary-to-secondary leak has been
previously analyzed. The limited conditions for operation are stated in TS 3.4.5.2.c.
The analysis assumes a reactor fuel condition of 0.12% failed fuel. Applying the EPRI
action level guidelines ensures plant operation is restricted to a much lower level of
primary-to-secondary leakage, specifically designed to reduce the radiological release
consequences in the event of a tube rupture. The proposed procedure change also
directs the performance of evaluations to determine the length of continued plant
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operation available (with primary-to-secondary leakage) based on source term activity,
and not exceed ODCM limits. The proposed change does not effect the TRM.
The proposed change does remove references to TAR 97-018, Disable Condenser Air
Evacuation Exhaust to RAB Ventilation. The original 50.59 evaluation for TAR 97-018,
placed a restriction of 34 gpd on the primary-to-secondary leak rate. This action was
done in error. It was not fully understood, at the time, what the Waterford 3 licensing
basis was for plant normal operation doses. A new 50.59 to disable condenser air
evacuation exhaust, was approved 2/99.
The annual release source terms for normal plant operations are given in FSAR Table
11.3-5 and 11.3-6. The tables are generated by the NRC developed code PWR-GALE,
governed by NUREG-001 7. The code generates these source terms based upon
continued plant operation with 0.12% failed fuel and a continuous yearly average
primary-to-secondary leak rate of 12 gpd. These are very conservative assumptions
since the plant will normally not operate under these conditions. The intent of the code
and the licensing basis at Waterford 3 is to show what typical operation would look like
independent of the particular operating cycle. The 12 gpd leak rate was never meant to
be imposed on the plant since it is a yearly average and not a operational limit.
The source terms calculated were also based on filtration of the iodine values
associated with the main condenser evacuation system (MCES). Doses were
recalculated for the MCES sources ten times higher to remove crediting filtration. The
limiting dose (with MCES diversion) was 2.48 mrem/year to the thyroid. The dose
without MCES diversion was 4.74 mrem/year which is well within the NRC acceptance
criteria of 15 mrem/year.
The 34 gpd leak was determined by seeing what leak rate would cause the thyroid
dose to reach the NRC limit of 15 mrem/year. This however would mean that you
would have the 34 gpd leak rate continuously for an entire year. In the event the
Waterford plant was to develop a primary-to-secondary leak greater than the
incorporated EPRI guideline action level 1 value of 30 gpd, other plant restrictions
would more than likely require the plant to limit or secure power operations. The plant
restrictions would be dependent upon the RCS source term isotopes and activity level.
For example, cesium-1 37 activity released through outfall 104 (turbine building - yard
oil i water separator) could be more restrictive than MCES iodine dose limitations.
Restrictions also include the plant's ability to process secondary system radioactive
wastewater through alternative means. Therefore, to give operations a limit that says
even for short periods of time, the plant can not operate and exceed 34 gpd would be
incorrect. Misunderstanding of the licensing basis led to this restriction. Therefore, the
restriction can be removed without increasing the radiological release consequences.
The equipment related to the proposed change is the radiation monitoring system. The
proposed change to UNT-005-032 does not affect the performance, function or design
of any equipment. The proposed change does recommend that existing equipment
output be utilized to give plant operating personnel real time indications of primary-to-.
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secondary leakage. Other recommendations on setpoint changes places the
equipment output and function in a more conservative level of operation. Re
calibration, setpoint changes and conversion of micro-ci/cc output to gpd leakrate will
not cause an equipment malfunction or related loss of component reliability. The
proposed change reduces the radiation and contamination consequences of a steam
generator tube failure. The designed purpose of the proposed change is to specifically
provide guidance to plant personnel in identification and response to primary-to
secondary leakage. NEI and EPRI guideline recommendations are based on industry
experience and designed to limit the consequences of this event. The radiation
monitoring system provides visual display of radioactivity release rates and provides
protective functions to limit the amount of radioactivity released to the environment.
TRM, ODCM and chemistry I environmental procedural measures are in place to limit
the consequences of failure of the radiation monitoring system. Grab sampling would
be the primary means to ensure that off-site dose limits are not exceeded and provide
qualitative and quantitative determination of primary-to-secondary leakage. The
proposed change to UNT-005-032 does not require or create new system connections
or system interactions thus no new accidents are created by this proposed change.
The proposed change to UNT-005-032 does not prevent, change or re-design any
SSC, from performing its designed function, operation or change its construction.
Therefore there is no possibility of a different type of malfunction than previously
evaluated. TS 3.4.5.2 requires reactor shutdown if steam generator tube leakage
exceeds 0.5 gpm (720 gpd) in either steam generator. The proposed change to UNT
005-032 institutes more restrictive guidelines of >150 gpd steam generator tube
leakage or >60 gpd I hour increase in leakage, requires reactor shutdown. Therefore
the margin of safety as defined in the TS basis is not compromised. Relevant margins
of safety for steam generator tube rupture are published in 1OCFR20 and 1OCFR50
Appendix I criteria. Since the proposed limits of operation are less than established in
TS, analyses related to GDC 19 and 1 OCFR1 00, the margin of safety as related to
control room dose and accident dose, is retained. Since the proposed change
institutes more restrictive limits, dose values are much more below the amount
declared acceptable in Appendix I of 10CFR50.
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16.

W2.501, "Corrective Action," Revision 8

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
The procedure is being revised to implement changes brought about by the new PCRS.
REASON FOR CHANGE
PCRS allows the entire CR process to be completed electronically except for the
inclusion of the final record in the Records Center. Some administrative changes to the
process were also made to reflect desirable business practices.
50.59 EVALUATION
This is a change to the administrative procedure that controls the corrective action
program. No physical change is being made to the plant. No accidents or important-to
safety equipment are affected and no USQ is created.
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B.

SPECIAL TEST PROCEDURES (STP)

1.

STP-99003429A, Essential Air Supply to CIV Accumulators

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This is the acceptance for DC-3429. This test includes pressure decay testing of the IA
accumulators for 13 fail open CIVs, pressure decay testing of the new Essential IA
system, pressure regulating valve flowrate testing, accumulator pressurization testing,
and stroke time and differential pressure testing of solenoid valve SA-9082.
REASON FOR CHANGE
The essential IAsystem is a new system that is being installed in the plant to meet an
NRC commitment. This system provides a 30-day backup supply of air to maintain 13
fail open CIVs closed post-accident.
50.59 EVALUATION
This test will be conducted in Mode 5 or 6 when the RCPs, containment heat removal,
and CS systems are not required to be operable. Neither the IAsystem nor the CIVs
are postulated to initiate any accident in the FSAR. Therefore, there are no accidents
that can be caused or affected by this test. The test performed will not create a
condition where a containment penetration will be compromised such that direct access
from the containment atmosphere to outside atmosphere could occur. Therefore, no
accident consequences will be increased by the change. All testing will be performed
within the design limits of the IAsystem to ensure no equipment malfunction probability
or consequences are increased. Appropriately sized test equipment used and handled
in accordance with approved procedures will preclude creating a new accident or
equipment malfunction. No margin of safety is affected by this change and no USQ is
created.
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2.

STP-99003493, Acceptance Test for DC-3493, Revision 0 and Revision 1

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This procedure functionally tests the CCW to Containment Isolation Valves (CC-641,
CC-710, and CC-713) and the CCW Header 'AB' Isolation Valves (CC-200A/CC-727
and CC-200BICC-563) to ensure that pressure surges as a result of valve closure do
not exceed system design pressure.
REASON FOR CHANGE
DC-3493 installed metering valves in the air supply lines for the affected valves. The
metering valves will be adjusted to slow down the affected valves close stroke time.
This procedure will verify that the acceptance criteria of DC-3493 have been satisfied
and will collect data.
50.59 EVALUATION
The CCW system is needed to mitigate the consequences of a LOCA or MSLB by
rejecting heat from containment to the atmosphere via the cooling towers. However,
CCW does not initiate either of these accidents. Temporary pressure monitoring
equipment will be installed to measure the magnitude of any pressure surges that may
result during the test. This ensures no consequences of any accident will be affected
by this change. No new system interactions are required and no new accident
scenarios will be created. No protective boundaries are affected and no margin of
safety is reduced.
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3.

STP-01 164228, Balancing Condenser Air Evacuation Flow, Revision 0

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This procedure will balance the flow of non-condensable gasses and water vapor from
the six sections of the Condenser by throttling the isolation valves. Flow rates from
each section will be monitored by instrumentation installed during Refueling Outage 8.
Condenser backpressure will be monitored to ensure Condenser efficiency is not
negatively impacted.
REASON FOR CHANGE
Instrumentation installed during RF08 shows that the majority of the flow from the
Condenser to the Air Evacuation pump is from one or two condensers with almost no
flow from the other condensers. By throttling the isolation valves to the condensers, the
flows can be balanced and the Air Evacuation pumps will remove oxygen equally from
each condenser section.
50.59 EVALUATION
The balancing of flows from the Main Condenser shell to the Air Evacuation pump does
not affect the ability of the system to remove non-condensable gasses from the Main
Condenser. No new system interactions or accidents are created by throttling the
isolation valves. No accident probability or consequences are affected by the proposed
test. No USQ is created.
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4.

STP-01 168141, Wet Cooling Tower Performance Test, Revision 0

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This activity is a thermal performance test of the WCT whereby ACCW flow and
temperatures along with ambient conditions will be measured during the rejection of
plant heat loads to the UHS. These heat loads will be directed to the WCT (in lieu of
the DCT) by isolating and bypassing the DCT, by isolating CCW Train 'A from Train"'B',
and rejecting CCW header 'A/B' heat loads to the tested WCT.
REASON FOR CHANGE
This test fulfills the intent of GL 89-13 to demonstrate the ability of the ACCW system to
reject design basis heat loads during a design basis event.
50.59 EVALUATION
This test will place the tested train of ACCW/UHS out of service along with the
corresponding train of CCW. This activity will be performed within the LCOs associated
with TS 314.7.3, 3/4.7.4, and cascading TS. The test is designed so that heat loads on
CCW with the trains split and the DCT isolated and bypassed will be increased in a
controlled manner and will not be allowed to exceed the CBO alarm setpoint. Ifthe
alarm point is exceeded, the appropriate off-normal procedure will be entered and
restoration will be performed from the test. Therefore, there will be no increase in the
probability of an RCP failure and subsequent SBLOCA. Should an SIAS occur during
the test, the procedure directs that the control switch for CCW Train 'A' to 'AB' Header
Supply and Return Isolation valves will be immediately placed to the open position,
restoring flow to the RCP seals. Thus, no accident consequences will be increased
during the test. The affected equipment is all of CCW and ACCW in the tested train.
Appropriate LCOs will be entered and associated action statements observed. CCW
flow tothe Fuel Pool Cooler will be isolated in accordance with operating procedures.
No change in letdown temperature or potential for positive reactivity insertion will occur
as a result of this test. Therefore, there will be no increase in the consequences of an
equipment malfunction. All equipment will be operated in accordance with existing
procedures with respect to interactions with other systems and no new failure modes
will be introduced. The ability of CCW/ACCW/UHS to provide sufficient cooling to
provide normal cooldown or mitigate the consequences of accident conditions within
acceptable limits assuming a single failure will be maintained. Thus no margin of safety
will be reduced.
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5.

STP-01 171614, Essential Chiller Guide Vane Closure, Revision 0

DESCRIPTION OF CHANGE
This test will attempt to determine the chill water exit temperature when the condenser
is simulated for accident conditions.
REASON FOR CHANGE
This test is required to support corrective actions for a condition report and a
subsequent LER.
50.59 EVALUATION
No accidents will be affected by performance of this procedure. Only train 'A' of ECW
and only Essential Chiller 'A' will be affected; therefore, Train 'A' will be declared
inoperable and the TS action statement entered. To ensure equipment is not
degraded, the test will be aborted if CC Pump Room 'A' and/or CC Heat Exchanger
Room ambient temperature rise to 100°F. This is less than the design basis
temperature of 1040F. No new system interconnections are required for this test and
no new failure modes will be created. In order to preserve any margin of safety, the
test will be preformed within the bounds of the TS and the affected train declared
inoperable.
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